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Summary

Within this PhD thesis, the (Al)GaN semiconductor surface modification with a detailed

view on interface state engineering is investigated. Due to the presence of surface donor states,

GaN based HEMTs suffer from severe threshold voltage drifts which are commonly obtained in

state-of-the-art reports. So far, interface modifications include oxide and carbon removal or

variations of dielectric materials. The interface modification is commonly performed by wet

cleaning of the surface before dielectric deposition. Within this work the surface will be

modified by wet chemicals, gaseous oxidation and remote plasma processes. It is, in accordance

with literature, not possible to remove the oxygen and carbon completely with any wet

chemical. Thorough investigations of the surfaces show that the inert (0001) c-plane is hardly

etched but that the more reactive r- and m- planes are dominant during material removal. This

can be especially observed during defect decoration etching, and thermal oxidation: the

threading dislocation through the crystal enable surface reactions at their surface pits. The

enhanced reactivity of threading dislocations can nevertheless be a useful approach for defect

decoration, hence it is a cheaper and faster analysis compared to TEM investigations.

A more useful approach of interface modification is found to be the application of

remote plasma treatments: the GaN surface termination can be modified. This formally

nucleophilic substitution of the nitride with Lewis bases such as chloride, fluoride, hydroxide

and oxide is shown to have the advantage of an increased surface dipole. This dipole increases

the potential barrier at the surface, hence increases the Schottky barrier height. A MIS-HEMT

interface modification is shown to be achieved by remote fluorine plasma processing: in terms

of interface stability, it is found that only oxygen and fluorine are suitable candidates for

interface modification. However, oxygen is reduced by the NH3 during LPCVD Si3N4

deposition. Therefore, variations of oxygen at the interface do not lead to significant different

results in terms of Vth drifts. The drifts as well as the interfacial oxygen concentrations are

comparable for state-of-the-art and ‘oxidized’ interfaces. Interestingly, oxygen cannot be

removed completely from the surface – the remaining 6-8% oxygen could be a consequence of

polarization charge compensation. The fluorination of the surface on the other hand shows a

completely new device behavior from dynamic stress-recovery measurements. The fluorination

creates a single dominant surface donor with fast trapping and de-trapping characteristics. The

energy level of the new and stable donor state is found to be 0.5 eV deeper in the bandgap than

initial donor states.

Physical-chemical surface and interface investigation by XPS, AES or SIMS do not

allow a straightforward conclusion if fluorine is left at the interface after Si3N4 deposition or if it

induces a stable surface reconstruction without being involved. Either way, the created donor

state is extracted to be present in concentrations of 4x1013 cm-2 – such low concentrations lie at

the limit of detection for XPS and AES; hence, solely electrical interface characterization

responds well to these interface modifications.
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Kurzfassung

Im Rahmen dieser interdisziplinären Doktorarbeit wird eine (Al)GaN

Halbleiteroberflächenmodifikation untersucht, mit dem Ziel eine verbesserte Grenzfläche

zwischen dem Material und dem Dielektrikum zu erzeugen. Aufgrund von

Oberflächenzuständen zeigen GaN basierte HEMT Strukturen üblicherweise große

Einsatzspannungsverschiebungen. Bisher wurden zur Grenzflächenmodifikation besonders die

Entfernung von Verunreinigungen wie Sauerstoff oder Kohlenstoff analysiert. Die

nasschemischen Oberflächenbehandlungen werden vor der Abscheidung des Dielektrikums

durchgeführt, wobei die Kontaminationen jedoch nicht vollständig entfernt werden können. In

dieser Arbeit werden Modifikationen der Oberfläche in wässrigen Lösungen, in Gasen sowie in

Plasma analysiert. Detaillierte Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die inerte (0001) c-Ebene der

Oberfläche kaum reagiert, sondern hauptsächlich die weniger polaren r- und m- Ebenen. Dies

kann deutlich beim Defektätzen sowie bei der thermischen Oxidation beobachtet werden.

Einen weiteren Ansatz zur Oberflächenmodifikation stellen Plasmabehandlungen dar.

Hierbei wird die Oberflächenterminierung durch eine nukleophile Substitution mit Lewis Basen,

wie Fluorid, Chlorid oder Oxid verändert, wodurch sich die Elektronegativitätsdifferenz

zwischen dem Metall und dem Anion im Vergleich zur Metall-Stickstoff Bindung erhöht. Dies

führt gleichzeitig zu einer Erhöhung der Potentialdifferenz des Schottky Kontakts. Sauerstoff

oder Fluor besitzen die nötige thermische Stabilität um während einer Silicium-

nitridabscheidung an der (Al)GaN Oberfläche zu bleiben. Sauerstoffvariationen an der

Oberfläche werden in NH3 bei 700°C, welches die nötigen Bedingungen für die Abscheidung

darstellen, immer zu etwa 6-8% reduziert – solche Grenzflächen zeigen deswegen auch keine

veränderten Ergebnisse in Einsatzspannungsuntersuchungen. Im Gegensatz dazu zeigt die

fluorierte Oberfläche ein völlig neues elektrisches Verhalten: ein neuer dominanter

Oberflächendonator mit einem schnellen Trapping und Detrapping Verhalten wird gefunden.

Das Energieniveau dieses neuen, stabilen Donators liegt um ca. 0,5 eV tiefer in der Bandlücke

als die ursprünglichen Energieniveaus der Oberflächenzustände.

Physikalisch-chemische Oberflächen- und Grenzflächenuntersuchung mit XPS, AES

oder SIMS erlauben keine eindeutige Schlussfolgerung, ob das Fluor nach der Si3N4

Abscheidung tatsächlich noch an der Grenzfläche vorhanden ist, oder einfach eine stabilere

Oberflächenrekonstruktion induziert wurde, bei welcher es selbst nicht beteiligt ist. In beiden

Fällen ist der neue Donator in einer Konzentration von 4x1013 at/cm-2 vorhanden. Diese Dichte

entspricht einer Oberflächenkonzentration von etwa 1%, was genau an der Nachweisgrenze der

spektroskopischen Methoden liegt. Jedoch werden die elektrischen Oberflächeneigenschaften

durch die Oberflächenmodifikation deutlich verändert und ermöglichen eine potentiell weiter

optimierbare Grenzfläche.
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Abbreviations

Besides common SI units and elemental abbreviations referring to the periodic table of

elements, following abbreviations are used:

2DEG Two dimensional electron gas

A Area

α Polarizability

Ae Electron affinity

A* Richardson constant

AC Altering current

AES Auger electron spectroscopy

AFM Atomic force microscopy

at% Atomic percentages

B.E. Binding energy (XPS, AES)

BVOFF Off-state breakdown voltage

C Capacitance

CA Contact angle

CB Barrier capacity

CD Dielectric capacity

CNL Charge neutrality level

cts Counts

C-V Capacity-voltage

d Dipole moment

dcr Critical thickness

DC Direct current

Dit Interface state density

DFT Density functional theory

DOS Density of states

Dss Surface state density

e- Electron

Ea Activation energy

Ebinding Binding energy

Ec Conduction band

Ed Adsorption distance

EDX Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

EF Fermi level/energy

Eg Bandgap

Ekin Kinetic energy

EPD Etch pit density

Ev Valence band

FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

FWHM Full width half maximum

G Gibbs free energy

H Enthalpy
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h+ Hole

HEMT High electron mobility transistor

HOMO Highest occupied molecule orbital

HSAB Hard and soft acids and bases

HR High resolution

ν, f frequency

I Intensity

Ie Ionization energy

ICP-AAS Inductively coupled plasma atomic adsorption spectroscopy

IMFP, λ Inelastic mean free path

MIM Methylimidazole

ISS ion scattering spectroscopy

I-V Current-voltage

LED Light emitting diode

LPCVD Low pressure chemical vapor deposition

LT Low temperature

LUMO Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

m/z Mass to charge ratio

MBE Molecular beam epitaxy

MIGS Metal induced gap states

MIS-HEMT Metal insulator high electron mobility transistor

MO Molecular orbital

MOCVD Metal organic chemical vapor deposition

MS Metal-semiconductor

n Ideality factor (n for mole is not used in this work)

n-GaN Negatively doped gallium nitride material

N-faced GaN (0001� ) faced GaN wurtzite crystal plane

NA Acceptor state density

ND Donor state density

Nit Interface state density

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

p Pressure

PBTI Positive bias temperature instabilities

PEC Photo-assisted electrochemical etching

ppm Parts per million (1.10-6)

Ppz Piezoelectric polarization

Psp Spontaneous polarization

Ptot Total polarization

PVC Polyvinyl chloride

RGA Residual gas analysis

RMS Root mean square

RTA Rapid thermal anneal

S Slope parameter

SBH Schottky barrier height
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SC Semiconductor

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

SIMS Secondary ion mass spectroscopy

SRIM © Stopping and range of ions in matter

T Temperature

TD Threading dislocation

tD Dielectric thickness

TEM Transmission electron microscopy

TXRF Total reflection x-ray fluorescence

UHV Ultra high vacuum

UPS Ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy

UV Ultra-violet

Vd Diffusion constant along the surface

VD Drain voltage/bias

VG Gate voltage/bias

VGmax Maximum gate voltage

Vth Threshold voltage

VW Volmer-Weber

Wad Adsorption work

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XRD X-ray diffraction

XRR X-ray reflection

γ Surface tension, energy

γ+/- Polar surface energy component

γAB Acid-base surface energy component

γd Dispersive surface energy component

γl Liquid surface energy

γLW Liftshitz-van-der-Waals surface energy component

γp Polar surface energy component

γs Solid surface energy

γsl Solid-liquid interfacial energy

γtot Total surface energy

ε0 Vacuum permittivity

εr Relative permittivity (dielectric constant)

η Hardness

ϴ Contact angle

μ Chemical potential

ϕ0 Work function

φB Barrier potential

ϕM Metal work function

φSB Schottky barrier potential

χ Electronegativity

χSC Semiconductor electronegativity
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Motivation and Aim

With global trends and markets demanding electronic applications of increased energy

efficiency, performance and lower costs, silicon based technologies are no longer able to fulfill

those needs. The constantly growing energy consumption requires next-generation power

devices that can operate at higher temperatures and frequencies [1]. In this context, wide band

gap materials are extensively researched.

The bandgap describes the energy needed to excite an electron from the valence into the

conduction band; thus, a wide bandgap allows higher electric breakdown fields on top of high

frequency usage (hence higher energetic excitation). The bandgap of wurtzite GaN is 3.4 eV

with lattice parameters a and c of, a=0.319 and c=0.519 nm [2]. The electronegativity difference

between the nitrogen and the gallium atom (of approximately 0.8 by Pauling) causes bond

polarization. The resulting dipoles induce a spontaneous polarization of the material along the c-

plane. The state-of-the-art high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) contains an AlxGa1-xN

heterostructure on top of the GaN. This top layer adds another vector of piezoelectric

polarization because of the decreased lattice constant of Al-N with a=0.311 and c=0.498 nm [2].

The polarization vectors for the (0001) direction add up and point towards the surface. This

induces electrons to accumulate at the AlxGa1-xN/GaN interface, hence a two dimensional

electron gas channel (2DEG) is formed [3]. The origin of the electrons for the 2DEG is however

not fully understood: the accepted model is that they arrive from surface donor states (ND 

ND
+ + e-) [4]. If these donors are some oxygen- or hydrogen-containing species (or any other) is

still an open question and of central interest for this research work.

Basic surface properties are established out of the infraction of the bulk material

symmetry, leading to a difference in electronic configurations between the bulk and surface.

The violation of periodicity at the surface induces states within the crystal’s energy spectrum

that can lie within the bandgap [5]. Such states or ‘defects’ include topographical steps, kinks or

vacancies. Also atomic contaminations, hence adsorbed molecules can cause a rearrangement of

chemical bonds and as a consequence an adaption of state-densities and potentials at the surface.

It is understandable that the presence of such surface states is an obstacle in reliable

device performance. During device operation electrons can be injected into traps at the surface

(or respective interface to the dielectric) as well as in the buffer or barrier layer. Even though it

might not necessarily be true that the surface donor species for the 2DEG is the same that causes

electron trapping it has been shown that a surface donor is responsible for device drifts [6].

However, any trapped electron can cause a neutralization of the respective donor state ND
+ + e-

 ND. These electrons deplete the trap again, when the applied voltage increases, depending on

their time constants.
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Figure 0.1 shows how the current-voltage device characteristics are influenced by the

presence of interface traps. It is seen that the threshold voltage (Vth) is shifted during increasing

forward gate stress of the transistor. During the second cycle, the Vth is shifted to the right due

to the higher applied voltage needed to de-trap the electrons. This is only one example

underlining that GaN based technologies still suffer from low quality interfaces as well as the

absence of reliable processing [7].

Figure 0.1 Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics (a) of an AlxGa1-xN/GaN HEMT under
forward gate bias: the threshold voltage (Vth) is shifted for the second measurement cycle due to
electron trapping at the dielectric/ AlxGa1-xN interface (b). For completeness, barrier and buffer
traps are symbolized as well, for the current-voltage characteristics however, they do not play a
significant role (G=gate, S=source, D=drain).

Figure 0.2 Schematic energy positions of ions in solution compared to GaN and AlN valence
bands from [13].

The wurtzite GaN crystal grows either Ga-polar (0001) or N-polar (0001� ), depending

on the growth conditions. After MOCVD on Si(111), the GaN surface is always present in the

(0001) direction. The surface terminates metal rich because nitrogen terminations are not stable

(a) (b)
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[8] and easily exchanged by an oxygen or carbon from the atmosphere. Oxygen terminations on

the other hand are very stable and represent a challenge to be removed [9]. GaN surface

investigations suggest that carbon and oxygen are the main contaminants that lead to unreliable

device behavior [10] such as adhesion and contact problems.

Therefore, wet chemical cleaning is a crucial step in semiconductor processing in order

to reduce adsorbate induced contaminations and defect densities. The surface is barely etched

because GaN represents a very inert material. Some acids such as HF or HCl are seen to remove

some of the surface contaminants [11]. Aiming to answer the question of whether the

contaminants can be completely removed from the surface, different etch solutions will be

tested.

Even though the presence of adsorbed surface atoms is unwanted, it could at the same

time mean that the electronic properties of the semiconductor surfaces can be changed by

varying the adsorption chemistry, by modifying the electronic surface properties. To address the

question, whether the surface states can be passivated in order to reduce the trapping effect,

diverse terminations will be tested in this work. For Si it is known that hydrogen is a very stable

passivation. It is applied by simply fuming the wafer in HF vapor [12]. The advantage is not

only that the native SiO2 is removed by the vapor, but also that the hydrogen saturates dangling

bonds by forming Si-H. Such a passivation is not known for GaN based technologies. King [13]

suggested that Cl- and F- lies closest to the valence band of GaN and AlN respectively, which is

comparable to H+ for Si, Figure 0.2. From this motivation, halogen terminations will be tested.

GaX3, X=halogen, is easily formed from 2 Ga + 3 X2 2 GaX3. As most GaX3 are volatile, this

reaction has to take place at temperatures below 200°C.

In summary, this thesis aims to investigate GaN and AlxGa1-xN surface chemistry during

chemical cleaning in order to analyze whether an electrically improved device characteristic is

observed. Furthermore, several surface adsorbates will be evaluated in respect of their

functionality, stability and feasibility for electronic application at the dielectric/AlxGa1-xN

interface.

Outline of the Thesis

To reach the above mentioned aim, this thesis will systematically follow the approach

of investigating the surface reactivity and alterations before evaluating surface termination

modifications, as summarized in Table 0.1. The first attempt follows the removal of surface

contaminations from the GaN surface by wet cleaning. In a second attempt, plasma surface

treatments are applied to modify the termination. A discussion on the stability of the termination

follows with subsequent analysis of the usage as an interface modification during device

processing. Finally, the benefits of the modified interfaces are investigated and compared.

The outline is illustrated in Figure 0.3: It will start with the fundamentals of the

material, basic concepts and a state-of-the-art literature review in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.

Experimental results and discussion of surface modifications in respect to etching and oxidizing
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follows in Chapter 3, in which the focus lies on the role of crystal defects in these surface

reactions. Chapter 4 describes superficial, hence less harsh, surface modifications as well as the

advantage of increasing electronegativity of surface adatoms for Schottky barrier engineering. It

will be shown how a stabilized interface can be achieved in Chapter 5. Additionally, the benefits

of interface modification are discussed therein.

Surface/Interface

Engineering
Motivation Experimental Methods

Surface Reactivity

and Modification

Homogeneous and

clean surface

processing,

Etch possibilities of

the material,

Wet chemical

cleaning and

etching,

Formation of a

defined and thin

Ga2O3 layer

SEM, AFM,

NMR, TEM,

AES, EDX,

XPS, IPC-

AAS

Surface

Termination

Surface state

modification,

Schottky barrier

height optimization,

Contact Angles as a

fast surface analysis

method

Nucleophile

adsorption

(ideally

chemisorption)

CV/IV,

Contact

Angles, AES,

XPS, AFM

Stability of

Termination
Feasibility for

further processing

Temperature/time

investigations,

dielectric

deposition

Contact

Angles, XPS,

AES, SIMS,

(FTIR),

RGA, SEM

Interface

Modification

Interface state

modification,

Enhanced reliability

Nucleophilic

adsorption

followed by

dielectric

deposition

XPS through

thin layer,

AFM, SIMS,

(TEM)

Benefits of

Modification

Usage and

implementation of

findings

HEMT

production

C-V/I-V

static and

dynamic

Table 0.1 Overview of the thesis’ content to reach the aim of interface engineering of GaN
MIS HEMTs in order to improve the understanding of the interface and ultimately its device
characteristics.
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Figure 0.3 Illustrated overview of the content of each chapter. The experimental details are
given in Chapter 6, in Chapter 5 the conclusion and outlook is found.
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1 Chapter 1

Fundamentals of Group-13-Nitride Materials

From the very first semiconductor device called ‘cat whiskers’ in 1901 (by Bose [14])

up to now, the range of semiconducting materials and their uses reached a very broad scale in

our daily life; starting with switching on a light bulb or driving to work in the morning, to solar

converters and radio communication systems - we are surrounded by semiconductor devices.

After the first transistor in 1947 (by J. Bardeen, W. Brattain and W. Shockley [15]) the

development in especially silicon devices boomed. A trend of decreasing size with increasing

power demand followed. Naturally, there is a limit for modern power electronics applications,

requiring increasing usage temperatures and power management. Additionally we are facing a

certain increase in world's energy demands. Energy saving and cheaper energy solutions are

representing highly interesting and promising topics. Thus, solutions for high power, high

frequency switching and high temperature stability devices are required for the next generation

of applications [16].

Wide band gap materials such as silicon carbide (SiC) or gallium nitride (GaN) are

promising for this approach: the wider bandgap along with other material properties (Figure 1.1)

offers the advantage of being less energy consuming by transmitting and converting the electric

power yet still increasing the performance [1]. Since the 1990s, these alternative materials,

including group-2-16 along with group-13-151 composites, are being thoroughly investigated

and discussed. The first working GaN-HEMT was published by the group of Khan in 1994 [17].

Though it functioned very well, it was not understood why and how it could work, as no dopant

was intentionally added to the system. Before the HEMT working principles will be discussed,

some advantages of GaN over other devices are introduced.

GaN is often put as a direct opponent to SiC materials as their properties for instance

the wide bandgap and high breakdown voltage (Table 1.1) are very comparable. It is clear

however, that both materials will extend the application field of Si a lot. The figure-of-merit in

Figure 1.1 illustrates that Si devices cannot compete with the performance of SiC and GaN at

high frequency switching and high voltage operations. The high application temperature

together with GaN’s inherent negligible charge storage enables the realization of power

switching circuits with formerly unheard of efficiencies, small size, and very low heat losses.

The main advantages [18] lie in the high operating temperature and breakdown strength due to

large bandgap and high potential barrier, the high maximum current due to high carrier density

and the high electron mobility and high maximum oscillation frequency due to high electric

speed and low parasitic capacity. Especially the high breakdown fields (3.3 MV/cm) allow a

1 Within the community, group-13-nitride materials are commonly named ‘group-III-N’ or
simply ‘III-N’ materials, which corresponds to the IUPAC terminology of group-13-15 materials.
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system size and weight reduction for the same on-state resistance compared to Si (0.3 MV/cm)

power devices of minimum the factor of 2.

Figure 1.1 Figure-of-merit taken from the 2014 Yole report [19] of the main characteristics of
GaN devices for power application: high dielectric strength, high operating temperature, high
current density, high switching speed, and low on-resistance.

Values at 300 K Si 4H-SiC GaN Diamond

Band gap [eV]
1.1

indirect
3.2

indirect
3.4

direct
5.5

direct

Electron mobility [cm²/VS] 1350 700
1200 (bulk)

2000 (2DEG)
1800

Breakdown voltage [MV/cm] 0.3 2.0 3.3 5.6

Thermal conductivity [W/cmK] 1.5 4.9 1.3 20

Melting temperature [K] 1690 2100 1700

Material constant [εr] 11.9 9.7 8.9 5.7

JFOM [21] 1 20 28 50

Table 1.1 Basic material properties of common semiconductor materials for power
application [2,20] at 300 K.

Table 1.1 compares the properties of Si, SiC, GaN and diamond. The material

parameters have a significant influence on the performance of the devices. Silicon carbide (SiC)

is another often discussed wide bandgap material, which is just like GaN superior to Si devices

in RF switching behavior and can additionally operate at higher voltages due to the high critical

breakdown field. The electron mobility of GaN is more than two times greater than the one of
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SiC devices, which allows the high frequency operation. The Johnson’s figure-of-merit value

which indicates the ‘suitability of a semiconductor material for high frequency power transistor

applications and requirements’ [21] (Table 1.1) suggests that diamond would be an even better

choice in terms of breakdown voltage, dielectric constant and saturation velocity. Diamond

however, has the major drawback of being expensive and more inert than GaN, hence it cannot

be easily processed. Bulk GaN crystals are also very expensive, however they do not exceed

diameters of several mm [22] and are therefore not suitable for mass production. Low costs of

GaN can be achieved by growing epitaxial layers of GaN on Si, as it can be seen in Chapter 1.3.

1.1 Wide Bandgap Semiconducting Materials

So where is this ‘wide bandgap’ coming from? The band gap energy represents the

energy that is necessary to get a carrier from the valence band to the conduction band. Wide

bandgap energy therefore means more energy is needed to excite an electron; it is basically

comparable to the excitement of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO of a molecule, only

that at a semiconductor surface one is looking at energy bands rather than single molecular

orbitals (MOs). This causes slightly increased gaps for molecules compared to the

semiconductor bulk, Figure 1.2. The quantized energy levels observed in quantum dots lead to

electronic structures that are intermediate between single molecules which have a single

HOMO-LUMO gap and bulk semiconductors which have continuous energy levels within

bands. From this it is clear that a wide band gap semiconductor material can therefore hold

higher electric fields before breakdown, more energy can be applied.

The band gap energy is strongly dependent on the structural properties of

semiconductor materials. For GaN there is a difference between zinc blende and wurtzite

structures as seen in Figure 1.3. A schematic overview of lattice constants versus band gap

energies and light wavelength of selected III-N semiconductor materials is provided. It is

distinguished between hexagonal (wurtzite or α) and cubic (zinc blende or β) structures as well

as between direct and indirect bandgaps.

Figure 1.2 Comparison between the bandgap (Eg) of a semiconductor, a quantum dot and a
molecule (left to right).
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For the direct band-gap, the minimum energy between valence and conduction band lies

at the same momentum whereas for an indirect band-gap it lies at different values of

momentum. The minimum distance between valence and conduction band lies at 3.4 eV for

wurtzite and 3.2 eV for zinc blende GaN. Generally, for the group-13-nitrides a smaller lattice

constant leads to greater band gap energies. This is due to the smaller lattice distance (thus

shorter binding length) resulting from higher interatomic forces. The increased forces lead to a

stronger chemical binding [2].

Figure 1.3 also visualizes the connection between the band gap (or lattice constant) and

the emitting wavelength. The direct bandgap of 2.25 eV for zinc blende InN for example

corresponds to a wavelength of 550 nm (green light). For devices to emit UV or deep UV

wavelength (350-400 nm or 250-275 nm), the bandgap energy needs to increase as it is for

example with wurtzite AlN. Materials with a direct band gap are used in optoelectronics such as

LEDs [23,24] or lasers [25]. Group-13-N materials for optical devices include aluminum nitride

(AlN), GaN and boron nitride (BN). On the other hand, devices with an indirect bandgap, such

as SiC and diamond, are able to emit wavelength around 460-470 nm, but are hardly used for

optical devices due to their indirect recombination hence poor emission constants [26].

Figure 1.3 The band gap (left ordinate) and light wavelength (right ordinate) of wurtzite (α)
and zinc blende (β) structures for GaN, AlN and InN are graphically compared as in [27].

1.2 Crystal Structure and Material Properties of Group-13-

Nitrides

Group-13-N (or III-N as noted in literature) semiconducting materials consist of a

group-13 metal atom B, Al, Ga or In and nitrogen. This work focusses on GaN and AlGaN

alloys. Those materials can crystallize into wurtzite, zinc blende or rocksalt structures. The

thermodynamic most stable structure for GaN is the wurtzite structure [28], a hexagonal cell
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unit with the lattice constants a and c (Figure 1.4). The wurtzite cell consists of two hexagonal

close-packed (hcp) lattices, shifted towards each other (Figure 1.4a). The figure shows the

wurtzite crystal in the Ga-polar (+c-plane or (0001)) direction: the smaller balls are indicating

the smaller nitrogen and the bigger balls indicating the bigger gallium atoms. The N-polar

crystal plane (also, -c-plane thus the (0001� ) direction) can be imagined if the structure is turned

around 180°. Within the ideal wurtzite structure, all bond lengths have the same distance and the

vectorial sum of all dipoles equals zero. In the III-N system, however, a spontaneous

polarization occurs, Figure 1.4b. The missing symmetry in the wurtzite structure (compare to

zincblende) together with the electronegativity difference between Ga and N causes different

bond lengths of the metal-N bond in the (0001) direction compared to the other three N atoms:

even though both, the Ga as well as the N, are imagined with four sp3 hybridized bonds in the

general tetrahedral configuration with 109.47° [29], the high electronegativity difference

between Ga and N of 1.23 (on the Pauling scale [30]) combined with the shift of binding angles

leads to a vectorial sum of dipoles which induces a spontaneous polarization [31]. Moreover, a

partially ionic character [32] of 70% hence polarized bonds, is observed for the crystal. The

resulting dipole momentum points towards the bulk in c-plane GaN whereas in –c-plane

materials it points towards the surface.

Figure 1.4 Schematic wurtzite crystal structure (a) indicating the a- and c- lattice and the
tetrahedral configuration for gallium (dark-gray, big) and nitrogen (light-grey, small) atoms. The
structural shift causing the polarization is seen in (b) with the more electronegative (dark, small) N
binding to Ga (light-gray, big). (From Ref. [31])

Polarization Effects and the 2DEG Channel1.2.1

Due to the strong ionicity and polarity of the material, III-N semiconductors provide the

occurrence of electrical polarization effects that are much stronger than in any other

semiconducting material. The mentioned exhibiting spontaneous polarization (Psp) occurs along

c

a

(b)(a)
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the c-axis but non-polarized parallel to the surface. The spontaneous polarization induces sheet

charges (Qpol) with an opposed sign at the materials (0001) surface of Qpol=Psp.

In a typical HEMT device structure, an AlxGa1-xN layer is grown on top of the GaN

buffer layer, building the so called ‘heterostructure’ as pictured in Figure 1.5. The

pseudomorphic growth of the AlGaN layer causes additional stress in form of strain due to the

adaption of the AlGaN lattice to the one of the GaN buffer, because the lattice constants of GaN

(a=0.3199, c=0.5226) and AlN (a=0.3109, c= 0.4994) are dissimilar. The thereof resulting

piezoelectric polarization (Ppz) exists in the a- and c-planes. The developing total polarization

value present in the heterostructure, Ptot, sums up both, spontaneous and piezoelectric,

polarization [33].

Ptot = Psp + Ppz Equation 1.1

Figure 1.5 Spontaneous polarization (Psp) and piezoelectric polarization (Ppz) caused by strain
in c-plane (0001) AlGaN on GaN. The AlGaN layer grows pseudomorphic on the GaN buffer,
which adds tensile stress to the material owing to the smaller lattice constant.

Figure 1.6 2DEG sheet carrier concentration (ns) for MBE and MOCVD grown
AlxGa1-xN/GaN structures as a function of the Al fraction x showing calculated (dotted) and
measured (line) values for the piezoelectric(PZ) and spontaneous (SP) polarization, from Ref. [34].

Understandably, the bond distance between the N- and group-13 atom as well as the

electronegativity affects the value of polarization. The dipole at the Al sites is higher than the
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ones at the Ga site, due to the greater electronegativity difference of 1.43 for Al-N over 1.23 for

Ga-N. Therefore, the total polarization within AlxGa1-xN varies with the Al content x [35,36]:

for instance, at 20% Al content (x), Ptot=0.02 cm-2 (0.01 from the spontaneous, 0.009 from the

piezoelectric part), at x=0.40 the value Ptot=0.039 cm-2 [37]. Figure 1.6 depicts the dependency

of the 2DEG concentration (ns) on the Al content.

Figure 1.7 Scheme of 2DEG channel formation for AlGaN/GaN heterostructure taken from
[38]. In the top row only the GaN buffer is pictured; adding an AlGaN barrier (bottom row)
additional Ppz is added to the system which causes compensation by a hole channel at the surface.
The bottom row refers to the an AlGaN/GaN structure as seen in Figure 1.5.

At the (0001) AlGaN/GaN single heterointerface, where the AlGaN layer is normally

grown on a relaxed GaN buffer, spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization are parallel and can

occur in two situations: (1) in (0001) direction an electron channel is formed at the interface and

(2) in (0001� ) GaN the orientation of the polarization components are changed and a hole

channel is spontaneously build at the AlGaN/GaN interface. The electron channel resulting from

the (0001) case is called 2DEG (two-dimensional electron gas), hence the free carriers

(electrons) located at the 2DEG can only move plane parallel to the interface and are limited in

their horizontal movement due to the potential. Figure 1.7 systematically depicts how such an

electron channel is formed. It has to be noted that the origin of the electron in this 2DEG is still

not very clear.

If the polarized buffer layer (GaN) is grown above a certain critical thickness dcr (so that

the polarization charge can be compensated), ideally, if no surface states are considered, the

polarization charge will be compensated by a hole channel at the surface. In other words, the

polarization causes a potential drop which leads to a sheet charge density at the surface of the

material. The concept of charge neutrality, which occurs when all the charges in a volume add
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up to zero, requires that the electron channel is built at the bottom side of the layer. If the layer

becomes thicker than ~10 nm [38], which is the thickness beyond which the polarization charge

can be neutralized, the polarization charges are compensated by a separated top and bottom

dipole layer, as depicted in the top row of Figure 1.7. If an additional AlGaN barrier layer is

then grown on the top of the GaN buffer, the exhibiting additional piezoelectric polarization is

added to the system. Therefore, this polarization charge needs to be compensated as well. Again

no surface states are considered hence charge neutrality requires that the electron channel is

built at the bottom side of the layer and the hole channel at the top. Increasing the AlGaN

thickness increases the potential at the surface. However, due to the lack of surface states, more

realistic models will be explained in the following.

Surface States: Surface Donor Model1.2.2

Undoped GaN is a n-type semiconductor. The polarization effects lead to a formation of

a 2DEG with a high sheet charge density. It was found that not a hole channel but ionized

surface donor states [39] are creating the positive surface charge densities (nsurface) which is

compensated by the free carrier channel (ns). For instance, the compensation in GaN of the

positively induced charge at the AlxGa1-xN surface with x=0.3 gives a free electron

concentration (ns) of 1.5x1013 cm-2 at room temperature [35] at the 2DEG.

nsurface + npol, surf = npol,interf – ns Equation 1.2

Figure 1.8 A scheme of undoped Al0.15Ga0.85N/GaN below a metal Schottky contact (a) with its
conduction band energy (b). The dotted line indicates the Fermi level and eΦb is the Schottky
barrier height (see Chapter 2.4.1). In (c) the charge distributions σ caused by polarization (pz) and 
free carrier (metal ‘met’ and 2DEG) is pictured as in [40].

This high density of electron carriers (2DEG) is neither achieved by doping nor is it

accumulated due to any applied voltage – this reason makes the AlGaN/GaN HEMT so special.

Additionally, one can exclude the influence of the unintentionally doping by contamination of

the heterostructure because the 2DEG is very confined and, moreover, a doping concentration of

AlGaN

GaN
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about 1019 cm-3 would be required to reach typical 2DEG densities of 1013 cm-2 [23]. Despite the

absence of intentional doping, the 2DEG has to arrive from the compensation of polarization

charges. The resulting charge balance across the barrier is therefore given by the fixed negative

charges (npol, surf and Ptot of the AlGaN barrier) and the positive charges at the 2DEG (ns) as well

as Psp difference between GaN buffer and the barrier and the and Ppz of the barrier (npol,interf), as

summarized in Equ. 1.2. The charge distributions in Figure 1.8 are given by e.g. -σ2DEG/q = ns

and npol, surf = -σpz/q, npol,interf = σpz/q. As seen, the insignificant small difference in Psp is

neglected and solely Ppz encountered. In this case, the surface states are dominated by the metal

(met) states, hence nsurface < nmetal. In order to understand the surfaces states, the next chapter will

give more details:

Presence of Surface States and Fermi Level Pinning1.2.2.1

Surface states are additional allowed states within the bandgap that are solely influenced

by the surface configuration and properties. Surface states can be caused by the one sided

energy field, as the periodicity is interrupted at the surface; alternatively, the presence of atomic

surface contaminations, such as superficial oxygen or carbon bonds, could lead to the formation

of the surface states. Out of the discrepancy between theoretically and experimental potential

energy barrier heights obtained from Schottky barrier measurements (see Chapter 2.4.1), the

idea of surface and interface states [41] needed to be introduced. The idea was introduced by

Bardeen [42], who stated that if there are energy states within the forbidden gap (Eg), the

effective potential will be reduced between the metal and the semiconductor. These energy

states can vary in concentrations and type, being an electron acceptor (NA
0 + e-  NA

-) or donor

(ND
0  ND

+ + e-) state. Generally they are energetically differentiated from the bulk

contamination, such as doping, which contributes to the overall position of the Fermi level [43].

For example, n-type semiconductor materials are obtained by adding an electron donor type of

impurity to the pure semiconducting material. In case of GaN, Si represents a bulk electron

donor and Zn or Mg represent common hole donors, leading to a p-type doping within the

buffer [44]. Surface states on the other hand lead typically to a band bending at the

semiconductor surface.
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Figure 1.9 Band diagrams of (a) and n-type semiconductor with a Fermi level (EF) closer to
the conduction band (Ec) than the valence band (Ev) without and (b) with surface states. In (c) a p-
type material shows the surface EF pinning of acceptors and (d) of donors, from Ref. [45].

Figure 1.9 shows the band diagram for n- and p-type semiconductor materials which are

Fermi level pinned by donor states (upward band bending) or acceptor states (downwards

bending). If the density of surface states is high enough, the Fermi level is found to be pinned to

the energy of the surface states within the bandgap: a density as low as 1013 cm-2 is found to be

sufficient to pin the Fermi level. Considering that an n-type Si bulk material produces ~1018

electrons/cm³ (hence ~1010 electrons/cm²) a surface state density of 1013 electrons/cm²

contributes with 10-3 eV to the Fermi level [46]. The band bending consequently arrives from

the EF pinning. However, pinning is not observed on every semiconductor surface, because

surface states might not be situated inside the bandgap. The non-polar (110) III-V

semiconductors for example are seen to be pinned. Empirically a connection between covalent

bonding of semiconductor materials to the metal contact and surface pinning has been observed

[47]: the GaAs with an ionic character of 32% shows pinning on almost all conditions with any

metal. InP with an ionic character of 44% shows a partially pinned Fermi energy. GaN with

70% ionic bonds does not exhibit surface pinning [41] (more details in: Chapter 2.4.1 ‘Schottky

Contacts’). It is suggested that the termination of the periodic atomic arrangement at the surface

of covalently bonded semiconductors are the surface states. GaN is an unintentionally doped n-

type semiconductor with ND of approximately 1016 /cm³. It is assumed that the unintentional

impurities as O, Si or N vacancies are responsible for the free bulk carriers [48]. p-Doping of

GaN is possible with Zn or Mg. More investigations on bulk doping can be found for example

in [49,50].

A surface state becomes an interface state at the interface of two solids. In this case two

states are distinguished, fast ones, to which electrons have fast access to be trapped and

de-trapped quickly, and slow ones, that are more remote from the bulk and need more time to
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reach their equilibrium. Interface states to metals will be described in Chapter 2.4.1, interface

states to the dielectric in Chapter 2.4.2.

Besides these electronic surface states that are due to the transition from bulk to surface

materials, surface states have a special meaning for GaN materials, as they are introduced to be

the source of the electrons for the 2DEG [39]. Therein Ibbetson et al. proposed that a dominant

surface donor state (ND) (at 1.65 eV below the conduction band minimum for

Al0.34Ga0.66N/GaN) is ionized (ND
+) and the electrons (e-) are found in the 2DEG as free carriers:

ND  ND
+ + e-. If the GaN surface is pinning or unpinning as well the energetic position of the

surface states of GaN HEMTs are heavily discussed, as they depend on several factors such as

growth conditions, surface preparation and processing [47]. Experimental studies however agree

on the presence of surface states with donor character; the main controversies lie however in the

position and origin of the donor state, as discussed in the following (Chapter 1.2.2.2).

Figure 1.10 Scheme of the conduction band minima of the AlGaN/GaN heterostructure, taken
from [39]: the surface states are introduced therein for the first time as responsible electron donors
for the 2DEG.

In earlier literature it was thought that the electrons derive from nitrogen vacancies [51];

this theory however was soon dismissed as their high formation energy excludes that they

exhibit during the growth [50]. Nowadays it is accepted that the build-in polarization field in

combination with the surface states are responsible for the high electron densities; the idea is

illustrated in Figure 1.10
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Figure 1.11 Schematic band diagram of 2DEG formation: whilst the slope representing the
energy band of the AlGaN barrier is determined by the polarization, the 2DEG only develops when
a certain critical thickness is exceeded, considering that the surface donor is at a fixed potential
with distance ΦB to the conduction band (taken from [52]). In (a) the AlGaN barrier thickness is
less than tcrit wherefore the surface donors cannot deliver the carriers to the 2DEG as in (b) where
the tAlGaN > tcrit and the surface donor supplies the electrons.

As discussed above (page 19), the Ptot increases with increasing Al content. After

having introduced the idea of surfaces states, the influences of the barrier on the 2DEG is even

better understood: as Ptot determines the electric field throughout the layer, which increased with

Ppz and the increasing Al content in AlGaN. The second influence, the barrier thickness t, is

clear: to reach a certain minimum thickness at which the polarization effects add up and exhibit

a field strong enough for surface states and 2DEG, Figure 1.11. This minimum thickness is

called ‘critical thickness’ which again depends on the Al content. The slope in the AlGaN layer

is determined by the polarization between the AlGaN and GaN. Considering that the surface

barrier ΦB is fixed, a minimal thickness has to be grown to pull the states into the region where

Fermi level pinning can be applied.

Origin of the Surface Donor: Oxygen as a Potential Donor1.2.2.2

Even though the exact origin still remains unclear, some groups [52,53] have tried to

understand the origin of the surface donor by DFT simulations. It is suggested that dangling

bonds do not play a role for donor states at the AlGaN surface [54] due to mismatch in

theoretical as well as measured energy levels. On the other hand, it is simulated that surfaces

with Ga Adatoms or Ga vacancies, N rich or NH3 adsorbed configurations [53] show energetic

surface state distributions and densities that are difficult to distinguish: a generally strong

tendency of the c-plane GaN to empty states at 2.6 – 2.8 eV above the valence band maximum

is suggested to be the explanation of intrinsic Fermi level pinning of the GaN at 0.5 – 0.8 eV

below the conduction band minimum. However, in literature both, a fixed [55,56] or variable

[57,58] surface barrier ΦB with increasing AlGaN thickness, are observed, corresponding to a

high density of states at a single dominant trap energy level, or the distribution of low density

surface states over a wide energy range of the bandgap respectively (Figure 1.13).
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Figure 1.12 Illustrated difference between a high density and narrow distribution (left) and
low but distributed surface donor states following Ref. [58] for a schematic AlGaN/GaN
heterostructure. Fixed (=pinned) surface barriers (ΦB), hence independent in the AlGaN thickness,
compared to variable (=unpinned) ΦB are seen, with the dotted line indicating the Fermi level.

In [59] the effect of surface oxidation on the surface donor density and distribution is

studied by XPS: an increase in barrier height of as-grown AlGaN barrier thickness is seen

whereas the barrier is obtained approximately constant for the RTA oxidized samples. Miao et

al. [52] calculated oxygen surface reconstructions in DFT, explaining that the electrons for the

2DEG can derive from the depletion of the surface oxygen states. The surface oxygen donor is

obtained in a great variety. Its energy depends on the structural configuration. In Figure 1.13 an

excerpt of possible surface donors on bare AlN and GaN surfaces caused by different oxygen

configurations is given. The assumptions are that nitrogen is not participating in any responsible

surface state or oxygen binding. Additionally the condition that only Ga forms stable oxides at

the (0001) GaN surface is applied. Two types of oxygen configurations are differentiated: the

case that all dangling bonds and possible bonding states are occupied. This is basically the

configuration when oxygen is responsible for surface reconstructions at the material surfaces

forming an oxide with the group-13 atom. These surface oxygen species are found to be present

in high concentrations [52] and show narrow energy distributions below the mid-gap. On the

other and, if a surface oxide is present in bulk stoichiometry, such an Al2O3, it is referred to as

being energetically metastable, thus such a metastable oxide is simulated to represent a

distributed donor in low densities close to the edge of the bandgap. The metastable phase is an

example for an unpinned, the narrow range for a pinned AlGaN surface. Ref. [59] concludes

that considering that two different oxygen formations play a role in at the surface, the EF

declines through the metastable oxygen states with increasing AlGaN thickness reaching the

narrow distributed states. As a consequence the surface EF is then pinned, in this example at a

barrier thickness of 23 nm.

AlGaN AlGaN GaNGaN
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Figure 1.13 Surface states variations: DFT simulation result of density of states of (a) AlN and
(b) GaN (0001) surfaces with occupied (red) and unoccupied (blue) states. The dashed line indicates
the position of the highest occupied state; from Ref. [52].

It is a more accepted idea that the surface donor arrives from surface oxygen

formations. Oxygen is present in the atmosphere and is also known to form native oxides on

material surfaces, therefore also on GaN and AlGaN: typically, oxygen concentrations between

3-10% are found at the surfaces (see Chapter 2.2.2). The group of Ambacher [60] is convinced

that without surface oxygen, no 2DEG can be measured. To prove this hypothesis, GaN buffers

could be grown in a MBE, which allows a relatively low oxygen background of only 1010 at/cm³

- nevertheless, the problem lies in the subsequent measurement of the 2DEG. By moving the

sample to equipment, the surface could instantly oxidize if oxygen was present. To this date,

there is no publication following this experiment.

The proposal of oxygen related surface donor states has also been followed by Kohn

[61]: in his model, the superficial –O-H bond is responsible for the surface state with an energy

of 1.9 eV. From electrochemical measurements [62], a pinning independent on the AlN barrier

thickness is obtained. Nevertheless, the great variety of results does not allow a straight-forward

conclusion on the origin of the surface donor. It is therefore interesting to investigate if and in

which content oxygen plays a role by comparing physical and electrical characterization of

oxygen free to oxidized surfaces, in order to evaluate if such structures show differences in the

2DEG. The attempts of surface cleaning are discussed in Chapter 2.2.2, and Chapter 3.2.
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1.3 AlGaN/GaN Epitaxial Crystal Growth

Although it is possible to synthesize monocrystalline GaN, it is rather uncommon for

semiconductor devices. The first synthesis of bulk GaN was published by Johnson [63] by

reacting dried ammonia gas on elemental Ga, Equ. 1.3.

2 Ga+2 NH3 2 GaN+3 H2 Equation 1.3

Similar reactions followed, for example Ga2O3 with NH3 or Ga with Li3N in NH3

atmosphere [64,65] which are also successful syntheses methods. The disadvantages however

lie especially in the micro meter size of synthesized crystals but also the high temperatures

(>1000°C) and high pressure (around 1x105 Pa) are not useful for industrial applications.

Therefore, for industrial usage, GaN and its alloys are deposited on different substrates

[66,67] such as sapphire (Al2O3), silicon carbide (SiC) or silicon (Si). Most established methods

are the metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy [68] (MOVPE), molecular beam epitaxy [69] (MBE)

or hydride vapor phase epitaxy [70] (HVPE). Owing to its cheap price, Si substrates are

preferably used over sapphire or SiC. Further they allow thermal and electrical conductance but

arise with disadvantages of a higher thermal expansion coefficient. This can cause cracks during

cool down. Also, the lattice mismatch of 17% [71] to Si leads to a higher dislocation density of

107-1010 cm-² (Chapter 1.3.2) compared to SiC with only 105 cm-², because lattice mismatch to

the 4H-SiC is only 3.1% as it is also a wurtzite structure with a=0.308 nm and c=1.01 nm. SiC

substrates are due to the higher crystal quality and minimized thermal self-heating [72]

preferred for high frequency applications. Their high cost [73] (~600 USD for a 4” wafer) limits

their application drastically, wherefore the cheaper Si (111) substrates (~20 USD for a 6” wafer)

are used. Besides being cheaper, Si substrates arrive in excellent physical properties such as

smooth surfaces and high quality purity of the buffer.

Crystal Growth: GaN(0001) on Si(111) Epitaxy1.3.1

The heteroepitaxy of GaN on the Si substrate is controlled by thermodynamics and

kinetics. Epitaxial growth can start in three ways [74]: the Volmer–Weber (VW), Frank–van

der Merwe (FM) and Stranski–Krastanov (SK) growth, pictured in Fig. 2.1. Adatom kinetics

is determining which growth is present. If the adatom is incorporated quickly into the

subsurface sites, a layer-by-layer growth occurs due to a suppressed adatom diffusion which

reduces the layer-by-layer growth [75]. As Si represents an antisurfactant in the growth of GaN

[75], the GaN crystal, as well as its alloys, grow according to the VW model, meaning that the

adatom–adatom interactions are stronger than those of the adatom with the surface and adatom

diffusion at the surface is enhanced. This leads to the formation of so called ‘islands’, 3-

dimensional adatom clusters on the substrate.
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Figure 1.14 Comparison of the three main growth mechanism of thin films: (a) VW or island
growth, where interactions between adatoms are stronger than with the substrate, (b) FM or layer-
by-layer growth where adatoms attach to surface sides creating a full layer (2D growth) and (c) the
mix of 2D and 3D growth (SK).

The island growth behavior of GaN and its alloys influence the surface and is

researched by diverse groups [76]. Good quality layers are especially crack free AlGaN/GaN

layers which results not only in smoother surfaces but also in better process stability.

Unfortunately, the lattice mismatch between GaN on Si is 17% [71] which leads to rather poor

crystal buffer quality, with defect densities of up to 2×1010 cm−2 [77]. Additionally, the

difference in thermal expansion of 5.59x10-6 and 3.59x10-6 K-1 [78] causes a tensile stress in

GaN and crack formation during cooling. AlN nucleation interlayers for relaxation and better

quality is added on top of the Si [79,80] to compensate the thermal strain and to reduce the

cracks. Additionally, the bond strength [81] of AlN (2.88 eV) is higher than the one for GaN

(2.2 eV) wherefore the adsorbed Al has a lower surface mobility and interacts with the Si

surface better than the Ga atoms. Therefore, the nucleation is more efficient.

The MOCVD growth on Si(111) always favors the wurtzite type nitrides due to the six

fold atomic arrangement (threefold symmetry) at the Si surface [82] which already gives a good

rotational match for the AlN seeding layer. In the presence of hydrogen, the thermodynamically

most stable surface reconstruction is the (1x1) [83]. If hydrogen is present before GaN MOCVD

in th echamber, it can saturate the dangling Si surface bonds. As the crystal quality is in first

order influenced by the interface of Si/AlN, the preconditioning of the Si substrate is therefore a

crucial step in epitaxy. More details on this topic can be found elsewhere [84,85,86]. Within the

following the focus lies on the grown heterostructures and its dislocations and grain boundaries

that are induced by the VW growth as well as their influence on surface chemical behavior.

Crystal Defects: Inhomogeneities in Buffer and Barrier1.3.2

During epitaxial crystal growth, irregularities in the lattice can occur. A general

classification regarding the dimension of such an irregularity can be applied [48]:

Zero dimensional: Point defects consisting of vacancies, interstitials and antisides

belong to this group; see Fig. 2.1a for a schematic overview. Such defects only occur at a single

lattice point and are not extended in space, hence zero dimensional. Such defects can also occur
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in amorphous materials, although they are much harder to be discovered and defined there. Two

of the most investigated point defects are (i) the Frenkel and the (ii) Schottky defects [87]. The

Frenkel defects describes the creation of a vacancy and interstitial by an ion leaving its position

in the lattice and moving somewhere else within the lattice. The Schottky defects are point

defects in which the ions leave their position and accumulate at the crystal surface. Both of

those classes are however not observed in GaN wurtzite structures but more commonly in ionic

crystal structures.

One dimensional: More importantly for GaN are one dimensional defects. Such defects

are dislocations, or line defects, which can be further classified into screw or edge dislocations.

A dislocation is always connected with a certain lattice strain (distortion). For the magnitude of

distortion the Burgers vector (b) is used. Screw dislocations grow in a helical path around a

dislocation line with b parallel to the dislocation line. During TEM measurements, screw

dislocations can be determined applying the reflection g=[0002]. From the well know

relationship for screw dislocations to be in contrast, bxg=0 applies and the Burger vector can be

determined, whereas edge dislocations are out of contrast. At the g vector parallel to the [011� � � � 0]

plane, screw dislocations are out of contrast and edge dislocations can be observed. Edge

dislocations arise from a terminated plane within the crystal, Figure 1.16. In this case, b is

perpendicular to the dislocation line. Threading dislocations with both components are called

mixed dislocations. They represent the most common type of threading dislocation in epitaxial

GaN next to edge dislocations. Screw dislocations are rather rare in this material

Two dimensional: The most common defects in this group are stacking faults and grain

boundaries (planar defects). Grain boundaries occur with sudden changing of crystallographic

direction for neighboring crystals, Figure 1.15b.

Three dimensional: To this group belong bulk defects, voids and impurity clusters.

Examples of a bulk defect would be pores or cracks.

All of the described types of crystal defects exist for GaN. As the surface is in focus in

this work, point defects within the buffer will not be discussed in this work but can be found

elsewhere [88].

Figure 1.15 (a) Schematic overview of point defects (zero dimensions) and (b) two dimensional
grain boundaries from differently oriented crystallites. *Impurities can replace interstitials or fill
up vacancies; given example substitutes vacancy.
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Figure 1.16 Scheme of (a) edge and (b) screw dislocations in a crystal. The Burgers vector is
perpendicular to the crystal plane for (a) and parallel for (b).

Threading Dislocations and Grain Boundaries in GaN1.3.2.1

The island growth of GaN (as well as AlGaN and AlN; Chapter 1.3.1) causes a slight

axis deviation of each single crystallite to each other. At such grain boundaries, a dislocation

can often be seen. Figure 1.17 sketches the development on sapphire substrate as taken from

Ref. [48].

For MOCVD grown GaN on Si, threading dislocations (TDs) are the most common and

thus most researched type, with percentages of mixed (>70%), edge (>29%) and screw

dislocations (~1%) [48]. The majority of TDs starts at interfaces, be it the Si to buffer or

GaN/AlGaN interface and can end up at the GaN surface (the schematic structure from the Si

substrate to the AlGaN barrier is given in Figure 1.18). Low threading dislocation densities are

suggested to be in relation to improve the device performance such as Vth, BVOFF and drain

current density [89]. Reduced tunneling currents by reduced threading dislocation densities are

suggested [90]. Dislocations as well as v-shaped pits, possess locally increased free electron

density states according to the group of Riemann et al. [91]. Within the v-shaped defects an

increased oxygen concentration was simulated with DFT [92]. This increase is suggested to lead

to increased surface state concentration thus decreased device reliability. Additionally, the

2DEG mobility is influenced by the concentration of TDs. A reduction from 1010 to 107 cm-²

improved the 2DEG mobility at low temperature from 1620 to 19500 cm²/Vs.

The investigation of TD densities is often performed by TEM or XRD. A cheaper and

faster approach is, however, the defect decoration of TDs and crystal defects at the surface.

When a dislocation reaches the surface, a pit is visible by AFM measurements, ideally in

5 µm x 5 µm scans. Due to the decoration, the TDs are opened and can easily be counted

subsequently in an optical microscope. Due to its high chemical inertness, GaN can only be

attacked by selected acids and bases, as it will be discussed along with the defect decoration in

Chapter 2.2.
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Figure 1.17 Schematic development of dislocations due to the island growth of GaN – the
figure shows the growth on sapphire but can be taken respectively for all substrates (from Ref.
[48]).

1.4 HEMT Device

Now it is understood that the polarization of the heterostructure AlGaN/GaN along with

surface donor states lead to the formation of a 2DEG, and how the heterostructure is grown, the

device structure is introduced. Typically, GaN transistors are called high electron mobility

transistors (HEMTs) including synonyms found in literature such as: 'TEGFET' (two-

dimensional electron gas field effect transistor), 'SDHT' (selective doped heterostructure

transistor), 'HFET' (heterojunction FET) or 'MODFET' (modulation doped FET) - they all name

the same thing, that is the property of building a high channel charge with high carrier mobility

due to heterojunctions between materials with different band gap energies and composition, as

in AlGaN/GaN. A standard metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) HEMT is pictured in Figure

1.18. This lateral device structure describes a normally-on transistor, hence a potential has to be

applied in order to remove the electrons form the 2DEG underneath the gate and to switch the

transistor off. Typical device characteristics that are associated with this behavior are given in

Chapter 2.4.2.
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Figure 1.18 Schematic AlGaN/GaN MIS-HEMT as used within this thesis: the Al mole fraction
lies between 21-23% and the deposited dielectric is most commonly Si3N4.

The growth of such an HEMT follows the scheme shown in Figure 1.18: a AlN

nucleation layer on Si(111) followed by an AlxGa1-xN layer, a UID GaN buffer and the

AlxGa1-xN barrier. On top of this, a dielectric is deposited and metal contacts for drain and

source are either deposited onto the AlGaN or into the AlGaN after etching the barrier away.

The gate contact is deposited onto the dielectric. The contact areas are opened again by plasma

etching. Oxygen and fluorine plasma are most commonly used [93], more recent literature,

however, describes advantages of chlorine based plasmas for etching [94]. The suggested

advantages of chlorine are the distraction of native oxides on the etched AlGaN surface but

unfortunately the C concentration at the surface is not reduced [95] compared to other plasmas.

For etching see Chapter 2.2.1.

AlGaN

Si Substrate
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2 Chapter 2

Underlying Theories and State-of-the-Art Surface

Processing

The previous chapter discussed the material properties, basics and characteristics of

GaN. In this chapter, the focus lies on the surface reactions and analysis of the material. In terms

of processing, GaN still represents a challenging material especially when it comes to wet

etching. The Ga-polar (0001) surface shows an enhanced chemical inertness and cannot be

etched by any standard method [96]. In semiconductor processing, wet chemical over dry

chemical processing is favored. The advantages are greater material selectivity [97] as well as

cheaper manufacturing [98], for the reason that a whole batch can be processed and plasma is

generally expensive in production.

In the following, the terminus ‘surface defects’ is used to describe general interruptions

in the surface homogeneity; thus it is basically a collective term for every energetic difference at

the surface, that can be responsible for surface donor states discussed (Chapter 1.2.2) or other

electron trapping states. Such a defect may arrive from crystal faults but can also be a

contamination or caused by surface dangling bonds. It shall be mentioned that surface dangling

bonds are assumed to influence the Fermi level position of GaN and AlGaN [99]. They are

mainly influenced by the growth conditions, such as metal-rich or close to stoichiometric

surfaces [100], and directly affect the position of the Fermi level because both Ga or N

vacancies at the surfaces are claimed to create surface acceptor states near the valence or donor

states near the conduction band, respectively [101,102]. Summarized, from the electrical point

of view, these traps or surface states are energy states within the forbidden band gap. From a

chemistry point of view these are non-periodical bonds, caused by impurities or missing atoms

in the crystal structure. Typical GaN surface impurities are caused by oxygen or carbon

adsorbates [103].

Bulk impurities will not be investigated in this work, however, it shall be mention at

this point that bulk impurities can generally be classified in shallow and deep donor/acceptors.

Shallow impurities require only little energy to be activated whereas deep impurities require

larger energies for ionization in their environment, up to approximately five times the thermal

energy of respective bandgap [104]. The deep impurities represent effective recombination

centers, hence bonds where electrons and/or holes fall and annihilate each other. Such a

recombination center is called trap. The identification of bulk GaN deep level traps was

minimized to Mg, Zn and C as acceptor states, hence states where an electron can be accepted

(NA
+ + e-  NA

0), and Si and O as donor states, hence liberating an electron (ND
-  e- + ND

0).

Ge and S did not show stable recombination centers in first principle calculations [105].
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Whilst bulk impurities cannot be removed after epitaxial growth (Chapter 1.3) the surface

contaminations are seen to be reduced by wet chemical cleaning, as will be discussed in Chapter

2.2.2. Other surface treatments are described which may include the removal of metals [106],

organics [107] or other particles [108]. All those treatments aim to produce clean interfaces for

lowered defect densities, better ohmic or Schottky contacts or to minimize the electron trapping

at the interfaces. Before the details are described, surface inhomogeneities, crystal defects and

state-of-the-art processing will be introduced in the following.

2.1 Surface Modifications by Adsorption Processes

Every surface modification starts with the adsorption of atoms at the semiconductor

surface. Like in any chemical reaction, the thermodynamics determines the equlibrium of the

reaction, hence if atoms will stay at, be desorbed from the surface or form a more stable

molecules and leave the surface (e.g. upon etching). The relationship between chemical

processes at semiconductor surfaces and accompanying variation of surface electronic states is

one of the key understandings for interface engineering. Electronic properties depend mainly on

the atomic surface structure and therefore on the chemical origin of adatoms. Each chemical

surface process will cause an interaction with the electronic shells of the material and therefore

change their properties. The underlying principal of all surface reactions is the approach and

adsorption of atoms which can subsequently vary the surface state density and surface

potentials.

Theory of Adsorption2.1.1

Adsorption describes the process of molecules or atoms approaching the surface of

another conglomerate of atoms. The active surface material is called adsorbent and the

adsorbing molecules are adsorbates. Generally it is distinguished [109] between physical

adsorption, physisorption, where van-der-Waals forces are predominantly responsible for the

interaction, and chemical bonding, chemisorption, where a covalent bond is created between the

atoms. Figure 2.1 illustrates the two different processes of adsorption. Chemisorbed atoms

shown in the front and the physisorbed atoms in the back, where the distance to the surface is

given by the potential (Ed) and the diffusion along the surface with Vd. Most commonly

adsorption is given at the interface of two phases, like solid and gaseous or solid and liquid, or

any combination thereof.

When speaking of chemisorbed atoms, the idea arises that they are more stable than

physisorbed ones as they tend to build chemical bonds. This is not always true as some of those

atoms and bonds have a certain lifetime for which they adsorb [110]. Therefore, some atoms are

easily exchanged by another atom approaching that site or simply do not have long lifetimes.

Chemisorption always requires an active species to be bound to. Physisorbed and chemisorbed

atoms may diffuse along the surface, occupying free adsorption sites along the way. However,
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chemisorbed atoms may diffuse much slower. The occupation of free surface sites is in either

case followed by the recombination of atoms and a possible chemical reaction depends on

several factors as discussed in Chapter 2.1.2.

Figure 2.1 Illustration of physisorption and chemisorption on a solid surface. Chemisorbed
atoms (orange and yellow) form a defined chemical bond with the solid surface whereas
physisorbed atoms can diffuse along the surface (Vd), hence do not necessarily have their fixed
position. The bonding distance depends on the physisorption potential (Ed) between the surface and
the atom.

If an adsorbed species receives energy equal to or greater than its adsorption energy, the

atom or molecule will desorb from the surface again. Adsorption and desorption are in

equilibrium, if the amount of adsorbates and desorbed species are equal. After the adsorption,

the surface will not have the identical free energy as before. The amount of adsorbates that are

adsorbed at the surface depends on the equilibrium concentration at constant temperature and

pressure. At surfaces a monolayer or multilayer adsorption is possible [111]. For chemisorption

not more than one monolayer is generally observed, whereas a multilayer adsorption can only

be seen during physisorption.

Factors controlling Surface Reactivity2.1.2

Most of the chemical reactions causing a modification at the solid surface can be

explained as Lewis acid-base interactions [112,113]. The model distinguishes between electron

donors (Lewis’s bases) and electron acceptors (Lewis’s acids). Most cations are Lewis acids and

anions Lewis bases. The basic idea is the same as the global hardness (softness) approximation

(HSAB model by Pearson [112]), only that it divides Lewis acids and bases further into hard or

soft acids and bases [114,115]: species with matching hardness (softness) will react with each

other. Hard (soft) Lewis bases are for example OH-, F-, NO3- (RS-, I-, CN-) and hard (soft) Lewis

acids are for example H+, Al3+, Fe3+ (Ag+, Au+, RS+). Soft reagents tend to build covalent bonds

whereas hard reagents involve ionic bonds; wherefore soft atoms and molecules are more easily

polarized and oxidized et vice versa.

Whilst the Gibbs free energy G, as a most general parameter, is determining if a

chemical bond will be formed or not (Chapter 2.2), a second term, electronegativity, is of

greater interest when studying semiconductor surfaces. Electronegativity determines the charge

Chemisorption

Physisorption
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transfer during bond formation, as described later. Now, in chemical reactions, G is influenced

by the electronegativity: What makes a hard or soft atom or molecule shall be described by

using the concept of electronegativity, described by Pauling in 1932 as, 'the power of an atom to

attract electrons to itself' [116]. Electronegtivity might not only be a characteristic of an atom

but rather a function of its environment as well. Parr [117] for example discusses the concept of

electronegativity χ within the Hohenberg-Kohn density functional theory as the negative of the

chemical potential, as in Equations 2.1.

χ = -μ = -(E/N)ν Equation 2.1

Later he describes together with Pearson the connection between the electronegativity

and the absolute hardness η from Mulliken's definitions [118], Equ. 2.2 and 2.3, with Ie

representing the ionization energy and Ae the electron affinity.

χ= ½(Ie+Ae) Equation 2.2

η= ½ (Ie-Ae) Equation 2.3

For semiconductor surfaces (where different, non-equivalent adsorption sites are

possible) the local reactivity and selectivity is controlled by matching η. Depending on the

electronegativity difference between reacting species, the reaction occurs either between

HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) of the semiconductor and LUMO (lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital) of the adsorbate (a ‘nucleophilic attack’) or between LUMO of

the semiconductor and HOMO of the adsorbate (an ’electrophilic attack’).

Looking at GaN surfaces, the electronegativity difference of the Ga and the N (Chapter

1.2.1) theoretically allows the adsorption of both, Lewis acids (to the N) and Lewis bases (to the

Ga). Ga3+, as a hard Lewis acid will form covalent bonds with soft bases and more polarized

bonds with hard ones.

Semiconductor Surface Reactivity2.1.2.1

A semiconductor surface is an agglomerate of many atoms; instead of discrete energy

states they form, so called, energy bands. Hence, the electronegativity is not easily given but is

obtained through Equ. 2.4 where the Miedema electronegativities [119,120] are used:

χA,B= (χA* χB)1/2 Equation 2.4

Unfortunately, this equation gives no explanation for the occurrence of surface states on

the mechanism of surface chemical reactions. Matching the electronegativity with the surface

electron chemical potential (surface Fermi level) seems a better approach in this case [113]. The
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violation of atomic periodicity at the surface compared to the bulk, leads to exact these surface

states in the energy band of the crystal. Above introduced softness/hardness has a direct

connection to the electronic state density at the Fermi level. Furthermore, the hardness of a

semiconductor surface equals half of the surface forbidden band gap, because the band gap

separates filled from vacant state zones. The global hardness can be therefore expressed as in

Equ. 2.5, with the surface semiconductor state density Dss(EF):

ηsc= ~ 1/ Dss(EF) Equation 2.5

On planar GaAs surfaces, this theory of hard and soft adsorption sites was studied by

the reactivity of different surface places using the HSAB concept [121], confirming the

calculations: soft atoms, e.g. S-, stay on top of As regions, whereas harder atoms prefer areas

between atoms. For GaN, such an investigation is not known. It is however assumed that harder

bases will react with the metal atom and harder acids ones will not adsorb or support the

evolution of N2 which subsequently leaves the surface, see Chapter 3.5.

Influence of Adsorbates on GaN Surfaces2.1.2.2

After adsorption, the surface can be influenced by the variation of adsorbate reactivity.

The species interactions with the semiconductor surface can result in the formation of new

bonds and compounds; if the formed compound is volatile or soluble, atoms will be removed

from the surface which is called etching. On the other hand, atoms staying at the surface will

influence the electronic structure. Obviously, the reaction equilibrium can be shifted towards the

respective chemical reaction. Process temperature, reagents and their solvation shell (pH) as

well as the adsorbate’s kinetic energy in the gas phase influence the reaction mechanism.

Ultra-high vacuum III-N semiconductors are very reactive when they are brought into

the atmosphere because the presence of a gas causes the surface to reconfigure in order to

maintain in an equilibrium in the new condition. Hence new bonds, defects and/or surface states

in presence of halogens, chalcogenes or metals, are formed wherefore a passivation is often

applied. From the chemistry point of view the surface passivation increases the global hardness,

hence, reducing surface state densities in the middle of the band gap. Adsorption of sulfur atoms

on the GaAs surface, for instance, stops atmospheric oxidation completely in the dark and

hinders it in the light. Selenium adsorption helps to improve the surface resistance to photo-

oxidation [122]. Per contra, the adsorption of metals usually induces additional surface band gap

states.

Consequently, the adsorption causes a charge transfer which changes electronegativity

and work function Φ of a semiconductor surface [123]:

ΔΦ=(ηsc/ηscm+ηa)*(χa-Φ0) Equation 2.6
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The approximation (Equ. 2.6) contains the hardness of the semiconductor ηsc, the

hardness ηa and electronegativity χa of the adsorbate and Φ0 is the energy of the surface center

interacting with the adsorbate. The change in work function on adsorption arises from the

change in ionization energy and therefore the change in the surface band bending [124]. The

change in ionization energy is obtained from the generation of bonds between surface and

adsorbate and is proportional to the obtained dipole momentum [123]. The influence of

adsorbates on the surface potential barrier during electron transfer is described in Chapter 2.4.1.

Terminations and Reconstructions on GaN Surfaces2.1.2.3

A surface re-arrangement is caused by a change in periodicity from the surface

compared to the bulk. The atoms near the surface plane experience altered forces, and this

imbalance results in changes in equilibrium position of superficial atoms [125]. The re-

arrangement leads to relaxation or reconstruction. Reconstruction is driven by minimizing

surface free energy. On an atomic level, such reconstruction will depend on the termination of

the surface.

Every adsorbed atom or molecule relates to an atomic re-arrangement at the surface. It

is mainly caused by the added stress of the system, coming from that added atom. Surface

reconstructions will therefore depend on the surface composition, the adsorbate characteristics

and concentration as well as ambient conditions. This knowledge is important for surface

termination interpretation in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.2 Illustrated idea of the surface stability of –c- and c-plane wurtzite GaN: both are
thermodynamically more stable when terminating with the metal atom (big ball) whereas the
nitrogen (small ball) tends to desorb faster.

Both, the (0001) and (0001� ) surface exhibit different surface energies therefore, the

stable surface reconstructions of GaN (0001) or (0001� ) surfaces are not overlapping
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[8,126,127]. Due to GaN’s hexagonal crystal structure (Chapter 1.2), the surface termination

can theoretically be either the metal or the nitrogen atom. In reality, for both crystal orientations,

(0001) and (0001� ), the surfaces are found to be metal rich. For the (0001) orientation, the Ga

atom is sp3 hybridized and three of these orbitals are bound to the underlying N atoms, whereas

one orbital is available for reaction towards the surface. On the other hand, the present N atom

would be bound to only one Ga underneath and shows a preferred bond to the neighboring N

atom, forming gaseous N2; therefore the N is not stable and the surface terminates with the Ga

[8]. After growth the growth chamber needs to be cooled down. During this process it is found

that the temperatures are high enough for the N atom to escape and leave a nitrogen vacancy

behind, even after optimized MOCVD growth conditions [128] in a nitrogen rich atmosphere. A

scheme of the stable termination is pictured in Figure 2.2. For the (0001� ) orientation, the

discussed case is reversed; the Ga is only bound to one N underneath and shows three available

orbitals towards the surface. Nevertheless, gallium can also exist in the stable +I oxidation state

(Ga+) which remains stable at the surface. Nonetheless, the superficial N is suggested to leave as

N2 [8] which could additionally support a metal rich surface. Depending on the growth

conditions, the surface can also be obtained with 1-2 additional Ga ad-layer(s) [8]. It shall be

noted that the crystal orientation, c-plane or –c-plane, is a bulk property and not a function of

the termination.

GaN Surface Adsorbate Selectivity2.1.3

The understanding that the surface terminates Ga rich is essential in evaluating the

possibility of controlling the surface electronic properties of GaN based semiconductor

materials by adsorbates. First of all, surface reactions will focus on the metal atom, as the

nitrogen is unstable independent from the crystal orientation. The present nitrogen will form N2

or NH3, depending on the system [129], whilst desorption. Additionally, the available metal

atom orbital will interact instantly with carbon or oxygen, if they are present in the atmosphere,

e.g. during cool down after epitaxy. For example, carbon can be physisorbed at the surface as

well as form a covalent bond with the metal atom.

Besides oxygen and carbon, other surface adsorbates may be present as well. From the

investigations of GaN as a sensor material it is known that the (0001) surface is very sensitive to

anions [130,131]. The polarity between the Ga and the N induces a considerable Lewis acidity

of the outer Ga atoms, which therefore tend to react with Lewis bases. Moreover, the Ga atom

has one orbital pointing towards the surface, which can interact with an approaching Lewis

base. Besides the anion stability as outlined in Figure 0.2, suggesting that fluoride and chloride

are very stable on AlN and GaN surfaces respectively [13], a great selectivity difference

between anions has been observed. Chaniotakis et al. [132] indicated a selectivity between

SCN- < I- < ClO4
- < NO3

- < CH3COO- < Cl- < F- in KCl solutions measured by their

potentiometric responses. Those results indicate that harder Lewis bases (F-, Cl-, CH3COO-,
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NO3
-) are more prone to the surface than soft bases (I-, SCN-) in solution, which is in good

agreement with the calculations in [13].

2.2 Wet Etching of Semiconductor Materials

After adsorption, wet semiconductor surface etching takes place following two

mechanisms: the first one involves the exchange of valence electrons between the surface and

the species in solution [133]. The ion is solvated when all connecting bonds are cleaved. The

second mechanism involves free carriers, such as holes or electrons which lead to a rupture of

the bond when localized at the surface. The second mechanism is used in an electrochemical

cell where the supply of charge carriers is enabled. The first mechanism is driven by the

thermodynamic situation and is favored the higher the Gibbs free energy G of the surface is. G

is determined by the relationship between enthalpy ∆H and entropy ∆S, Equ. 2.7, which are

influenced by temperature T. Basically the Gibbs energy equals the difference between final and

initial energy of the compound/molecule, where a negative sign indicates spontaneous reactions,

as in Equ. 2.8, an exergonic reaction.

∆G = ∆H-T∆S Equation 2.7

∆Greac = ∆Gfin-∆Ginit <0 Equation 2.8

In the case of standard wet etching the kinetics are independent from the electrochemical

potential of the sample [134]. As an example, the etching of GaN in molten KOH leads to the

dissolution of Ga(OH)3 (Equ. 2.9) as Ga(OH)4
- (Equ. 2.10)

GaN + 3 H2O Ga(OH)3 + NH3 Equation 2.9

Ga(OH) �
� � �

� ⎯� [Ga(OH) � ]� Equation 2.10

It is suggested for this reaction, that traces of water are responsible for the reaction and

the K+ is catalyzing the reaction by competing with the Ga3+ for the electron cloud of the nitride

ion. The schematic etch mechanism for N-GaN is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The inertness of Ga-

polar GaN is assigned to the repulsion between OH- and three occupied dangling bonds of

nitrogen, which prevent the hydroxide ions from attacking the Ga atoms.

The kinetics of such a reaction may be governed by the interface chemical reactions as

the rate limiting step. Reaction limited processes show activation energies above 40 kJ/mol;

alternatively, a diffusion limited mechanism is present when the active etching species needs to

be transported to the surface [96]. The activation energy is lower than for interface reaction

controlled mechanism.
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Figure 2.3 Suggested reaction mechanism of N-polar GaN in KOH: attack of three OH-

groups and subsequent dissolution of one [Ga(OH)4]
- as taken from Ref.[135].

Wet Chemical Surface Etching2.2.1

One of the early attempts to etch bulk GaN crystals lead to the conclusion that GaN,

opposed to BN, AlN or InN, is very stable towards heat and acids or bases [136]. Up to now,

there exist only a few publications about wet chemical etching of AlN, reviewed recently by

Zhuang and Edgar [96]. GaN is not reported to be etched laterally by aqueous KOH. Only a few

publication claim to have etched c-plane AlGaN/GaN by using an aqueous KOH solution [137].

However, for this AlGaN etching there is no systematic study available [138]. Mentioned

publications only show the etched layer in ‘aq. KOH’ without experimental details.

Binary nitrides are generally inert towards hydrolysis, besides AlN, which is seen to

have a certain sensitivity, forming aluminate [Al(OH)4]
- in basic media, Equ. 2.11. Therefore,

etching is selective over GaN and InN, due to the polarity of the crystal lattice.

AlN + 3 H2O + K+OH- NH3 + K+[Al(OH)4]
- Equation 2.11

Etch rates of up to 300 nmmin-1 for AlN on Al2O3 at 25 °C or < 5 nmh-1 for high quality

AlN on Al2O3 at 60°C are observed [139]. The activation energy for KOH etching of AlN lies at

15.5 kcalmol-1 and is linearly dependent on time, hence is not diffusion controlled but rather

interfacial reaction dependent. Greater etch rates can be observed for poorer morphology of the

material [140].

The N-polar AlN (0001� ) is more easily etched than the Al-polar crystal plane and

results in hillocks. Etch rate ratios up to 1:900 (for N:Al face)[141] are reported. AlN on Si
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shows very comparable results. Due to the generally worse crystal quality for layers > 10 nm

[142], only cracks and dislocations are attacked: thus most wet etching application focus on the

investigation of crystal quality by evaluating threading dislocations after their decoration by

opening up (Chapter 2.2.1.2).

Photoassisted and Photoelectrochemcial Wet Etching2.2.1.1

Another technique for revealing the dislocation density in GaN crystal is called photo

electrochemical etching (PEC) [134,143]. When free carriers are present the kinetics are

different to standard wet etching and depend on the presence of majority and minority carriers.

In a p-type semiconductor for example, holes are the present majority. When they are localized

at the surface, bonds can break and ions can be removed. For GaN in acidic solutions it is

suggested to take three holes for one GaN unit, Equ. 2.12. The generation of electron-hole pairs

(e-, h+ pairs) is in this process triggered by the illumination of solids with UV light: if the

excitation energy hν equals the bandgap energy Eg enough energy is present for an electron to

be excited from the valence to the conduction band, hence the generation of e-, h+ pairs. If hν <

Eg, the photon’s low energy (or long wavelength respectively) passes right through the material.

If hν > Eg the exceeding energy is dissipated in the form of heat.

GaN + 3 h+ Ga3+ + ½ N2 Equation 2.12

Minsky et al. [144] were the first to report GaN etching at room temperature using an

HeCd laser (at 325 nm, hence 3.81 eV). This attempt might be more useful for lateral surface

etching in aqueous KOH: c-plane etching is reported to be carried out if additional carriers are

offered, causing a lowering of activation energy. Also unintentionally doped GaN is seen to be

etched with etch rates up to 160 nm/min [145]. Those attemps include Ni and Pt masking of the

sample which is the electrical contact to the sample as well as an etch mask. No bias needs to be

applied. However, the photocurrent can be measured and directly relaled to the etch rate of the

sample [146] finding that approximately 2.8 e- are needed to remove one GaN entity. (In other

words, approximaetly 3 h+ are present at the surface, as in equation 2.12). In Figure 2.4 a

schematic band diagram of the n-doped GaN surface in such a system is pictured [147]: when

the system is under reverse bias, the energy band bends down, and holes are accumulated. The

electrons are depleted from the surface. The illumination with UV light leads to a separation of

electron-hole pairs, hence the GaN surface can be etched. The generated electrons are forwarded

to the (metal) contact at the surface or recombined with holes. The remaining holes are

accumulated at the surface and cause its activation, Equ. 2.13. Subsequently, oxidation can

occur.

Ga + h+ Ga+ Equation 2.13
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More recently, attempts of electroless and electrodeless wet etching are taken into

account. The suggested etch mechanism again starts with the oxidation process followed by

dissolution of the Ga2O3 (the term ‘oxidation’ involved is meant as an increase of oxidation

state). Peng et al. [148] discuss that Ga2O3 is formed by free and available water molecules. For

this attempt no EC cell and no contact or Pt counter electrode is suggested [149]: an oxidizing

agent support electrodeless wet etching of with etch rates up to 300 nm/min etch in aq. KOH

with UV light illumination.

Figure 2.4 Band diagram of photo-assisted wet chemical etching mechanism after Ref. [147].

PEC is difficult to apply to AlN due to its much larger band gap energy (6.28 eV)

compared to GaN (3.4 eV). The photo-generated minority carriers at the AlN surface do not

have enough energy to weaken the surface bond.

Defect Decoration of GaN2.2.1.2

Defect decoration can be used to reveal defects of the crystal structure: hot (150 °C)

phosphoric acid is a convenient indicator of crystal defects since it shows deep etch islands on

Al16Ga84N layers already after 20 min [150]. Polarity analysis by wet chemical etching can be

performed (and was regularly done so before 1989) since the amount of atoms removed by wet

chemicals is polarity dependent: the (0001� ) plane is etched ~100 times faster than on the (0001)

plane [151]. Additionally, the N-face GaN shows both, dodecagonal and hexagonal etch

pyramids, whereas the Ga-face GaN shows hexagonal pits.

Defect decoration or defect etching is shown to be best performed in molten NaOH–

KOH eutectic at temperatures ranging from 170° to 360°C depending on the AlN face to be

etched: While the N-polar face is etched rapidly at 170°C covering the whole surface with

hexagonal pyramids, the Al-polar face is attacked only at sufficiently higher temperatures
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leading to hexagonal etch pits of uniform size. While the latter features is attributed to the

presence of dislocations identified by synchrotron white beam X-ray topography (SWBXT)

[152] or TEM [153], the nature of all other etching features still remains unclear. In other

words, the defect free aluminum polar basal plane is generally not attacked by the etchant even

at etching temperatures of 400°C. The hexagonal etch pits persist on repeated etching and can

be attributed to threading dislocations or nano-pipes. These etch pits represent threading, mixed

and edge dislocations. Their density is sometimes difficult to determine because of their small

size when not etched long enough. The amount of TDs by defect decoration is smaller than the

one obtained from TEM investigations [154], independent on the etch solution.

However, it will be seen that the etch success is strongly depended on the crystal quality

[155] as well as on the polarity of the crystal, being either (0001) or (0001� ). KOH as well as

H3PO4 are found to be surface polarity dependent: N-polar surface faces are attacked; Ga-polar

faces are not. The hydroxide ions are adsorbed to the surface and move to the Ga atoms building

Ga2O3 which is then soluble in KOH. In this reaction, K+ represents the catalyst, as discussed

above, Figure 2.3.

For H3PO4 defect etching, the optimum temperature range in terms of defect visibility

lies between 160°C and 260°C without over-etching, depending on the material’s quality [156].

It is found that for H3PO4 etching the lateral etch rate is faster than the vertical one, which could

lead to difficulties for estimating correct defect densities because of potential overlap of defect

etch pits [157]. Though H3PO4 defect etching has the benefit of being more user-friendly than

molten KOH, cheaper than TEM analysis and available in any semiconductor fab, its chemical

etching mechanism is not yet fully understood and will be evaluated in Chapter 3.3.5.

Although the idea of lateral GaN etching is introduced in mentioned literature, the

experimental results within this thesis do not confirm this interpretation (for details see Chapter

3.3). It has additionally been observed that only bad quality surfaces are attacked by acids.

These are surfaces with cracks or a very high deffect density. Defect free areas stay unaffected

by the etching.

GaN Surface Cleaning2.2.2

The term cleaning classifies the concept of contamination removal without removing

any material itself. Within this concept, the roughness RMS of the surfaces is expected to stay

constant, as the surface is not etched. Basically cleaning is opposed to adsorption the attempt to

remove all adsorbates, hence contaminants, from the surface. Therefore, Ga/N ratios close to 1

should be achieved. In this work, two motivations lead to experiments towards surface cleaning:

firstly, the creation of homogeneous surfaces for further dielectric or metal deposition and

secondly, the investigation of surface state modifications if e.g. oxygen is removed or

substituted.

In order to remove oxygen, carbon and potential hydrocarbon contaminants, various

acids and bases have been investigated [96,13]. Especially the removal of surface oxides as well
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as hydrogen adsorbates after epitaxial growth is of great interest, as they represent suitable

candidates for surface states. However, as discussed above, a broad spectra of surface states

exists thus carbon and nitrogen will also play a role. In reference [158] an investigation of

native oxides on the (0001) GaN surface, grown by MBE (300 nm) at 760 °C on (0001)

sapphire, was performed using XPS, UPS and AES. They found the native oxides are

predominantly from the Ga2O3 with negligible sub-oxide species. In order to investigate etching

they then rinsed the sample in warm (50– 60 °C) NH4OH or HCl for 15 min, which reduced the

oxygen peak drastically, Figure 2.5. A complete oxygen removal by wet etching has not been

found. It shall be mentioned that Ref. [162] indicated the presence of N-O bonds at the surface,

which is however criticized by other groups [159,160] as it is difficult to analyze the N-O due to

an overlying N-H peak (most probably from NH3) and no quantification can be done.

Additionally, the Pauling electronegativity difference between O and Ga (or Al) of 1.63 (or

1.83) is larger than for O-N with 0.40 which makes a reaction with the metal more likely.

Nevertheless, from oxidation investigations (Chapter 3.4) a form of oxinitrides is seen at the

AlGaN surface as an oxidation start in O2 [161]. For this reason, the N-O bonds might not be

able to be quantified but could still be present.

Figure 2.5 XPS data of the pristine AlGaN surface, after HCl and after NH4OH clean after
[162].

Another option is to clean the surfaces in (NH4)2S [163] which is found to lead to the

lowest oxygen and carbon concentrations with Ga/N ratios close to 1. Also HCl [164] or KOH

[13] cleans that are often used. Although HCl sufficiently removes the oxygen, a disadvantage

of HCl cleaning lies in the high affinity of chlorine to AlGaN surfaces. Hence there is a great

chance of Cl residues at the surface. Moreover, the C concentration are not reduced by HCl

compared to other acidic cleans [162]. Cleans in HF solutions are also very common [165,166]
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and have shown to reduce the oxygen concentrations but more importantly carbon is reduced

significantly.

The best results in terms of oxygen and carbon removal is achieved by the in-situ

cleaning with ammonia based plasmas: a complete removal of superficial oxygen from the GaN

(0001), or AlGaN (0001), surface is suggested by applying NH3 plasma pulses [167]. A

complete removal of superficial oxygen is not observed, only a reduction to approximately

2 at% [168]. Nonetheless, the limit of detection for most analytical methods lies around 1% of

the surface, hence even if the oxygen was removed and not measured with XPS or AES, it is

arguable, if ‘all’ oxygen was removed or if the limit of detection just cannot detect the e.g.

0.08%.

2.3 Physico-Chemical Surface Characterization Methods:

Methodology of the Thesis

A key part in controlling and optimizing the properties of semiconductor surfaces is

choosing an appropriate characterization method that enables the evaluation of what has been

modified and how. The right method depends on the aim of the analysis: for this work both, the

chemical surface modification and morphological changes are analyzed after each process

sequence. Therefore the solid surface analysis is however most commonly provided by electron,

photon or ion spectrometry and microscopy [169,170]. This includes common chemical surface

analyzation methods such as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photon spectroscopy

(XPS), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS).

Surface Spectroscopy and Microscopy: An Overview2.3.1

AES and XPS are working with an electron source and belong to the so called non-

destructive methods, as electrons can be easily generated, focused and also detected, hence

counted. Their energy can be calculated and they work mostly non-destructive, which makes

them an interesting analyzing source.

XPS measurements allow the analysis of elemental composition of the top 1-10 nm

layer, depending on the escape depth of electrons and hence the information depth of the

material: the reciprocal value of the inelastic mean free scattering of electrons, IMPF, is called

escape depth λ=1/IMFP. It describes the probability of escape at 1/e (~36.8%) compared to

emission from the surface atom. Emitted photoelectrons will have a specific energy, Ebinding, that

dependents on the X-ray energy, Ephoto, the kinetic energy, Ekin, and the work function (ϕ) of the 

apparatus, an empirical constant (Equ. 2.14). With XPS, the number of emitted electrons is

detected and also a deceleration stress is applied to measure the energy of the electrons. This

opens the possibility to obtain binding energies of electrons and therefore information of the

binding situation of the atom.
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If a lower energy between several eV and 50 keV is applied, a core state electron is

removed. The resulting ‘hole’ in this core is filled by an electron from an outer shell, which

loses an amount of energy (equally to the difference in orbital energy). This energy causes

another outer shell electron to leave with a kinetic energy depending on the core state energy,

Ecore, as well as the electron energies of the first (EB) and second (Ec’) outer shell, Equ. 2.15.

Emitted electrons have a short mean free path, thus the escape depth is localized which causes

the extreme surface sensitivity of the method.

Ebinding= Ephoto- Ekin+ φ Equation 2.14

Ekin= ECore - EB- EC Equation 2.15

Figure 2.6 Schematic overview of emitted (a) photoelectrons or (b) Auger electrons during (a)
XPS and (b) AES measurements. (Ref. [171])

Besides a slightly increased surface sensitivity, AES offers precise chemical analysis.

AES can also be used for quantitative analysis, depth profiling and electronic structure, although

XPS gives more accurate results in respect to bonding ratios. However, in non-conductive

samples, a charging effect can occur [172] causing peak shifts that correlate to binding states.

Both, AES and XPS are used for surface analysis. Due to their limit of detection of

about 1% of the surface, around 1x1013 at/cm², present analysis will not be as sensitive as

electrical current-voltage or capacitance voltage measurements (Chapter 2.4.2). It will be seen

that this is a rather important limitation and it will be shown that electrical measurements are

more sensitive to surface modifications.

SIMS and ISS on the other hand work with ion sources, which create either primary or

secondary particles and belong to sample destructive methods. The disadvantages or limiting

factors of electron sources are the necessary vacuum (min. 10-6 mbar) and the dissociation

potential of molecules resulting from the vacuum together with the electron impact. SIMS is a

powerful technique as all elements can be detected with detection of concentrations down to

ppm [173]. In this thesis SIMS will also be used to analyze the composition of the samples.

(a) (b)
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Primary ion sources are noble gases (Xe+ or Ar+) by electron ionization, or Cs+, by the surface

ionization source. The ions are accelerated and targeted onto the sample. When the ions colloid

with the surface, the surface ionizes and some atoms are sputtered away, the so called secondary

ions. They are collected by ion lenses and filtered depending on their mass to charge (m/z) ratio.

The limit of detection lies thereby in the range of 1x1012 to 1x1016 atoms/cm³; for this reason,

this method is very suitable in trace analysis.

Investigations on the surface morphology and topography are performed on atomic

force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). For SEM, the surfaces are

scanned by a focused electron beam of variable energy (1 – 20 keV). The irradiation causes

electrons to leave the sample (Figure 2.7a). Besides the Auger electrons and X-rays, also back-

scattered and secondary electrons escape. Most commonly, secondary electrons (Figure 2.7b)

are detected hence low energy (<50 kV) electrons which originates from a few nanometers of

the surface [174], creating a picture of the sample surface. The height and slopes of the sample

is determined by the amount of detected electrons, hence the brighter the image, the closer to the

detector.

Figure 2.7 Illustrated surface sampling (a) when an electron beam is targeted towards the
sample surface. In SEM, commonly secondary electrons (b) are detected. Back-scattered electrons
can be detected as well, it is however less common. (from Ref. [175])

(a)
(b)
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Figure 2.8 Schematics of an AFM operation: the cantilever approaches the probe (any
sample) surface until intermolecular interactions (van der Waals forces) are measured [176].

Whilst SEM detects the escaping electrons, the AFM does not create images by

focusing electrons (or light, as in optical microscopy) but by measuring the deflection of the

oscillating cantilever. Figure 2.8 depicts the basic working principles of an AFM. The tip (or

cantilever) vibrates in a sinusoidal frequency a few angstroms from the sample surface [176].

The distance between them is given by the van der Walls attraction force and Coulomb repelling

forces of the materials. The cantilever is driven in x-y-z-direction across the surface by

capacitive forces which bend the tip in the respective direction. Therefrom, the limit of

measurable area is given by the bending of the tip. The detection is performed by an optical

system: a laser which is reflected from the cantilever surface is detected. Therefore, the laser

also limits the bending, if the cantilever moved too far, the laser would not meet its surface

anymore. Generally, three modes are possible at the AFM, the contact, non-contact or tapping

mode, which are distinguished by the interaction between the tip and the sample. For the

tapping mode, the cantilever is moved away and onto the surface in a fixed frequency. This type

is mainly used for liquids to avoid cross-contamination during measurement. If the tip is in

constant and direct contact with the sample surface it is called contact mode. Thus the tip only

bends if the surface shows irregularities; this allows the best sensitivities for smooth surfaces. In

the non-contact mode, the cantilever resonates with a certain periodicity. An additional piezo-

element is added to most tips. The tip’s oscillation is reflected in a resonance of the piezo-

element. If the force between the tip and the surface changes, by steps or valleys for instance,

the resonance will change as well. The resulting phase shift is then measured. The non-contact

mode is the one most commonly used in surface science approaches and will also be used in this

work.
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Surface Energies from Contact Angle Measurements2.3.2

Another quite common approach in surface science is the investigation with contact

angles [177]. As it can be taken from Chapter 2.1.2.2, adsorption of atoms at a surface will

change the present surface dipole. Surface dipole changes are known to influence the general

wetting behavior of a solid-liquid-gas system [178]. At the equilibrium of such a wetting

system, the Gibbs energy is at its minimum and Young’s equation applies; thus the cosine of the

contact angle (θ) of a droplet on a solid relates to the surface tension. Solely the termination of a

solid, hence its 1-3 top atomic layers, are proposed to determine the free surface energy [179].

Adsorption of atoms that lead to surface modifications will influence the wetting behavior and

therefore the free surface energy of the GaN surface.

Surface free energies (and its components) between two interacting surfaces are known

to be important for numerous industrial applications concerning adhesion, coating, printing,

inking, lubrication and similar. In order to answer the question of how and if the AlGaN or GaN

surfaces have been modified by adsorption processes, the interfacial tensions between the

semiconductor surface and a defined liquid are measured. Contact angle measurements

represent one of the most simple and accurate methods to investigate surface properties of

solids. The value of a contact angle is a measure of competing tendencies of cohesion and

adhesion, from the liquid and the liquid-solid surface respectively. If for example the work of

adhesion between liquid and solid exceeds the work of cohesion of the liquid, wetting occurs.

Surface Energies of Solids2.3.2.1

Between particles there exist intra- and intermolecular forces, adhesion and cohesion

forces [180]. Cohesion forces describe the property of particles to cling to similar or identical

particles, whereas adhesion is the tendency of particles clinging with dissimilar particles.

Besides present polar forces like Coulomb (ionic) or hydrogen-bonding interactions, van der

Waals proposed the idea of non-covalent as well as non-electrostatic interactions (apolar

forces). From thereon, the so called ‘van-der-Waals forces’ have been identified to have three

distinct interactions:

 Keesom forces: interaction of two permanent dipoles

 Debye forces: interaction between a permanent and an induced dipole

 London dispersion forces: interaction of two induced dipoles

A dipole is induced when the electron cloud of a molecule is distorted from its normal

shape, hence it is polarized, see Figure 2.9. The electric polarizability α is dependent on the

dipole moment d of an atom and the electric field (E), Equ. 2.16. In contrast to a covalent bond

where the electrons are shared between two nuclei, the electron cloud still belongs to one

nucleus after polarization. With increasing polarizability, the London forces (or dispersion

forces) will increase. This means, larger molecules or molecules with higher electron cloud

volume will show greater dispersion forces. The change in polarization will also reflect in the
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surface energy and wettability of surfaces. At a solid-liquid interface, the liquid will wet the

surface completely, if the surface energy of the liquid is below the one of the solid. In the

reverse case, hence the surface energy of the liquid is greater it will not wet the solid, as

explained in the following.

d = αE Equation 2.16

Figure 2.9 Scheme of anion polarization: with a fixed positive charge, the more flexible negative
charge will distort (b) or form a covalent bond (c) if the charge is less focused.

The surface energy F is defined as the energy that is needed to create a new surface per

specific area. As opposed to the surface tension, ɣ, which describes the force necessary to keep

the surface area at its minimum, F indicates the energy difference between the material bulk and

surface. Surface atoms possess a higher energy than the ones in the bulk as the surface due to

the interference with periodicity. If a bulk material is cut at a certain area, F represents the

energy that the material needs to re-gain its potential minimum after the cut. Also, modified

surfaces will undergo a modification in surface energy. For liquids, the surface energy and

surface tension are identical. For a solid however, they are not identical and are found to be

connected by the change of the free energy by changing area, Equation 2.17 [181].

� =
� �

� �
Equation 2.17

Wetting of Surfaces2.3.2.2

The concept of wetting was first introduced by Cabeo in 1629, and further discussed

over the following centuries, e.g. 1751 Senger, 1805 Young, 1806 Laplace, 1830 Poisson just to

name a few important ones [182,183]. In 1869 Dupré then stated that for an one-component

liquid, the surface tension equals the surface energy. The most important connection is

described in Equ. 2.18 and 2.19. The characteristic surface energy is accurately determined by

its adhesion capability, e.g. between liquid and air or liquid, air and solid. The adhesion work

can be written within the Young-Dupré equation, Equ. 2.18, with surface tension (γ) of the solid

(s), liquid (l), and the interface solid to liquid (sl). Zisman proposed that if the cohesion work

(for creating a surface) is smaller than the adhesion work for a liquid, complete wetting occurs
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and contact angles of 0° are obtained [184]. Due to this connection, γ can be investigated by 

liquid droplets forming a contact angle ϴ on a solid in equilibrium.

Contact Angles and Surface Energy – Young’s Equation2.3.2.3

The cosine of the contact angle can then be related to the surface energy by Equ. 2.19.

At the equilibrium of such a wetting system, the Gibbs energy of the system will find its

minimum at constant temperature and pressure. For ideal surfaces, that are smooth, rigid and

chemically homogeneous, insoluble and inert surfaces, such an equilibrium can be found [185].

Wad = γs+γl+γsl = γlcosϴk+γl Equation 2.18

� � � � =
� � � � � �

� �
Equation 2.19

Extraction of Surface Energy Components after Van Oss2.3.2.4

As seen in Young’s equation, two variables, the solid’s surface energy as well as the

interface energy are present in the equations. An exact model to correlate γs and γsl is not

available (yet) [186], semi-empirical model do exist to solve the equation though. The three

most important ones are the theories after Fowkes, Owens&Wendt and the vanOss approach:

 Fowkes: This model focusses on adding the dispersion forces into the idea of

intermolecular forces such as metallic and hydrogen bonds. Fowkes importantly suggested

that the surface tensions and energies are only determined by the top monolayers of the

material and there have to be more than only polar interactions present. Equ. 2.20 is the

result of his investigations to solve γsl in Young’s Equation, where d is for dispersion force.

γsl=γs+γl-2(γs
dγl

d)1/2 Equation 2.20

 Owens&Wendt: This extended Fowkes’ approach, Equ. 2.21, respects the polar (γp) as well

as the dispersive interactions (γd) of the solid-liquid (sl) interface separately. To solve this

approach, contact angles of two liquid have to be taken. The resulting data can be plotted in

the form of y=kx+d, where k describes the polar and d the dispersive component.

� � � = � � + � � − 2(� � �
� � �

� + � � �
�
� �
� )

Equation 2.21

 Van Oss: Another improvement over Owens&Wendt is given in Equ. 2.22, where the acid-

base part of polar interactions is extended [187] to monopolar negative (γ-) and positive (γ+)
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components of the surface energy. From all suggested approaches, most information can be

taken form this approach. To solve it, three liquids of different polar and apolar character

are needed to be applied. Typical liquids are the polar water, monopolar formamide and

apolar diiodomethane, their parameters are given in Table 2.1.

� � (1 + � � � � ) = 2( � � �
� � � �

� � + � � �
� � �

� + � � �
� � �

� )

Equation 2.22

Liquid ɣl

LW
ɣ

l

+
ɣ

l

-
ɣ

l

AB
ɣ

l

tot

Water d.i. 21.8 25.5 25.5 51.0 72.8

Formamide 39.0 2.3 39.6 19.0 58.0

Diiodomethane 50.8 0 0 0 50.8
Table 2.1 Surface energy properties after [188] of water, formamide and diiodomethane:
three solvents with varying polar and apolar properties, as needed following the van Oss approach.

Contact Angle Measurement: Sessile Drop Method2.3.2.5

The measurement of the contact angle ϴ is standardly performed by the sessile drop

method then a droplet is put onto the solid surface and the angle is read with a goniometer, as

pictured in Figure 2.10. An alternative method is the ‘Wilhelmy Method’ [189] where the

contact angle is measured on the sidewall of a plate during movement in and out of the liquid.

During the measurements both angles of the droplet have to be evaluated as advancing (highest

possible) and recessing (lowest possible) ϴ values can be obtained if the sample is not straight.

Additionally it has to be ensured that ideal surfaces are measured, hence smooth, inert, rigid and

homogeneous [190]. Rough and heterogeneous surfaces influence the actual ϴ due to their

topographic and chemical heterogeneity that can make lines appear wavy or the angle

changeable.

Figure 2.10 Surface energy components during contact angle measurements. γvlcosθ=γsv-γsl;
(s=solid, l=liquid, v=vacuum)
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2.4 Electrical Surface and Interface Characterization

Metal Contacts and Schottky Barrier Heights2.4.1

The Schottky barrier height of deposited Schottky contacts on the heterostructure is a

fundamental characteristic of device performance as it is a direct measure of the present surface

potential. The Schottky barrier height (ΦSB) reflects the potential energy barrier seen by the

carriers between the metal contacts and the heterostructure during charge transfer [191]. A

semiconductor surface change due to adsorbates can be measured because any present surface

states (or in this case, interface states) will influence the barrier height, as discussed below. To

better understand how, a short introduction of Schottky barrier heights will lead to the

discussion of modified surfaces.

In literature, Schottky barriers are mainly discussed in respect to increasing the

Schottky diode behavior because creating good Schottky barriers is essential for the reliability.

Large barrier heights are contributed to decreasing leakage currents and high breakdown and

threshold voltages [192] for HEMT devices.

Metal Semiconductor Contact: Schottky Contact2.4.1.1

Between a metal and a semiconductor, two main theories of contact formation exist: the

rectifying Schottky junction, and the non-rectifying ohmic junction. If the barrier ΦSB (Figure

2.11) is significantly higher than thermal energy kT, it is a Schottky barrier; otherwise, it’s an

ohmic contact. The barrier is the excess energy that an electron requires to pass from the

semiconductor into the metal. Common metals for ohmic contact formation are Ti/Al, TiN or

TaN [193], or Pd/Au [194] on GaN. Common Schottky contacts on GaN are Ni, Au, Pd ad Cr

[195].

Figure 2.11 Contact between a metal and an n-type semiconductor: illustrated basic band
diagram with potential barrier φSB, which is the difference between the Fermi level and the
conduction band; the bandgap energy Eg remains a constant value.

Influences on Barrier Heights2.4.1.2

The Schottky barrier height (SBH, ΦSB) controls the electronic transport; hence it is

important for successful operation of any semiconductor device. The first theory to describe this
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potential barrier is the Mott-Schottky theory, proposing that the SBH between the metal with

work function (φM) and semiconductor with electron affinity (χsc) [196] Equ. 2.23. The Mott-

Schottky model assumes an equilibrium metal-SC contact with direct interaction.

ΦSB = φM - χsc Equation 2.23

Optimization of the SBH is therefore possible by changing one or both of the two

parameters. Changing the metal on an n-doped GaN buffer from Ti [197] to Ni [195] and further

to Au [195] increases the barrier height from ~0.3 eV to ~0.8 eV and further to ~1.0 eV,

respectively. The Al fraction in AlGaN is also seen to have a major contribution on the effective

SBH. The proposed simplicity in the Schottky-Mott theory leads to deviations from this ‘ideal’

Schottky barrier behavior. Besides possible change of metal work function or semiconducting

material for SBH optimization, another influence is clearly seen. For nickel (Ni) contacts on n-

GaN, the surface barrier is for instance reported to vary between 0.56 eV and 1.09 eV [198],

which is attributed to relative surface state variations [199]. Increasing the interfacial oxygen

concentration by oxygen anneals can for instance increase SBH from 0.59 to 0.84 eV [200].

In the simplest idea, the barrier height corresponds to the energy difference of the metal

work function and the semiconductor electron affinity (Equ. 2.23). Unfortunately, this ‘ideal’

relationship is not observed experimentally. Bardeen [201] was the first to recognize and define

such deviation from the ideal Schottky behavior by introducing previously discussed surface

states (Chapter 1.2.2).

If interface states are present when a contact is formed, the Mott-Schottky theory is not

valid anymore [202]. A more accurate equation in this case is Equ. 2.24 where qΦ0 is the Fermi

energy minus the valence band, Ef-Ev. Only when the surface density of states, DoS, reaches

towards zero, the Schottky-Mott equation applies.

qΦB = (Eg – qΦ0) Equation 2.24

Now, the new interface formed after metal deposition can influence the Schottky barrier

formation due to defects near the interface created by the metal deposition [203]. It is however

suggested that for pinned surfaces, the metal does not change the barrier; hence the barrier

height is independent on the metal work function (see Chapter 1.2.2.1).

The Deviation from the ‘Ideal’ Mott-Schottky Behavior2.4.1.3

After the idea of surface/interface states was introduced, models are proposed to

optimize the Schottky-Mott theory – an overview is given in Figure 2.12. One often applied

model is the ‘interface layer model’ by Sze and Cowley [204]: For III-N semiconductors, the

Fermi level is found to be pinned independent of the metal work function. This is not true for

ionic materials, such as CdS or ZnS: a significant dependency of Fermi level position due to
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metal work function is observed. The variations in surface barrier height correlate with the

metal electronegativity χM. (It shall be noticed that the electronegativity has a similar periodicity

as the work function of the metal φM.). By plotting χM versus φM a linear regression can be

extracted. It is suggested that the slope parameter, S, obtained for this plot, indicates how much

the barrier height depends on the metal electronegativity, Equ. 2.25. A small S shows that the

barrier height is only weakly dependent on the electronegativity, hence that the Fermi level is

pinned independently of the metal contact. If S approaches 1, a good linear dependency is given;

hence the barrier height increases with increasing metal electronegativity [205]: Si, Ge and

GaAs have S<0.2 thus the SBH is not changed by the φM; AlN, ZnS and Al2O3 on the other hand

are obtained with S approaching 1, thus the SBH increases with increasing φM. Nevertheless,

this metal dependency turned out to be smaller than the unity of disagreement with the

Schottky-Mott rule. Therefore another influence must play a role.

S=ΔφB/ΔχM Equation 2.25

The concept of the ideal Schottky barrier neglects the fact of chemical bonding which is

present at the interface when forming a contact. From empirical models, the importance of

bonding and structural properties of MS interfaces was first pointed out by Phillips and

Andrews [206]. Their model is based on a correlation of heat of formation and SBH. Again, a

linear correlation between the values is achieved. The model, nonetheless, lacks any physical

basis as the heat of formation is a bulk property and should not be compared to the interface

properties directly.

If it is considered that the deposited metal on the surface has a certain electronegativity

difference, the bond between the metal and the semiconductor surface can influence the

interface dipoles, still not the interface charge. This accumulation of dipoles will create an

interfacial dipole layer of atomic dimension [202]. Charge neutrality at the interface shall not be

neglected in this case, meaning that the space charge depletion at the interface region has to

have an equal amount of charge of opposite sign close by [204]. More recent theories exist to

model the interfacial dipoles, such as the metal induced gap states (MIGS) model and the bond

polarization theory [213]. Some important steps of evaluating different theories and their

connections are given in Figure 2.12. The MIGS theory was modified following a suggestion by

Heine [207] saying that the metal electrons decay into the semiconductor. Hence the wave

functions of the metal conduction band overlap with the bandgap of the semiconductor. This

gave room to diverse theories of induced gaps states developed; for instance the metal-induced

gap states (MIGS)[208] or induced density of gap states (DIGS)[209].
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Figure 2.12 Summarized overview of investigated MS-interfaces theories since 1938; re-drawn
and modified from Ref. [210].

Despite these models, Mönch discussed [211,212] that experimental data indicate

another influence that is not described so far. The biggest obstacle in the MIGS theory is to

assume that MIGS is an intrinsic feature of the SC. First principle calculation proved three

major contributions to improving the theory; (1) is that the SBH depends on the bonding

structure of the interface, (2) the distribution of MIGS are not intrinsic properties and (3) the

distribution of charge including MIGS, states below the VBM and metal states, determine the

interface dipole [212]. Chemical bonding is therefore responsible for the charge re-distribution;

hence interface dipoles do not form due to charge transfer but rather more complex driving

forces and MIGS are created because of bonding.

The bond polarization model by Tung [213] builds on this fact that the SBH is

dependent on the bonding: Fermi level pinning is therein explained by hybridization of orbitals

and creation of bonding. Building on theories of chemical reactivity [214] the basic message of

the bond polarization model is that the SBH average reflects on the essential chemistry of the

interface, which are MS bonds, resulting in interface bond dipole. The dipole at the Schottky

barrier can be identified by polarization of chemical bonds. It is assumed that a uniform density

of chemical bonds with a certain dipole is present at the interface. As the bonds were already

bonded within their crystal structure before the interface formation, the energy difference

between the Fermi level of the metal and the CNL has to be respected [213]. One problem is

that only a few estimations on a molecules dipole exist [213]. One of them is using the

electrochemical potential equalization, another estimates the linear combination of atomic

orbitals - the real electric dipole can be much more complicated than applied to this model.

Another disadvantage of this model is that only charge transfer at the immediate interface is

recognized. Two or more layers of atoms would need to be considered for correct estimation.
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The model that established further and that discusses the adsorbates more specifically,

is the adatoms induce surface dipoles and interface states [215] theory. It uses the idea of

adsorption saying that adsorption can change and polarize the surface due to charge transfer

during adsorption (see Chapter 2.1.2.2). At the semiconductor surface a double layer establishes

which is made up by the dipoles of the adatoms. An adsorbate – induced change in ionization

energy is caused by a potential drop across the double layer [215]. With increasing density, the

mutual interaction reduces the effective dipole at the material’s surface. The increase or

decrease is then reflected in the increasing or decreasing work function. Energies of adsorbate

induced surface donors show a chemical trend when plotted against ionization energy of

respective free metal. For example, the adsorption of any alkali on GaAs [216,217] leads to a

decrease in ionization energy because the alkali whereas the adsorption of chlorine leads to an

increase. Increasing the density of these dipoles, the polarizing interaction reduces or increases

the effective dipole momentum. A decrease means that electrons are pushed away from ad-

atom, an increase that electrons are pulled towards the ad-atom.

The aim of this work is not to prove or discard any of the mentioned theories; all of

them are still applied for various investigations and discussed widely. The SBH measurements

are applied to understand the influence of the surface termination on the surface potential.

Within this work it will be focused on the theory of adatom induced surface dipoles, because the

idea fits best to our observations and the discussion of chemisorption. Applying this theory, a

direct connection to contact angle measurements can be made. An increasing or decreasing

dipole of the solid surface increases or decreases the wettability with water, hence increases the

surface energy of the solid. At the same time, an increasing dipole will also increase the

Schottky barrier height.

Schottky Barrier Measurement2.4.1.4

Most common techniques to extract Schottky barrier heights (SBH, ΦSB) are current –

voltage (I-V) or capacitance – voltage (C-V) measurements of a Schottky diode. The basic

assumption of each measurement is that the investigated SBH is homogeneous [218]. Along

with this discrepancy, which leads to deviations of the ideality factor for I-V investigations, the

values of SBH are found to additionally vary: extracted values from C-V will be significantly

higher than from I-V measurements [219]. In the case of C-V, an influence of the AlGaN barrier

is always given [220]. The amount of this influence is unfortunately not easily extracted.

For the C-V measurement, an A-C signal (usually high frequency) is added to the D-C

bias. The chosen frequency will again influence the obtained capacitance as well as flat band

voltage. Both can be determined from the plot of 1/C² versus V, where the intercept is the value

of SBH. Within this thesis it will be focused on I-V data mainly.

From an I-V measurement, the current is measured as a function of applied voltage,

Figure 2.13. According to the thermionic emission theory [221,222], the saturation current of a

diode is connected with the ΦSB by Equ. 2.26 and 2.27, with the diode current Idiode, saturation
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current IS, the Richardson’s constant A*, the diode area A, ideality factor n, Boltzman’s constant

k, electron charge q and temperature T.

� � � � � � = � � � � � �
� �

� � �
� Equation 2.26

� � = � � ∗ � ²� � � � −
� � � �

� �
� Equation 2.27

Graphically, Φ� � can be extracted by the slope of the straight line in the forward bias

characteristic (0  +V), where the barrier is given by Equ. 2.28 and the ideality factor by Equ.

2.29.

� � � = � � � � � � � � � 	 �
� �

�
� Equation 2.28

� =
�

� �
∗ 1/� � � � � Equation 2.29

Figure 2.13 Typical current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for Ru/Ni/n-GaN contact, modified
from Ref. [218]: the linear behavior during switching-on allows the extraction of barrier height and
ideality factor.

The ideality factor is basically a measure for the goodness of fit to the ‘pure‘ thermionic

emission (n=1), hence it is a measure of ideal behavior. Even though the measurement itself is

rather straight forward, the interpretation of obtained SBH requires good knowledge of the

material, the interface and contact formation, as discussed above.

MIS Contacts: Electrical Interface Characterization2.4.2

The surface analysis is one part; another is gaining information about the interface, after

a dielectric layer has been deposited. The depositions itself will most probably change the

surface; hence a comparison with the bare surface might not be the most suitable. Several

concepts of device passivation have shown a limitation to the dispersion effect [223], explained

in the following.

Slope

kT/q
Reverse bias leakage

Saturation current
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Insulator-Semiconductor Interface2.4.2.1

Looking at a MIS-HEMT structure, as given in Figure 1.18, two interfaces can be seen:

the metal-insulator and the insulator-semiconductor interface. Whilst the first one is basically

comparable with a Schottky contact (Chapter 2.4.1.1) the latter one is discussed in more detail

in the following.

Figure 2.14 Summary of the various interface state models following [226]: A-F refer to the
models described within the text of the Gaussian distributed donor 0.37 eV below Ec (A), an
additional narrow acceptor distribution at 1 eV above Ev (B), a constant donor between 1.0 and 1.8
eV below Ec (C), a continuum with a charge neutrality level (ECNL) at midgap (D), or a U-shaped
continuum with the charge neutrality level shifted to 1.6 eV (E), or an additional Gaussian donor
peak at 0.37 eV below Ec.

Chapter 1.2.2 describes the existence of surface donor states, which are responsible for

the evolution of the 2DEG channel: ionized surface donors are necessary to release the electrons

for the 2DEG, thus, following the concept of charge neutrality no 2DEG channel would exist

without the charge compensation at the surface (see Chapter 1.2.2). During RF and D-C device

operation, however, the applied electric field can lead to electrons filling up the empty surface

states again. If the modulated frequency is lower than the time constant of such a trapped

electron, the trapped electron cannot be fully removed from exactly those states. If the density

of trapped electrons is greater than the charge density at the gate at maximum forward bias, a

reduction of the maximum drain current output is seen. This is called dispersion effect or

current collapse and is seen to lead to an increase of the knee voltage accompanied with a

reduction of the output power. The origin of this effect is again suggested to be surface donor

states [224,225]. The surface states responsible for this dispersion effect could be of the same

chemical and structural origin as the 2DEG. Nevertheless it has currently been criticized [226]
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that state-of-the-art literature inter-mixes the idea of surface states that are responsible for the

2DEG and surface states responsible for trapping effects. Any presented interface model

focusses on solely one of the following problems, the exhibition of the 2DEG, the Vth drifts or

the dispersion effect (current collapse) at high frequency and none of the presented models can

explain all of it. Additionally, it is unclear if a unified concept would even be feasible or if

different donors are responsible for the different effects which need to be described in separate

models. Bakeroot et al. [226] concluded that none of the investigated models (A-F in Figure

2.14) be it, one discrete donor model (A)[4], additional acceptor levels (B)[227], distributed

donor states (C)[57], constant interface state densities (D)[228] with a shifted charge neutrality

level (E)[227] or U-shaped interface state densities with a discrete donor level (F)[229] alone,

can really explain the origin of the 2DEG.

The deposition of a passivation layer onto the sensitive semiconductor surface should

meet the criteria of protecting the surface with a chemically stable, morphologically uniform

layer that shows a larger bandgap than the semiconductor material as well as a goad adhesion,

hence reasonable strong bonding at the interface. Ideally, the passivation saturates any dangling

bonds. The reality is, however, that additional interface states might be created [230]. For

electronic MIS applications the insulator should furthermore have a small fixed charge and low

trap densities within the bulk and provide a large enough resistivity and breakdown voltage. For

GaN MIS-HEMTs, an amorphous silicon nitride (Si3N4) is commonly deposited. It is found that

the dielectric material can reduce the dispersion effects by a combination of the Si3N4 tensile

layer stress [231], silicon donors and/or hydrogen diffusion [232,233]. Investigations of

different dielectrics [3,232,233] to compare densities and variations of interface states [234] are

proposed. However, no dielectric is documented to passivate the interface defects responsible

for the 2DEG, hence the assumption of different species is very likely. For interface

improvements, alternatives such as the thermal oxidation of the heterostructure surface are

employed. They are aiming at increasing the interface quality as motivated by Si devices [235].

Even though Si thermally oxidized interfaces give the best qualities, this might not be true for

GaN based devices (see Chapter 3.4). In addition, an improvement of interfaces is suggested to

lie in the reduction of interfacial oxygen, to minimize additional surface states [236]. The

determination of chemical bonding states at the interface (see Chapter 4.3) could give hints to

understand the interface better and feed surface state simulations. However, the structural

quality of the interfaces as well as the identification of the chemical bond configuration causing

the defects remains unclear.

The electrical investigation of the interfaces is discussed below. It shall be mentioned at

this point that even though plenty of literature exists on extracting interface state densities

[237,238], a quantitative extraction of Dit from C-V (or I-V) measurements is not possible.

Nevertheless, a qualitative comparison of device behavior can be made as well as an estimation

of surface state distributions.
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Investigation of Threshold Voltage2.4.2.2

The threshold voltage (Vth) is basically the minimum gate-to-source voltage needed to

switch the device on, hence create a conducting path [239]. For Si based devices, this region lies

typically at gate biases above 0 V. GaN based state-of-the-art MIS-HEMTs (Figure 1.18) are

however normally-on transistors. This means that the intrinsic 2DEG is present at VG = 0 V,

opposed to Si based devices hence that the Vth is found below 0 V. The obtained Vth drift

(Figure 2.15) is assumed to be also influenced by acceptor and donor states [241], or border

traps in the dielectric, as discussed above.

The measurement of the Vth drift by forward gate bias stress [240] is a feasible method

to examine the impact of gate stress (and time) on the Vth. The Vth is a critical device parameter

which allows a straightforward interpretation of device characteristics. Such characteristics can

be measured by I-V or C-V measurements. To analyze the trapping behavior of the interface

between the dielectric and the AlGaN I-V, and to extract the interface state density, C-V

measurements are applied in this thesis [241]. The method has been thoroughly investigated in

Ref. [241].

Stress-Recovery Method2.4.2.3

Generally, for the analysis of the transfer characteristics, a constant drain bias (VD) is

maintained whilst sweeping the gate voltage (VG) with a specific speed so that the drain current

(ID) can be measured. In Figure 2.15a the schematics of such a measurement is given. Typically,

the transfer characteristics shift to gate biases closer to zero for the second measurement. The

shift is dependent on the stress time and applied voltage (Figure 2.15b). To ensure constant

measurement conditions, the voltage it is always extracted at the same current value for each

device. The forward bias drifts, which are seen on every device, are also known as positive bias

temperature instability (PBTI) [242,243].

Figure 2.15 (a) Methodology of I-V transfer characteristics: the drain current (ID) is
monitored at forward sweeping VG. The observed shift is due to the interface trapping. In (b) the
drift depending on the stress time (VG,stress) is given. (both are taken from Ref. [241])

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.16 In (a) the distribution of Vth drifts after 1 ms of stress in dependence on varying
stress biases and times is shown. (b) shows the distribution of Vth drifts after 100 µs recovery in
dependence on varying stress times and biases after forward gate stress measurements, taken from
Ref. [241].

The extraction of stress and recovery time constants results in a wide distribution of

constants, Figure 2.16. For (a) the stress time at a certain VG (here between 1 V and 7 V) in kept

constant at 1 ms. It is seen that even with recovery times (hence times where no stress is

applied) of 10 s, still Vth drifts are extracted. For (b), the recovery time is kept constant at 100

µs and the stress time is varied. Further investigations thereof showed that if tstress is long

enough, the value of Vth drift equals the applied VG [244]. This is a very typical behavior from

MIS-HEMTs and represents an obstacle for reliable operation.

Such stress-recovery experiments in MIS-HEMTs revealed large distribution of

trapping/emission time constants indicating large defect energy distribution of III-N/dielectric

interface states [6].

Capacitance Measurements of MIS Contacts2.4.2.4

The capacitance-voltage (C-V) method describes the variation of applied DC voltage,

which also has a certain AC signal. For GaN-MISHEMTs, the drain voltage (VD) is kept

constant and the gate voltage (VG) is swept in forward direction starting below the threshold

voltage (Vth) until saturation. Figure 2.17a shows the schematic band structure of a HEMT with

respective contributions to obtained capacitance. This is basically the capacitance of the

dielectric (CD) and the one of the AlGaN barrier (CB). When the C values are collected and

plotted against VG, a stress dependent drift is observed as seen in Figure 2.17b. The two plateaus

are very typical for GaN-HEMTs.

With increasing VG, the barrier height (ΦB) systematically decreases because negative

charge is building up at the interface between the dielectric and the AlGaN – this is causing the

positive ΔVth, Figure 2.18a. At this non-spill over region, the possible electron trapping is

limited by the barrier. With increasing VG, the barrier will eventually be below the EF and

electrons start to be collected at the interface, forming a second electron channel. This is seen by

the second increase of the gate capacitance: the accumulation of free electrons over the barrier

(b)(a)
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into the conduction band of the AlGaN is called spill over (Figure 2.18b). In this region, the

capacitance is solely determined by the dielectric. The spill-over could happen by thermionic

emission or other trap assisted tunneling [245].

Figure 2.17 Schematic band diagram (a) for MIS-HEMT and a typical C-V characteristic (b)
of such a structure as in (a) after varying stress bias, taken from Ref. [6.]

Figure 2.18 Non spill-over (a) vs spill-over (b) region as explained in Ref. [6]: with increasing
VG, a second electron channel is created at the dielectric/AlGaN interface.

By applying the C-V method it has been shown that the interface trap density can be

even as high as the typical 2DEG density and does not depend on the deposited dielectric

material [234]. Hence, the question appears whether the states responsible for the PBTI are

linked to the donor states providing the 2DEG - the microscopic nature of those donor states is

still under discussion [226]. Several reports have discussed the passivation of those interface

states [246], but showed only moderate improvements of the drifts. One has to be very careful

with the extraction of Nit values: As stated in [234] the density of extracted interface states is

strongly dependent on the dielectric constant, hence on VGmax and cannot be measured or even

compared for different literatures and experimental setups. Generally, ∆Nit can be calculated by

Equ. 2.30, with the dielectric constants ε0εD and the dielectric thickness tD. The relation between

ionized interface states and free charges as the dielectric interface clearly shows that for several

different materials the general trapping behavior following the same, non-saturating tendency

[234], Figure 2.19. Therefore, ∆Nit is rather limited by dielectric charge QD, and the drift limit is

the according gate bias, Equ. 2.31.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.19 Theoretical upper limit for Vth drifts (hence ∆Nit,max) is defined by the dielectric charge
because it scales with free electrons trapping at the interface. The big spreading is due to values
before spill-over [234],

∆Nit = (CD ∆Vth)/q = (ε0εD∆Vth) / (qtD) Equation 2.30

∆Nit,max = QD/q Equation 2.31

Applying both, I-V and C-V for HEMT characterization is a powerful tool and will be

used to analyze specific interface modifications in this thesis.
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3 Chapter 3

Surface Termination Modification and the Influence

of Crystal Defects on Surface Preparation

In the previous chapters the advantages of GaN HEMTs as well as characterization

methods are described. Even though GaN is a very promising material for device applications,

in terms of processing, it still represents a challenging material: especially the Ga-polar (0001)

surface shows an enhanced chemical inertness and cannot be etched by any standard methods

[96]. In semiconductor processing, wet chemical over dry chemical processing is favored. The

advantages are greater material selectivity [247] as well as cheaper manufacturing [248],

because a whole batch can be processed. Therefore, in order to compare the results of received

MOCVD sample surfaces to the results in literature (Chapter 2.2) and to understand if oxygen

removal on presented samples is possible or not, the investigations will start with the analysis of

wet chemical surface preparation before the plasma attempts are discussed. Additionally, the

production of a defined and smooth surface oxide layer is tested. The conclusion that surface

chemical reactions on GaN are favored at surface defect sites leads to the investigation of

plasma treatments for surface termination changes, which will show good results for fluorine

terminations in respect of thermal stability and processing2.

3.1 Sample Surfaces as-received: References

In order to firstly understand the as-received samples and to see which materials are

dealt with, the samples directly after epitaxy are investigated in the following. Present samples

are obtained with both, crystal defects and surface ad-atoms or contaminations: A typical AES

analysis of the surfaces as-received is given in Figure 3.1. In accordance with literature (Chapter

2.2.2), oxygen and carbon contaminations up to 12% are found. Depending on the sample,

variations of the contaminations are obtained, which depend on the time and area of storage.

Table 3.1 summarizes the contaminations measured as an average over 9 samples, of each

AlGaN and GaN.

The metal to nitrogen stoichiometry of the wafer surface investigated by AES is about

1.2 for both, Ga/N or (Al+Ga)/N. The metal to nitrogen ratio lies above the value of 1 indicating

that the present surface is metal rich. Etching the surface must therefore attack the present Ga

which can be present in Ga0, Ga+ or Ga3+ [249]. This observation will be especially relevant

when the surface termination modifications are investigated in Chapter 3.4.

2 All experimental procedures are documented in Chapter 6 in order to avoid repetitions.
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Figure 3.1 Surface AES of AlGaN surfaces (a) after 48 h atmospheric storage in a PVC box
and (c) 24 h storage, indicating typical analytical variations; under given conditions, the accuracy is
between 80-90%. A comparison of atomic surface region concentrations is seen in (b).

From the SEM pictures (Figure 3.2a,b) surface crystal defects are visible: TDs, surface

pits and the typical terrace growth can be seen. The presence of grain boundaries are suggested,

because at such grain boundaries chains of TDs are visible. The surface pits are found to be up

to 60 nm wide, which are probably the connection of several TDs. A better resolution of the

AlGaN surface is not possible due to constant charging of the sample and detector capabilities.

Some particles are also found at the surface, with the same atomic composition as given by the

EDX data (in c,d). If the particles arrive from growth or are due the sample breakage before

SEM was not evaluated. The particles are also seen on the AFM (Figure 3.3), where they are

more probably from the wafer breakage.

The terrace growth can be evaluated from the AFM images. Figure 3.3 pictures the

AFM scans during measurement: the lines seen on the left image result from charging of the

sample and need to be corrected after the measurement. This scan was not finished because the

on-lying particle density was too high. Looking at both AFM pictures, amplitude and phase

shift, they give a good idea of the terrace growth indicated by the layers.
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(b)
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Figure 3.2 AlGaN surface SEM (a, b) where typical crystal defects such as grain boundaries,
threading dislocations, particles as well as the typical terrace growth are identified. The EDX of the
particle (c) vs non particle (d) identifies the particles as AlGaN, which results from the MOCVD
growth.

Figure 3.3 Interrupted image of a 10 µm x 10 µm AFM scan of surface AlGaN as-received,
the great amount of particles is most probably due to breakage of the sample. The right side shows
the amplitude, the left side the phase shift that is measured by the cantilever. The line through the
top appears when the cantilever loses contact to the sample surface. This can be overcome by
mounting the samples on a conductive metal sample holder.

1 µm 1 µm
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(c) (d)
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Figure 3.4 AES spectra (a) of a GaN surface with (b) the cumulated atom concentrations.
Very typical concentrations of oxygen (7 at%) and carbon (9 at%) are obtained.

Figure 3.5 5 µm x5 µm AFM of the (a) GaN and (b) AlN surface. Again, surface ends of the
TDs are observed, seen as dark spots. For the thick AlN, stress related cracks are seen which are
induced by the stress of the AlN on GaN layers.

The AES scan of a GaN surface is seen in Figure 3.4. As for the AlGaN, C and O

contaminations are obtained from the spectra. The oxygen adsorbate concentrations are

comparable to the ones obtained from the AlGaN surfaces; the carbon is with 9 at% for GaN

lower than for AlGaN surfaces with 11 at%. However, this value strongly depends on the time

of storage as seen above, and should not be directly compared. Figure 3.5a shows the GaN AFM

surface scan, with the dark spots representing the TDs. The TD density is overall slightly

increased compared to AlGaN, app. 6x1010 versus 9x1010 cm-².

The AlN surface investigation by AFM is pictured in Figure 3.5b. Due to the high stress

of these layers due to smaller lattice parameters (Chapter 1.3), they are difficult to be grown on

GaN: the critical thickness before the stress induces breakage of the layers lies at about 10 nm

[250]. The investigations will therefore follow only on GaN and AlGaN surfaces.
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(0001)
plane

Ga/N Al/N
Oxygen
[at%]

Carbon
[at%]

Roughness
[nm] for 9
µm²

TDs [cm-²]

GaN 1.2 ±
0.1

n.a. 7 ± 2 9 ± 3 0.34 ± 0.03 < 6.1010

AlGaN 1.0 ±
0.1

0.2 ±
0.1

7 ± 2 11 ± 4 0.44 ± 0.04 < 9.1010

Table 3.1 Reference surfaces of GaN and AlGaN on Si(111). The carbon concentration
varies with storage conditions and time. The accuracies of 80-90% have to be respected for every
quantitative evaluation. The roughness is given as the root mean square (RMS) from the AFM
measurement.

A summary of surface properties of the AlGaN and GaN sample surfaces is given in

Table 3.1. The obtained values are in good agreement with state-of-the-art literature [251]. The

surface roughness as well as the threading dislocation density of AlGaN (0001) is almost 1/3

higher than of GaN (0001) surfaces. The explanation is again given in the tensile stress of the

grown AlGaN layers: if stress is not released by the formation of cracks, slip planes are induced

to achieve relaxation. These slip planes lead to one dimensional, threading dislocations and two

dimensional dislocations which can by multiplied at the AlGaN/GaN interface [48,252]

(Chapter 1.3).

The XPS data in Figure 3.6 give an overview of what surface species are present at the

GaN (a) and AlGaN (b) surface. Again, carbon and oxygen surface adsorbates are obtained with

Ga/N or (Ga+Al)/N ratios of 0.48 and 0.62 respectively. The differences to the elemental data

obtained by AES are plotted in Figure 3.7a.
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Figure 3.6 XPS spectra of (a) GaN and (b) AlGaN surface. The inclining baseline between
1000 eV and 600 eV is due to the charging of the sample during measurement. A flood gun was used
to compensate further charging [253]. However, species that fall into this energetic area can still be
detected; an example would be the F1s peak, as discussed in Chapter 3.6.

[at%] Ga Al N C O

Spectra 3.6 a 25 n.a. 52 13 10

Spectra 3.6 b 20 9 47 13 11

Table 3.2 Atomic concentration of XPS spectra from Fig. 3.6. The accuracy of XPS for given
conditions is around 90%.

The main difference in the XPS and AES data lies in the difference of measured Ga and

N concentration by AES and XPS. The discrepancy is given due to different information depths

of the measurement technique (Figure 3.7b): whilst the Auger electons of Ga collected by AES

have a greater IMFP than the Auger electrons of the N, the photoelectrons of the N collected

during the XPS measurement have a greater IMFP than the ones of Ga [254]. A comparison of

IMFP and kinetic energy of the electrons is seen in Figure 3.7b. Al has the greatest IMFP in

both techniques. Therefore, an enhanced Al concentration is always detected which does not

reflect the atomic concentration x in AlxGa1-xN. The Al/Ga ratio obtained by XPS is 9/20, hence

almost 1:2 and for AES comparable with 8/21. This means at the same time that the obtained

chemical information of the Ga is more superficial than for the Al. The difference in carbon and

oxygen is not as big (oxygen AES/XPS =7/10 and carbon AES/XPS=10/13) as they are mainly

situated at the surface wherefore their IMPF does not play a role. The IMFP is strongly

influenced by the Ekin of the electrons. For example carbon has an Ekin in XPS close to 1000 eV

in contrast to only 250 eV in AES, hence the information depth will be smaller. Therefore, the
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depth of analysis will be smaller for AES. This makes AES generally more sensitive to surface

contaminations of C and O, however not for higher energetic species like Ga.

Figure 3.7 (a) AES vs. XPS atomic concentrations. (b) kinetic energy and inelastic mean free
paths of electrons for each element in AES and XPS.

Figure 3.8 Ga3d peakfit from Figure 3.6a with a pass energy of 23.5 eV and steps of 0.1 eV.
Ga is found to bind to oxygen (Ga-O), nitrogen (Ga-N) and to another Ga or H (Ga…) which
cannot be differentiated from binding energies.

The following Figures 3.8 to 3.11 show the peakfits of Ga3d, Al2p, O1s and C1s

respectively. The summary of peak-fits and respective bonds is given in Table 3.3 for the GaN

and in Table 3.4 for the AlGaN surface XPS scans.

From the C1s peak (Figure 3.11) for instance, the presence of carboxylate -COO is

given whereas this peak shift could not be observed from the O1s (Figure 3.9). The Al with its

IMPF of 3.2 nm is seen to be more bulk sensitive over the Ga with 1.2 nm. Therefore, the ratio

(a) (b)
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between those is taken from the O1s peak, which gives a better idea; nevertheless, it is still only

half-quantitative. Present oxygen species are found to be bound to the metal atom exclusively; a

possible N-O bond should not be excluded, however, it might be too low in abundance to be

measured. The data suggests that present C is physisorbed at the surface, not creating any

covalent bonds with Ga, Al or N, even though this is only a plausible hypothesis.

Binding Energy
[eV]

Bond FWHM [eV] Area [at%]

Ga3d
18.6 Ga… 0.9 1
19.7 Ga-N 1.1 73
20.5 Ga-O 1.2 26
O1s

531.1 -O-Ga 1.9 95
533.1 -OH 1.1 4
C1s

284.5 C-C, CHx 1.5 86
286.2 -C-O 1.3 5
287.7 -C=O 1.1 5
289.0 -COO 0.9 4

Table 3.3 Summary of XPS GaN peakfits. The accuracy of given measurement conditions
lies at 90%. The N1s peak cannot be fitted due to overlying Ga peaks.

Figure 3.9 O1s peak comparison for (a) GaN and (b) AlGaN surfaces. On both surfaces, the
presence of water adsorbates (-OH) or carboxides (-CO and -COO) is indicated.

(b)(a)

-COO-COO
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Figure 3.10 Peak shifts of (a) Ga3d and (b) Al2p peak at 23.5 eV pass energy. Both elements
are bonded to the O or the N. Ga is additionally bound by a hydrogen or intermetallic bond.

Binding Energy
[eV]

Bond FWHM [eV] Area [at%]

Ga3d
18.6 Ga… 0.9 1
19.7 Ga-N 1.1 76
20.5 Ga-O 1.2 23

Al2p
73.6 Al-N 1.1 89
74.5 Al2O3 (Al-OH) 1.2 10
75.6 Al-O 1.0 1

O1s
531.1 -O-Ga 1.9 77
532.2 -O-Al- 1.1 19
533.1 -OH 1.1 4

C1s
284.5 C-C, CHx 1.5 88
286.2 -C-O 1.3 8
287.7 -C=O 1.1 0
289.0 -COO 0.9 4

Table 3.4 Summary of XPS AlGaN peak fits. The accuracy of given measurement conditions
lies at 90%. The N1s peak cannot be fitted due to overlying Ga peaks.

Figure 3.11 C1s peakshift analysis from the (a) GaN and (b) AlGaN surface. Carbon is not
seen to have a bond with any other element than oxygen.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

-COO -COO
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So far it has been shown that particles and oxygen as well as hydrogen containg species

are present at the surfae as-received. In accordance to literature, the oxygen is found to be bound

to the metal atom. Interestingly, it is obtained that carbon is not bound to Ga, Al nor N, hence it

can be assumed that the surface carbon is solely physisorbed at the (Al)GaN surface and

represent a contamination. In the following, the removal of the surface contaminations is

investigated.

3.2 Surface Cleaning: Removal of Contaminations

In order to remove oxygen and carbon surface contaminants, various acids and bases

have been investigated, as summarized in Table 3.5. Very commonly, HF (pKa= 3.7), HCl

(pKa= -6.3) and NH4OH (pKb= 4.7) are used for this purpose [95,96,255]. Routinely available

chemical cleans in a semiconductor fab are SC1 (NH4OH, H2O2 and H2O between 1:1:2 to

1:2:7), SC2 (HCl, H2O2 and H2O, 1:1:5 to 1:2:8) or variations of these cleans, all of them are

optimized for Si-based technologies in regards of process time, temperature and aim. SC1 for

example reduces organic residues from the Si surface and SC2 metal-based contaminations.

H2SO4, aqua regia and HNO3 are added to the cleaning trials. H2SO4 is a strong oxidizing

diprotic acid (pKa1= -3) that corrodes organic tissue as well as metals. HNO3 (pKa= -1.37) is

also an oxidizing agent which has an acidity in between HF and H2SO4.

Ga/N
Oxygen
[at%]

Carbon
[at%]

Roughness
changes [nm]

for 9 µm²

Surface
modification

H2O 1.6 6 +/- 1 5 +/- 1 < 0.1 n.a.
HF aq. 1.7 2 +/- 1 6 +/- 2 < 0.1 n.a.
HCl aq. 1.5 2 +/- 1 7 +/- 1 < 0.1 n.a.
H2SO4

aq.
1.4 5 +/- 1 9 +/- 1 1.0

Some particles
remain at the surface

NH4OH
aq.

1.7 12 +/- 2 10 +/- 2 < 0.1 n.a.

HNO3

aq.
1.5 5 +/- 1 11 +/- 1 1.5

High particle density
at surface

Aqua
regia

1.7 6 +/- 2 10 +/- 2 2.4
Some threading

dislocations opened
Table 3.5 AES data for GaN surfaces after cleaning trials. Aqua regia is seen to open surface
TDs and roughen the surface. An increased particle density after H2SO4 and HNO3, leads to an
increasing surface roughness. Aqua regia was used in a concentrations ration of 3:1 of HCl:HNO3.

The AES results show that HF and HCl are both suitable for oxygen and carbon

reduction at the surfaces, in accordance to literature. The measured values are as low as 2 at% O

at the surface. Although the samples are packed into aluminium foil the surfaces were exposed

to atmosphere in between the cleaning and the measurement, hence the adsorbate concentrations
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can quickly be increased. The C concentration shows the tendency of being slightly increased

after the HCl compared with the HF clean. Tracy et al. [256] suggests that a hydrocarbon

contamination layer remain at the surface after HCl. Etching of the GaN surfaces with HCl and

H2SO4, as suggested by Ref. [96] cannot be reproduced. The GaN samples improved in crystal

quality over last decade wherefore the observed etch result could arrive from the increased

options of non-polar plane etching, see Chapter 3.3.3. From surface AFM images (Figure 3.12)

and optical microscopy (Figure 3.13) no modification of the surface morphology for all cleans

besides aqua regia is obtained. In this work it will be continued with an aqueous HCl or HF

clean, hence their AFM images are pictured. (Note: Standard chemical cleans are performed at a

maximum of 60°C.)

Aqua regia etches the surface by opening and enlarging the threading dislocations. The

optical microscopy images (Figure 3.13) show dark spots at the surface after aqua regia. HCl

and HNO3 do not modify the GaN or AlGaN surface on their own. Evolved Cl- from the aqua

regia (Equ. 3.1) has enough oxidation potential to dissolve gold as Au(III)Cl3, or [AuCl4]
-

respectively[257]. GaN surfaces are found to have a great affinity to chlorides and a plasma Cl2

treatment is known to etch the surface [258] as it will be seen in Chapter 3.5. Nevertheless, the

present Cl- in HCl/H2O does not arrive with enough activation energy to etch the (0001) surface.

HNO3 + 3 HCl  NOCl + 2 Cl- + 2 H2O Equation 3.1

For GaN, it can be seen that HF and HCl work best for oxygen and carbon

contamination reduction. Also, the information that AlGaN surfaces are found with a certain

remaining chlorine at the surface (>0.5%) should support the decision to clean with HF/H2O for

the cleanest results for all AlGaN surfaces. The results will also increase in importance when the

interface analysis is discussed, Chapter 4. A complete removal of oxygen or carbon has however

not been obtained by any of the proposed wet cleans.

Figure 3.12 2 µm x 2 µm GaN AFM after (a) HCl or (b) HF cleans. The surface TDs are not
opened (compare Chapter 3.3.3) and the greatest variation is due to the needle position and the
sample probing position.
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Besides wet cleaning, the best results in removing surface contaminations are claimed

to be achieved by NH3 plasma pulses, removing all superficial carbon and minimizing the

oxygen when analyzed by XPS [168,167].

Figure 3.13 Optical microscopy images with 250x magnification of AlGaN surfaces after (a)
Reference, (b) Aqua regia, (c) HCl and (d) HF.

Figure 3.14 O1s peak reduction after HCl (solid line, reference) and NH3 in-situ pulses (dashed
line): after 100 cycles, a reduction of 1.5% is visible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

50 µm50 µm

50 µm50 µm
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According to the XPS data after in-situ surface cleans with NH3 plasma pulses (Figure

3.14) an oxygen free surface cannot be obtained, in accordance with the literature. A reduction

from 6.0% to 4.5% is possible; a further reduction after repeating the 100 pulsed NH3 cycles

does not reduce the concentration further. The carbon concentration on the GaN surface

decreased from 4% to 2% whilst the N did not change.

The difficulty of contamination removal lies in the strong adsorbate-adsorbate

interaction at the (0001) surface. The carbon removal is enhanced by the hydrogen transfer from

NH3 which leads to volatile hydrocarbons. Superficial O and OH desorb as H2O in NH3 Using

Monte Carlo simulations, Grabow et al. [167] concluded that the activation energy (Ea) of Equ.

3.2 lies above Equ. 3.3 (* represents an empty surface site), hence the surface OH groups are

removed whereas the oxide remains. After the oxide reacted to OH (Equ. 3.2) a second reaction

to H2O needs to subsequently follow.

O* + H* OH* + * Equation 3.2

Ea = 209.8 kJ/mol (2.26 eV) [167]

OH* + H* H2O* + * Equation 3.3

Ea = 143.4 kJ/mol (1.46 eV) [167]

For the fact that those reactions take place in plasma, the empty surface sites can

additionally react with any other present species. Within our investigations on the oxidation and

oxide removal (Chapter 3.4, Ref. [259]) of GaN surface, it was seen that Ga2O3 is etched, hence

removed from the surface, by 5% HCl at 60°C. The same conditions applied for previous

cleaning investigations. Therefore, the remaining oxide found after cleaning either has to be re-

desorbed from the exposure to air, or is present due to the chemical equilibrium of present OH-

in solution that can also react with the surface. A third hypothesis, that the oxygen is present in

a stronger bond due to polarization charge compensation will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.2.

3.3 Surface Wet Etching

The observations of surface cleaning (Figure 3.13) confirmed that GaN and its alloys

are highly inert towards wet chemicals. As aqua regia is found to etch the TD surface pits, the

attempts with HCl and HF have been pursued, because they were discussed to be able to etch

the surface [96]. The temperature is increased to 85°C for 1.5 h with higher concentration of

10% HCl in H2O2/H2O 1:1, and 5% HF in H2O2/H2O. All investigations of the lateral etch

possibility are performed on the samples with a 55 nm Si3N4 top protection layer, which is

opened in a finger structure by CF4 plasma, see Chapter 6 for experimental details. It will be

seen that the surface can solely be attacked at chemically reactive sites leading to roughened
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surfaces. This enables the usage of selected acids and bases for defect decoration, to estimate

epitaxial crystal quality.

Acidic Attempts: HF and HCl3.3.1

Acidic lateral etch trials are performed in HCl and HF as those are suggested to have the

greatest affinity to AlN and GaN surfaces, respectively [13]. H2O2 is added to promote the

possible oxidation of surface contaminates. From Figure 3.15 to Figure 3.17 no lateral etching is

obtained by HF or HCl etching. Even though AlN etching is suggested by those solvents in

literature [260], it cannot be observed even after 1.5 h. Present ALN surfaces are 10 nm on GaN

and do not show any cracks. It can be concluded that therefore the HCl had no starting point for

etching, see Chapter 3.3.3. The etching with HF (Figure 3.17) removed only the Si3N4 the

surface. The observed circular surface pattern after the passivation removal is known as

hoarfrost [261] which is supposedly caused by the stress relief of the material.

Figure 3.15 SEM (a) top and side view of Si3N4 covered AlN. The finger structure is the opened
Si3N4 with AlN surfaces made available for the solution. The SEM is taken after the HCl etch: the
particle density after the etching is very high (dark spots in image). Those are carbon adsorbates as
seen in the EDX (b).

Figure 3.16 SEM of the GaN surface (a) after HCl clean: the Si3N4 surface is not etched but
carbon containing (b) contaminants (particles) are seen in the EDX of the Si3N4 the surface.

5 µm AlN HCl

Side view

GaN HCl
2 µm

(a) (b)

(b)
(a)
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Figure 3.17 SEM surface images of (a) AlN and (b) GaN after aq. HF etching: the Si3N4 is
completely removed. However, the AlN and GaN are not etched.

Basic Attempts: Aqueous KOH for Lateral Etching3.3.2

For the basic attempts, aq. KOH is investigated, as it is used in some recent literature to

etch the AlGaN barrier back. The attack of OH- at the c-plane of AlaGaN samples, as in [137]

could not be reproduced. In Figure 3.18 to Figure 3.24 the analysis of GaN, AlGaN and AlN

surfaces before and after etch is seen; again the finger structure are etched into the Si3N4 before

the KOH etching is performed.

Figure 3.18 Side and top view of reference structure of Si3N4 on GaN, AlGaN and AlN, in this
case AlGaN is shown.

Figure 3.19 2 µm x 2 µm AFM of AlGaN after 50% KOH for 1.5 h at 85°C. The surface TDs
are enlarged.

(a)

AlGaN

(b)Si3N4

55 nm

400 nm 3.5 µm

1 µm 1 µm

(a) (b)
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Etching in KOH arrives with the challenge that the Si substrate is faster etched than the

Ga(Al)N layer, Equ. 3.4. The backside, Si (111) is only eteehd 1/400 as fast as the (100) and

(110) sides, with decsending etch rates from (100) > (110) >> (111). The (100) and (110)

represent the sidewall of the sample [262] and need to be protected by an inert layer. Platinum is

inert towards KOH etching, hence it has been sputtered onto the sidewall and backside of the

sample. The adhesion between the Pt and the Si was however not good and the layer peeled off

within the first minutes of reaction. This was followed by evolving H2 bubbles in solution. A

better adhesion was observed from nickel coating. The 100 nm layers are again sputtered onto

the sample sidewalls and backside to avoid the KOH reaction with the Si to occur.

Si + 2 OH- + 2 H2O SiO2(OH)2
2- (l) + 2 H2 (g) Equation 3.4

Interestingly, as pictured in Figure 3.19, the 50% aq. KOH etching of the AlGaN

surface shows some small openings of the AlGaN surface after 1.5 h at 85°C. On the other

hand, no lateral etching is observed. Additionally, neither GaN nor AlGaN is laterally attacked

by 50% KOH, 65°C after 50 min (Figure 3.20). It might be that elsewhere reported crystal

structure is not as crack-free as the buffer structures nowadays grown. A good crystal structure

offers less possibility to be attacked as the surface exhibits a continuous energy level (Chapter

3.3.3). Lower crystal quality surfaces on the other hand offer better chances to be etched.

Surprisingly, not even AlN was laterally etched (Figure 3.21). The thick 80 nm AlN layer on

GaN is obtained in high stress and tends to crack when cooling down, wherefore the surface

already looks damaged as received,

Figure 3.22. All obtained etches are found to be highly selective for any but the (0001)

plane.

Figure 3.20 SEM sample side view after etching of AlGaN and GaN: neither GaN, AlGaN nor
Si3N4 are etched and the remaining passivation layer thickness is 55 nm.

For these AlN surface etched in 50% KOH at 65°C, an etch rate of about 1 nm/min,

measured into the c-plane direction is obtained. This etch rate solely results from the sidewall

etching, starting at the cracks. Additional variations in KOH concentration and etch time as well

as temperature does not lead to any other difference than in the depth of the etched AlN defect

sites. Due to the strong anisotropy of the (Al)GaN wurtzite structure, different (Al)GaN

55 nm

500 nm

GaN

55 nm

Si3N4

AlGaN
400 nm
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sidewalls get etched at very different etching rates [263]. The c-plane is generally not attacked

and hexagonal etch pits are often obtained due to defect selective etching. For this etching

result, only defects which penetrate the surface are decorated; defects running parallel to it are

not recognizable. Comparable results are found by Mileham et al. [139] stating that the AlN

etch rate strongly depends on the crystal quality. There is no dependence of etch rate on solution

agitation or any crystallographic dependence noted, and the etching is selective over other

binary goup-13-nitrides such as GaN and InN.

Figure 3.21 SEM sample side and top view of AlN in aq. KOH. An etch is observed by enlarges
cracks compared to

Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22 SEM sample side and top view of the untreated 50 nm AlN with 50 nm Si3N4 on
top. Cracks are obtained.

Figure 3.23 SEM sample side and top view of the AlN after 10 min KOH etching.

3.0 µm 500 nm
AlN

Si3N4
55 nm

Crack

GaN

55 nm

300 nm

80 nm

Si3N4

AlN
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Figure 3.24 SEM sample side and top view of the AlN after 50 min KOH etching.

Conclusively it can be said that a lateral c-plane etching of GaN or AlGaN with aq.

KOH is not possible. The results indicate that only layers with a high amount of cracks are

possible to be etched. The optimum Al content (x) in AlxGa1-xN to achieve good crystal

structures lies around 12 to 42%. Poor crystal surface quality can therefore be caused by an

increased Al content. Decreased crystal quality is reported to start at about 32% already [264]

and to lead to a rapid decrease in conductivity for x>0.4 [265], which indicates a worsened

crystal quality. Therefore, GaN and Al0.22Ga0.78N are not etched, only the thick (80 nm) AlN is

etched. However no lateral c-plane etching is observed in this case. Also, no under-etching

(etching below the Si3N4) is obtained.

Defect Decoration of Ga(Al)N Surfaces3.3.3

It is now suggested that the etch rate, even the etch possibility strongly depend on the

crystal quality as well as on the polarity of the crystal, whereof the (0001) direction is not

etched. The lattice mismatch of epitaxial grown GaN bulk material on SiC, sapphire or Si

substrates causes a high dislocation density, giving etchants the chance to attack the surface. In

Figure 3.25 the etch path is illustrated. In the AFMs of the reference surfaces (Figure 3.5)

surface pits are seen, with a width of some nm, which are the surface ends of threading

dislocations (TDs). They represent access points to the semi-polar crystal planes which will

subsequently be etched further. This enables the appearance of a hexagonal etch pit at the

(0001) surface, and additional dodecagonal pits at the (0001� ) plane [151].

Figure 3.25 Illustrated etch path starting at the threading dislocation site, as an example OH-

attacks. The surface opening is drawn for the hexagonal (0001) plane.

1 µm1.0 µm
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After etching, the resulting stable planes are the r- and a-plane (Figure 3.26) for KOH

etching. Generally, the etch planes are only stable, if the final surface atom is a Ga atom, as

illustrated in Figure 3.27.

Figure 3.26 Schematics of crystal planes with an orthogonal c-plane (0001): from left to right,
the r-plane ({10-1y} with y=2), a-plane ({11-2x} with x=2) and m-plane is explained. In GaN (0001)
defect etching, the r- and a- planes are opened.

Figure 3.27 Illustrated options for stable angles of the a-plane (top) and r-plane (bottom) after
defect etching; modified from Ref. [259.]

N

Ga
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In the following Chapters it can be seen that the established angle for the hexagonal

etch pit depends on the etch solution; whilst for KOH etching the {10-12} and {11-22} planes

are the most stable, the stable planes for H3PO3 etching are characterized by much flatter

sidewall angles with assumingly {10-13} and {11-26}. H3PO4, KOH and NaOH have been

demonstrated to lead to the best and most reproducible results [157,266,267,268].

Molten KOH Defect Etching of Ga(Al)N Surfaces3.3.4

From previous chapters it is acquired that for some acids and bases, surface defect sides

can be etched. The high chemical inertness of the (0001) surfaces allows only 3 up to now

identified etchants to dissolve GaN, and this is only at defect sides: molten KOH and NaOH, hot

phosphoric acid (Chapter 3.3.5) and hot H2SO4, which is inconsistent within literature [269] and

could not be reproduced for present surfaces. Defect etching is a very fast and handy method to

understand crystal qualities of epitaxial layers because is it cheaper than TEM analysis.

Figure 3.28 GaN samples before and after molten KOH etch, which highlights the importance
of Ni coating of the etching in KOH as the samples surface area decreases with the etch time.

Aqueous KOH etching did not lead to any defect decoration on GaN, and only slow

results on AlGaN (Chapter 3.3.2), thus a more concentrated solution is needed: effective and

reliable defect etching in molten salts of NaOH, KOH or eutectic mixtures of those is reported

frequently [267,269]. The temperature has to lie above the melting point of KOH of 360°C but

is found to lie at 420°C for given conditions. Again, it has to be considered that the reaction of

KOH with Si is preferred over GaN or AlN, Equ. 3.4. Therefore the Si has to be protected with

a Ni layer. Figure 3.28 shows a picture of the etched samples in molten KOH and highlights the

importance of a Ni coating of the Si substrate: without the protective Ni layer, the sample size

reduces to less than ¼ after 1 min. Even with the sputtered Ni coating, the Si substrate is

attacked; it allows however enough time to decorate surface TDs sufficiently. The Ni coating is
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not completely diffusion proof and etching time over 4 min should be avoided so that the Si is

not etched away completely. Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30 show the etch results of the surfaces

by SEM after 1 min and 5 min respectively.

Whilst 15 min at 450°C are reported to lead to the best defect decoration in molten

KOH [268], present samples did not survive an etching time of more than 5 min. Optimum etch

time at 450°C is found at 2 to 2.5 min for the etch pits not to over etch. After this time, enough

sample surface area is remaining to evaluate the results. A temperature increase to 500°C leads

to slightly over-etched samples and is not applicable. The defect density extracted by molten

KOH etching in about 2x109 TDs/cm². Figure 3.31 shows that about 5x109 TDs/cm² are verified

with the TEM for this charge of samples. The different size of the hexagonal etch pits seen on

the samples allows a classification of what type of threading dislocation is present. With KOH,

the large pits result from etching screw TDs, intermediate sized ones from mixed and small pits

derive from edge TDs as identified in Ref. [157]. The resulting hexagonal pits again occur as V-

shapes, hence the semi-polar {10-1k} and {11-2l} (k, l > 0) planes appear as described above.

No etch result of the polar c-plane is found.

Figure 3.29 Surface SEM of GaN after 1 min in molten KOH at 450°C. Hexagonal etch pits
are clearly seen from the zooms from left to right, each of them representing TD below.

Figure 3.30 Surface SEM of GaN after 3 min in molten KOH at 450°C. More TDs are opened
and over-etching, hence overlapping, has just started. 2.5 min are the optimum for defect
decoration.

Figure 3.31 TEM excerpt of the GaN buffer 300 nm below the surface. The obtained
dislocation density is about 5x109 TDs/cm² but depends strongly on the area measured. Values
between 3x109 to 8x109 TDs/cm² are collected from the same sample at different areas.

500 nm

5 µm 2 µm 200 nm

200 nm2 µm5 µm
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Figure 3.32 AlGaN (a) and AlN (b) defect etching after 1 min in 450°C molten KOH. For both
samples over-etching is seen, thus single defects cannot be differentiated anymore.

Additionally, AlGaN and AlN surfaces are investiged: the surfaces are already over-

etched after 1 min in the solution, see Figure 3.32. To understand why the Al is faster etched

than the Ga thermodynamics are reviewed: the Al3+ and Ga3+ hydrolysis is investigated by NMR

confirming an amphoteric behavior. In the presence of acidic solutions, the Al(OH)3 and

Ga(OH)3 dissolve as [Al(OH)6]
3- and [Ga(OH)6]

3- over a wide range of pH [270]. For alkali

solutions, the aluminate [Al(OH)4]
- and gallate [Ga(OH)4]

- are suggested to be dominant [271].

In high concentrations, [(OH)3Al(μ-O)Al(OH)3]
2- may participate from the solution. A

precipitate has however not been observed.

The etch mechanism in KOH is identified to work over the attack of OH- (Figure 2.3),

hence the present species in the base will be the gallate and aluminate. It is reported that the Al

in AlN is more prone to hydrolysis (Equ. 2.10) than Ga in GaN or In in InN [272]. Solubility

values for AlN or GaN in KOH are not available. Whilst the reaction of AlN in aq. KOH is

suggested to go directly via an hydroxide formation, the etching of GaN is proposed to go via

Ga2O3 and GaO(OH) which subsequently will dissolve in alkali or acidic solutions [13].

Nevertheless, their theoretical solubility constants at 25°C are Ks(Al(OH)3) = 3x10-34 and

Ks(Ga(OH)3) = 7.28x10-36 [273]. The partial molal thermodynamic properties of the aluminate

and gallate in solution at 25°C are very comparable [274], so is the ΔfG
ϴ(Ga(OH)4

-) =

= -244 kcal/mol and ΔfG
ϴ(Al(OH)4

-) = -312 kcal/mol and the heat capacity Cp(Ga(OH)4
-) =

= 26.3 cal/molK and Cp(Al(OH)4
-) = 25.5 cal/molK for solubility in aqueous solution with a pH

from 5 to 12.5. The heat capacity can play an important factor when estimating the ideal

solubility behavior when the melting point of the sample is largly different to the temprature of

the solution [275]. The enthalpies of formation ΔHf
ϴ are -1284 kJ/mol (Al(OH)3)

and -964 kJ/mol (Ga(OH)3) indicating that the aluminate is more likely to be dissolved than the

gallate. The experimental solubilities in water are 1x10-4 g Al(OH)3/100g water and 1x10-8 g

Ga(OH)3 in 100 g water. As both would be dissolved into the same basic media, it is suggested

that more Al dissolves. Furthermore, the increased tensile layer stress of the AlN on GaN could

contribute to the commonly observed selectivity of AlN over GaN.

2 µm 2 µm

(a) (b)
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Hot H3PO4 Defect Etching of Ga(Al)N3.3.5

This as well as the following sub-chapters are partially published in and are closely related to

Ref. [276,277].

Besides molten KOH etching, with temperatures above 420°C, a more user-friendly

method is the defect decoration with H3PO4. H3PO4 defect etching is very temperature sensitive.

Increasing the H3PO4 etch temperature from 160°C to 165°C already improves the visibility of

dislocations in the form of hexagonal etch pits [278]. The defect decoration itself is, however,

lower than with molten KOH. It is noticeable that there are more dislocations present than

decorated (Figure 3.33). Currently NaOH/KOH eutectic melt is assumed to result in EPDs (etch

pit densities) closest to dislocation densities found by TEM [267], the exact selection

mechanism for decorating TDs (threading dislocations) has not yet been fully understood.

As opposed to KOH etching, where the etch pit density increases with time, an

increasing of the etch time >15 min does not increase the obtained etch pit density any further.

This eventually causes over etched samples as seen in Figure 3.33 as only a broadening of the

GaN etch pits is seen. Samples from the same lot as the KOH etch trials are investigated,

wherefore a direct comparison is possible. Even though the area of TEM, AFM or SEM analysis

influences the amount of estimated TDs and EPD, a general trend of lowered EPD

(1.4x108 cm-²) after the H3PO4 etching compared to KOH and TEM (5x109 cm-²) is seen, Figure

3.34, Table 3.6.

Figure 3.33 H3PO4 etched AlGaN/GaN surfaces: (a) surface SEM after 15 min at 180°C, (b)
15 min at 210°C and (c) 10 min at 245 °C. Insufficient etching can be seen at (a), ideal etch
conditions (b), over-etching at (c); (d) is the result of the same sample etched for 2 min molten KOH
at 450°C; (From [277])
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The TEM investigation of the sample (Figure 3.34) is performed at different Braggs

reflections: the α-tilt at g= (0002) which highlights the c-type dislocation component and the β-

tilt at g= (11-20) revealing the a-type dislocation component. In other words, pure screw

dislocation appear in the α-, pure edge in the β-tilt images. The result shows that a screw 

dislocation is causing this etch pit. This is in good accordance with Weyher et al. [157] who

demonstrated that for H3PO4 etching, as well as KOH etching, large etch pits are the result of

screw, intermediate etch pits of mixed and small etch pits of edge dislocations. Additionally, it

is assumed therein that the selection mechanism of defect decoration is triggered by the strain

field around dislocations; nevertheless, the exact selection mechanism of TDs is still unclear.

From the overall TEM image of an un-etched sample (Figure 3.31) a high density of edge and

mixed TDs is seen. The density of screw dislocations is still expected to cover around 8% of all

TDs (5.108 cm-2, Table 3.6). Adopting the information about the etch pit size, 12% of the

7.107 cm-2 EPD after H3PO4 at 210°C should represent screw, and only 1% mixed TDs. Looking

at the TEM analysis, it can also be concluded that no mixed dislocation is etched, hence only

screw and edge TDs are decorated. Mixed TDs represent the majority of TDs [48], hence the

low EPD after H3PO4 are in agreement with this hypothesis.

Figure 3.34 TEM at g=(0002) (c-type dislocation) and g=(11-20) (a-type dislocation) reveals a
screw dislocation as cause of this etch pit. (From [277])

Interestingly, different etch pit angles are observed (as introduced above). The attained

side wall angles for large defects are found between 6-28°, which is lower than for molten KOH

etching (40-50°). All obtained angles follow the suggestion that a stable crystal plane has to go

through two Ga atoms as described in Figure 3.27. Furthermore, a material dependency is

derived: Figure 3.35 depicts the angles through the heterostructure being 5-10° for AlGaN, 18-

24° for UID (un-intentionally doped) GaN and 26-29° for LT (low temperature)-GaN. The LT-

GaN was grown at 100°C less temperature than the UID GaN and is richer in carbon impurities

than the UID GaN.

When the etch temperature is reduced to 160°C, only AlGaN reacts and is selectively

removed from the GaN(0001) surface. The etch rate is 20–92 nm/min along the non- and semi-
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polar surfaces. The rate is dependent on the defect size (Figure 3.36a), hence a screw or edge

dislocation is etched. Screw Dislocations lie in the area of 50-92 nm/min, whereas edge TDs are

only etched with 20-50 nm/min. The underlying dislocations in GaN were not etched at all. As

seen, an approximate-hexagonal surface topography remains.

Figure 3.35 SEM of defect sidewall, cut at the defect minimum with material dependent etch
pit angles; the lower the lateral/horizontal etch ratio, the steeper the angles. (From [277])

Figure 3.36 Selective AlGaN removal after (a) H3PO4 at 160°C and (b) KF•2H2O at 300°C; the
insets show section analysis, proving selective etch stop at the GaN surface. The height of the
sidewall lies between 18 and 23 nm. The surface roughness values (a) obtained by AFM are ARMS =
1.3 nm and BRMS = 2.4 nm for 0.46 µm²; A and B as indicated in (a). (From [277])

A similar AlGaN selectivity is observed for KF•2H2O, Figure 3.36b. From the AFM

step height analysis values of 18 to 23 nm for the etch depths are extracted. This fits very well

to experimental data, as the AlGaN barrier was deposited with ~21 nm. The increased AlGaN
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surface roughness of RMS=2.4 nm (0.46 µm²) and the steep declining sidewall pits causes

measurement variations at different sample surface sites.

Figure 3.37 Arrhenius plot of the AlGaN/GaN samples in 85% aq. H3PO4. At T < 165°C no
GaN etching was observed (black squares). For T > 195°C no AlGaN was found to be left at given
etch times (red dots). (From [277])

From the Arrhenius plot, the activation energies for the defect decoration are extracted

Figure 3.37. The etch direction is measured in the {10-1k} and {11-2l} (k, l > 0) planes and are

32 kJ/mol and 65 kJ/mol respectively.

[*107/cm²] TEM 1 TEM 2 KOH H3PO4

Dislocation Density 500 800 - -

Etch Pit density (all) - - 240 14

Etch pit density (large=screw) - - 10 3

comment Small
area

Small
area

3 min,
450°C

10 min,
245°C

Table 3.6 Comparison of revealed dislocation densities (EPD) observed by TEM analysis
upon H3PO4 and KOH etching (c-type TD: edge or mixed component; a-type TD: screw or mixed
component). The TEM analysis is performed on two different sample sites, indicating that the
investigated areas cause variations in the exact amount of TDs.

Phosphoric Acid Etch Mechanism3.3.5.1

To understand the material dependency in etch behaviour of AlGaN and GaN as well as

the etch pit sidewal angle differenc to KOH etching (40-50°), the H3PO4 etch mechanism is

investigated in the following.

First of all, the activation energy difference between AlGaN (32 kJ/mol) and GaN

(65 kJ/mol) reflects the observed AlN selectivity. Similarly, from aq. KOH experiments it has

been seen that AlGaN shows some defect etching whereas GaN does not. The activation
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energies in literature for aq. KOH etching are 66 kJ/mol for AlN [279] and 138 kJ/mol for GaN

[280]. This explains the etch selectivity mechanism for AlGaN over GaN for dislocations at

reduced temperature or aqueous solutions respectively. Molten KOH needs temperatures above

420°C (Chapter 3.3.4) to achieve reproducible results.

The different etch pits angles could be found in the staring mechanism of TD opening.

It is assumed that the vertical etch rate is constant once etching started, as it may be triggered by

the strain field around the defect [157].

The differences in angles can then only occur if the lateral etch rates varies. From the

activation energies it is clear that the reaction is interfacial reaction rate limited with respect to

etching: Reaction limited processes are found with activation energies between 30 and

90 kJ/mol whereas transport controlled reaction are somewhere between 4 – 25 kJ/mol [281].

The values clearly represent a surface reaction controlled regime. The dissolution of the etch

product is therein also defined as reaction controlled.

It was discussed that Al3+ and Ga3+ dissolve as aluminate and gallate in KOH (Chapter

3.3.4). In acidic solutions the mechanism will be different. Generally, the cations are likely to be

present as [Ga/Al(OH2)6]
3+ in aqueous solutions. NMR data shows that the hydrolyzed Al

species [AlO4Al12(OH)24(H2O)12]
7+ are much more stable than the hydrolized Ga cation

[GaO4Ga12(OH)24(H2O)12]
7+ as suggested by Bradley et al. [282]. In phosphoric acid also other

species are present: the ortho (H3PO4), pyro (H4P2O7) and meta (H3P3O9) phosphoric acids [283]

are present in solution.

Figure 3.38 31P-NMR of the H3PO4 etch solution, inset (a) before, (b) after 15 min and (c) after
30 min of AlGaN/GaN etch at 210°C; two phosphorus resonances are found, one slightly highfield
of 0 ppm, the second at -13 ppm which increases with etch time. (From [277])

31
P-chemical shift (ppm)
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Investigations of the etch solution by NMR and ICP-AAS show that only Al is present

in solution. The 31P-NMR spectra (Figure 3.38) before and after H3PO4 etching shows a second

phosphorus species resonating at -13 ppm after etching. This resonance can be attributed to the

pyrophosphoric acid [284] which forms by condensation of two molecules of H3PO4. No

evidence for the occurrence of trimeta phosphoric acid was found which would resonate

at -21 ppm in the 31P NMR spectra [285].

Figure 3.39 27Al-NMR spectra before and after 15 and 30 min H3PO4 etching. The symmetric
peak shape peak hints to the coordination of identical substances which undergo rapid dis-
placement.

From the 27Al- spectra in Figure 3.39 a chemical shift at -14.7 ppm is seen. Additionally

no 69/71Ga signal was detected in the 69/71Ga-NMR [286]. From the ICP-AAS of the H3PO4

solution before and after etching (Figure 3.40) it is seen that less than 1000 ppb Ga are in

solution. Ref. [287] found that GaPO4 precipitates in solution by identifying the crystals by

XRD. In present samples some grey-ish precipitate is observed, which could be the GaPO4.

However, it has not been further investigated. The solubility of Ga orthophosphate in H3PO4 is

interesting as it has a negative coefficient of solubility, with verified concentrations of as low as

0.5 mol/L (solvent) at 200°C [288]. Moreover, GaPO4 is known to crystallize easily in H3PO4.

The sharp and centered 27Al signal (Figure 3.39) allows the conclusion that the Al is

present in a symmetric coordination environment of identical ligands. Therefore, the ligands

must not be strongly bond to the Al3+ which excludes PO4
3- [289]. Moreover, no PO4

3- can be

participating in the reaction, as the measured pH value is 0, at which the majority of H3PO4

(pKa1=2.15) is dissociated to H2PO4
-. The ligand is therefore mainly AlH2PO4

2+ which is in

agreement with 27Al chemical shifts from the literature [290]. Ga represents a strong Lewis acid

and is suggested to react isomorphous to Al [291], forming a dihydrogen monophosphate

GaH2PO4
2+, which then possibly precipitates as GaPO4. The nitride for the Ga(Al)N crystal is

assumed to leave as NH3 which can be trapped in the acid medium as NH4(H2PO4). No evidence

of an Al hydroxide or hydrolyzed species is found. It can be concluded that for the reasons

given, H3PO4 is in fact the reaction partner and hydrolysis of (Al)GaN with only catalytic action

of the acid does not occur, since it is needed in at least equimolar stoichiometry.
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Figure 3.40 ICP-AAS of H3PO4 before and after etch. The Al concentration almost doubled
whereas only a very small amount of Ga was detected.

Comparing the activation energies of KOH and H3PO4 etching again, it can be assumed

that at given conditions Al- and Ga-phosphates will dissolve faster than Al- and Ga-hydroxides

[276]. Hence, the side wall etch rates are determined by the solubility of the products and

vertical etch rates by the diffusion [277].

Chapter 2.2 discusses the etch mechanisms – applying this to the H3PO4 etch, means

that the dihydrogen phosphate attacks the AlGaN surface which causes a bond re-arrangement

at the surface. Whilst the N is attacked by the H+, forming NH3, the metal3+ goes into solution as

a dihydrogen phosphate. Because AlH2PO4
2+ reacts and dissolves faster than GaH2PO4

2+,

different etch pits are obtained. Both, the activation energy as well as the dissolution are

dependent on the temperature which closes the circle and explains why AlN is selectively

etched over GaN.

Other Etchants: Investigation of the Surface Selectivity3.3.6

The investigation of KOH and H3PO4 etchants has been examined above, with the result

of great selectivity of AlN over GaN. To ensure etching takes place in a controlled manner, the

resulting etchant has to be stable. Besides discussed hydroxides and phosphates, the Ga and Al

can form halides (GaCl3, GaF3, GaI3, GaBr3, as well the Al analogs). All halides besides GaF3

are gaseous species at higher temperatures. Chlorine based plasma is for example used in

plasma etching attempts of III-Ns, resulting in AlCl3 (g) or GaCl3 (g) which leave the surface

[292]. Wet etching in HCl does not reach temperatures that give sufficient activation energies.

NO3
- and SO4

2- (or HSO4
-) did not lead to any etching result neither (Chapter 3.1). In order to

understand the effect of other species like CH3COO- and HCOO- as well as ionic liquids

sponsoring the Cl- or I- [293], more etchants are tested, see Table 3.7. The H2PO4
- and OH- are

investigated with potassium, lithium and ammonium as counter-cations. Li+ is a harder Lewis

acid than K+, hence it is harder to be polarized and possesses higher ionic strength. It could
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therefore interfere with the N orbitals stronger than the K+ and allow the hydroxide to bind to

the Ga (or Al). Moreover, it is with 152 pm a smaller atom than potassium with 231 pm [294],

hence the ionic radius is smaller for Li+ than for K+. This allows the Li+ to get closer to the

nitride. CH3COO- and HCOO- represent like OH-, H2PO4
-, hard Lewis bases. However, Cl-, F-,

SO4
2- and NO3

- are hard bases as well. It is assumed that they attack the surface but do not have

the thermal energy to form an etch product.

Figure 3.41 10 µm x 10 µm AFM images of AlGaN/GaN surfaces after etch attempts: (a)
HCOOH, (b) [M(MOE)IM] [Cl], 5 µm x 5µm image, (c) KH2PO4, (d) LiOH, (e) NH4H2PO4.

From AFM and optical microscopy the etch result is evaluated and summarized in the

table. The dihydrogen phosphate variations (Figure 3.41c and e) also enable defect decoration.

Hexagonal etch pits in lowered defect densities are obtained. A saturated solution of LiOH

etches the AlGaN surfaces faster than a saturated KOH solution (compare Figure 3.19 to Figure

3.41). The assumed stronger polarization induced by Li+ could therefore create a distortion of

the N from the Ga(Al) and enable the reaction. The EPD of 1x109 cm-² is comparable to KOH

and is higher than the one with H3PO4 of 1.4x10-8 cm-2. As the reaction mechanism could be

very similar to the KOH etching, with an OH- attacking the surface, large etch pits, could be

again associated with screw and small ones with edge dislocations.

Motivated by molten KOH where the melts deliver better etch results than the aq.

solutions, KH2PO4 melts are tested. However, the KH2PO4 melt did not lead to an etch result as

good as H3PO4: the melt opened only 5x107 TD/cm², hence only 1/3 of the TDs after H3PO4.

These are presumably the screw TDs as a comparable amount (4x107 TD/cm²) are found by

H3PO4 etching, see Table 3.6. The melt of NH4H2PO4 also opened some defects but only very

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)
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shallow. The present ammonium could stabilize the surface rather than etching it. After 15 min

(e) it seems as if the etch process only just started. The white spots on the AFM are particles

after the etching. For all those reasons, there is no advantage of modified H2PO4
- etching over

the aq. H3PO4. In addition, CH3OOH, IMM-Cl and IMM-I did not show any etch success. The

IMM was not temperature stable: above 90°C, the solution started turning green-blue, because

the Cu reacted with the Cl to Cu(II)Cl2 anhydride. Table 3.7 summarized the attempts and

etching results.

Conclusively it can be said that the approach with molten KOH is the most reliable for

defect decoration. Table 3.6 summarizes EPD of H3PO4 and KOH and compares it to TD

densities obtained from TEM analysis. Even though GaN surface reactions have a selectivity to

Lewis bases, from the etching attempts it can be calculated that the strength of the acid/base

alone does not allow a prediction, whether etching occurs or not. It rather depends on various

factors and on the formation of a thermodynamically stable etch product.

Etchant / Temperature Etch result pKa (pKb).

25% aq. KOH / 95°C none 0.5 (pKb)

50% aq. KOH / 95°C AlGaN 0.5 (pKb)

100% KOH / 450°C GaN, AlGaN 0.5 (pKb)

H3PO4 / <160°C AlGaN 2.15

H3PO4 / >160°C GaN, AlGaN 2.15

H2SO4 / 60°C none -3

H2SO4 in H2O2 / 60°C none. -3 / 11.6 (H2O2)

KF•2H2O / 300°C AlGaN 3.17

HCOOH / 110°C AlGaN 3.75

HCOOK / 185°C none 3.75

CH3COOH / 95°C none 4.75

KH2PO4 / 180°C AlGaN, GaN 2.15

NH4H2PO4 / 230°C AlGaN, GaN 7.20

(NH4)2HPO4 / 215 °C none 12.35

LiOH / 95°C AlGaN -0.36 (pKb)

[M(MOE)IM][Cl] / 110 °C none n.a.

[M(MCOOH)IM][I] / 120°C none n.a.

Table 3.7 Summary of tested defect etching solutions at different temperatures from
Chapter 3 and their pKa corresponding to Ref. [295]. In the middle column the etch success is
stated with respect to the material for respective solution and etch temperature.

The investigation of oxygen and carbon lead to the result that even though the surface

oxygen was reduced to ~4%, measured by XPS, a complete removal was not achieved, which is

in good agreement with literature. Nevertheless, during wet chemical processing it was observed

that the anisotropy of the wet chemicals leads both, the selective etching of AlN over GaN as
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well as the selectivity of semi- and non-polar basal planes over the polar c-plane. Therefore,

surface state modifications after wet chemical processing is not followed further. The resulting

roughness, hence material removal, influences the 2DEG density ( barrier thickness,

Chapter 2) and is unwanted for further processing. Surfaces that are too rough could cause voids

within the next layers. Nonetheless, the selective AlGaN removal could be further investigated

for barrier etching in usage of so called ‘gate recess’ devices, for which the AlGaN barrier

below the gate is etched down to approx. 10 nm [296]. This causes an interruption of the 2DEG

channel, hence allows to be a step closer to ‘normally-off’ behavior [297].

3.4 Thermal Oxidation of GaN in O2 and H2O

This chapter and following sub-chapters are partially published and are closely related to Ref.

[298]. The work on the oxidation is part of a cooperation of which a diploma thesis emerged

(Ref. [259]) as indicated in the respective parts.

Not only etching, also material modifications, such as oxidation, depend on the semi-

and nonpolar planes of GaN, as it will be shown. Since the surface oxide could not be removed,

a defined oxide layer might stabilize the interface. In order to investigate a suitable thin layer

below the dielectric or as a dielectric itself, which might minimize the interface trapping effects

described in Chapter 2.4.2, thermal oxidation on GaN is applied. Motivated by the Si

technology [299], where the gate oxide is thermally oxidized SiO2, this idea will be investigated

in Chapter 3.4. Several attempts of gate oxide formation are given in [259]. Most common

experimental investigations focus on the thermal or plasma oxidation of the GaN (or AlGaN)

surface [300,301]. Due to the different chemistry of the polar (0001) material, the oxidation is

not straight forward.

Independently on the growth technique, crystalline β-Ga2O3 is found to form at the GaN

surface [161,302,303]. The growth is always seen to arrive with an increasing surface as well as

interface roughness, with additional protrusions at the oxide surface [304]. GaN is compared to

Si streaked by a high TD density. As seen above, those TDs are likely to participate in the

oxidation reaction from GaN to Ga2O3. It is further suggested by Lin et al. [305] that GaN

surface decomposition might be responsible for the formation of pits found at the GaN surface

after oxide removal. Nevertheless, detailed understanding on the origin of interface roughening

as well as the influence of TDs and the role of decomposition in the mechanism of oxidation

would be desirable. In [247], protrusions on top of GaN are found after thermal oxidation. The

Schottky diode leakage current at these areas is reduced; nevertheless it is not understood where

those protrusion come from.
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Figure 3.42 Proposed oxide layer on GaN on top of TDs by [306]. The hillocks are attributed to
cover the top of the TD. Pt is sputtered on top of the gallium oxide layer for better contrasts in
SEM.

In the following, a new perspective on the dry thermal oxidation mechanism of GaN

studied with AFM, TEM and EDX is proposed. The results are relevant for process

improvements of thermal oxidation and explain why interface roughness is an intrinsic feature

of such processes.

Influence of Threading Dislocations on the Oxidation3.4.1

Oxidation
parameters

t time [min] Oxide layer [nm] Crater width:depth [nm]

Unoxidized Ref. n.a. < 1 (8 at%) n.a.
800°C 10 < 1 (*) n.a.
900°C 1 < 1 (*) n.a.
900°C 5 1.2 ± 0.5 (*) n.a.
900°C 10 9.9 ± 3.5 300:50
1000°C 1 3.8 ± 1.0 n.a.
1000°C 2 14.5 ± 4.0 (*) n.a.
1100°C 1 110 ± 20 480:100
1100°C 2 300 ± 170 690:350
850°C (H2O) 60 6.6 ± 1.5 (*) 115:90
850°C (O2) 240 22.5 ± 5.5 320:100

Table 3.8 Gallium oxide thickness as obtained from TEM, SEM or calculated from AES
sputter profiles (*) are compared after changing oxidation temperature and time. The surface
roughness is determined at the samples after oxidation, the interface roughness after oxide
removal. Measurements on observed interfacial craters are derived from AFM or TEM/SEM
investigations from [298].

The GaN samples are oxidized in a RTA and their resulting oxide layer is removed

from the surface by HCl [259]. After oxidation the surface is investigated by AFM, AES, SEM

and TEM and after oxide removal with SEM and AFM. In Table 3.8 a summary of oxidation

temperatures and measured oxide thickness, and crater width and depth after oxide removal are
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collected. Figure 3.43 summarizes the surface roughness and interface roughness after oxide

removal. From both, a trend of increasing oxide thickness with time and temperature as well as

increasing surface and interface roughness is obtained in good agreement with the literature

[161,302,307].

The surface investigation by AFM (Figure 3.44) after 1, 5 and 10 min of dry thermal

oxidation show the initial steps of the oxidation: after one minute some hillocks (white dots) are

seen at the GaN surface, lying directly on the grain boundaries and TD surface pits. Their

number 3.5x109 cm-² is comparable to the amount of KOH EPD (3.8x109 cm-²). EDX

investigations (Figure 3.45) of the hillocks allow the assumption that they are already

stoichiometric Ga2O3 with a ratio of close to 3:2 (63:37, hence 3.1:1.9) for O to Ga.

Figure 3.43 Roughness RMS and protrusion height measured by AFM of the surface after
oxidation and interface after oxide removal.

Increasing the oxidation time to 5 min shows very different surface features. The typical

surface terraces are not visible anymore and the hillocks increased in size and height. A further

extension to 10 min leads to a further increase in hillocks size, some of them even interconnect

to form bigger ones. The overall amount of hillocks was reduced to 2.2x108 cm-² after 10 min at

900°C. This observation is interesting as it delivers an additional perspective to previously

studied early stages of the Ga2O3 growth [308]. In addition to the identified Ga(x+2)N3xO(3-3x)

intermediate phase before transition to Ga2O3 from GaN, a faster oxidation takes place at

chemically reactive surface spots, such as TDs. The strain field [309] around them enables faster

attack of the O2 compared to the inert (0001) plane.
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Figure 3.44 5 µmx5 µm AFM images of GaN (0001) after dry oxidation at 900°C for (a) 1 min,
(b) 5 min and (c) 10 min. The RMS of surface roughness (RMS) for a 9.99 µm² area and average
protrusion height h are as follows: (a) RMS=0.32 nm, h=40 nm, (b) RMS=1.19 nm, h=80 nm and (c)
RMS=2.52 nm, h=190 nm. (From [298])

Figure 3.45 Examples for the EDX scans of the Ga2O3 compared to the voids, position 1 on the
left and position 3 on the right: the Ga:O ratio of 2:3 (37:63) compared to 0:0 (background from
neighboring crystals) are observed.

The hexagonal pits that are visible after oxide removal, remind of the defect etching

discussed above, Figure 3.46. It shall be noted that HCl itself does not cause any defect opening.

The pits show sidewall angles of 45-55° and arrive in densities of ~109 cm-2. Therefore, the O2

is very comparable to the KOH defect etching. Defect free areas have a very smooth surface.

The TEM analysis in Figure 3.47 gives the final confirmation that the vertical oxidation follows

along the TD lines. For this reason, the increased interface roughness after thermal oxidation is

the result of enhanced GaN oxidation along the TDs.

Earlier investigations on the oxidation kinetics have shown that the reaction is interface

limited for temperatures below 810°C and diffusion limited above 810°C [310]. In comparison

to present results, this is only true for the defect free surface. Another, TD promoted mechanism

must be present. The voids in the Ga2O3 layer (Figure 3.47) are seen in all samples oxidized

above 950°C. Repeated oxidation does not minimize the voids (Figure 3.48). The EDX scans

(Figure 3.47) confirm that no other materials are found after preparation of the TEM lamella.
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The presence of voids does not support the suggested Ga(x+2)N3xO(3-3x) intermediate layer.

Figure 3.46 5 µm x 5 µm AFM pictures of GaN (0001) surfaces after oxide removal in
HCl/H2O2/H2O: (a) the un-oxidized reference sample does not show topographical changes due to
the treatment. The oxidized samples in contrast are obtained with (b) hexagonal pits after the oxide
removal obtained from dry thermal oxidation at 900°C for 10 min and (c) deep craters following
the oxide removal after dry thermal oxidation at 850°C for 240 min (c). (From [298])

Figure 3.47 HR-TEM image (a) of 1100°C thermally oxidized GaN on Si with protective Si
deposition: the diffraction pattern of (b) deposited amorphous Si, (c) crystalline oxidized GaN and
(d) monocrystalline GaN confirming a crystalline Ga2O3 layer, consisting of 37.2:62.8 at% Ga:O, as
obtained from EDX measurements. For each EDX position the Ga:O at% ratios are as follows:
37:63 for EDX 1, 43:57 for EDX 2 and 0:0 for EDX 3. (From [298])

Two hypotheses can be formed for the origin of the voids. The first one is that the voids

are due to thermal stress between material during growth compared to the room temperature

properties, as it is known from welding [311]. Nevertheless, the thermal expansion of Ga2O3 in

the range from 298 K to 1373 K is only about 2.8% [304]. Therefore, thermal stress as an

explanation is less likely, because the voids to crystals ratio is almost 1:1.

(a) (b) (c)
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The second hypothesis is that the material grew too fast, causing gaseous pores: the

nitride is released from the crystal structure into gaseous N2 which needs more space than when

bound as a nitride in GaN. Another TEM analysis (Figure 3.48) after heating the samples again

up to 1100°C for an additional minute after cooling the sample down shows that the craters

become deeper but the voids remain. The continuous top layer increases by around 50 nm in

thickness (to a total of 100-250 nm) which indicates that the gas at such high temperature

preferentially diffuses out of the layer before it cools down.

Figure 3.48 Energy filtered TEM of the samples heated up to 1100°C for 1 min and repeated
for 1 min after cool down (1 min is the maximum time for the oxidation in the furnace): From left
to right the Ga, O and N map are seen. The dark spots in Ga and O map within the Ga2O3 layer are
voids.

Contribution of Decomposition on the Oxidation of GaN3.4.2

Surfaces

Generally, the oxidation of GaN surfaces could follow two reaction paths given in Equ.

3.5 and 3.6. Due to the fact that the oxidation takes place at high temperatures and the GaN

surface decomposition is seen to start at around 850°C [312], depending on the environment,

further investigations have been performed.

2 GaN (s) + 3/2 O2 (g) Ga2O3 (s) + N2 (g), Equation 3.5

∆HΘ= -343 kJ/mol [313]

+∆T / -N2(g)

2 Ga (l) + 3/2 O2 (g) Ga2O3 (s) Equation 3.6

∆HΘ = -1092 kJ/mol [314]

Figure 3.49 shows the GaN surfaces before and after the thermal annealing in N2 and

NH3. In the NH3 atmosphere, the TDs seem to enlarge sideways, seen as lines in the AFM

measurements (Figure 3.49d). Under these conditions, the desorption rate of the metallic Ga is

increased and Ga can desorp from the surface. In the N2 atmosphere, decomposition at 950°,
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1000° and 1100°C is observed (b) leading to the formation of Ga droplets at the surface, in

accordance to literature [315]. The amount of ~5x107 cm-² Ga droplets again are assumed to

originate from the chemically reactive areas. Table 3.9 collects the TD by TEM, EPD, oxide pits

and Ga droplets by AFM at GaN surfaces. For the reason that the Ga droplets merge (Figure

3.49b) the real number can only be estimated for the bigger ones. However, from the NH3

annealed samples it can the seen that the TDs open up first, wherefore this assumption can be

made for the N2 annealed samples as well.

Figure 3.49 GaN surfaces (a) before thermal decomposition are analyzed by SEM and (c) 5 µm
x 5 µm AFM. Thermal decomposition results of GaN surfaces after (b) N2 at 1100°C and (d) NH3 at
710°C. Ga droplets can be seen on the SEM image (b). The AFM (d) shows the connecting of TDs
and grain boundaries due to increased desorption rate GaN during the process, compared to (b).
(From [298])

[x107/cm²] TEM Surf.
Pits
(AFM)

Hill.
900°C,
1 min
O2

Hill.
900°C,
10 min
O2

Hill.
1100°C
1 min
O2

EPD
KOH

EPD
H3PO4

Ga
Drop.
1100°C
1 min

Dislocation
Density

400

Pit density
(all)

380 250 200 180 240 14 48

Table 3.9 Surface TD pits after thermal oxidation in 900 and 1100°C compared to EPD, Ga
droplets and TDs obtained by TEM analysis (Surf. = surface, Hill. = hillocks, Drop. = droplets, EPD
= etch pit density).
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The GaN decomposition can explain the voids due to the excess availability of metallic

Ga that is subsequently available for oxidation, thus the equilibrium is found in Equ. 3.6. The

gaseous N2 that is released during decomposition will increases in volume compared to the

nitrogen bound to gallium. As a consequence voids exhibit, hence they are formed as a result of

limited diffusion of N2 relative to the rate of GaN decomposition.

The exothermic formation enthalpies of Ga2O3 from GaN or Ga and O2 above 750°C

support the decomposition further because the actual local temperature is higher than the

apparent one. This additional energy can support the decomposition and with a higher

decomposition rate, more Ga2O3 is grown. Therefore, the reactivity of the initial decomposition

products can provide the activation energy to continuous oxidation.

In conclusion, it can be said that besides the diffusion and interfacial reaction controlled

oxidation mechanism, an additional decomposition driven oxidation regime is observed. The

oxidation is clearly promoted at crystal defect sites, leading to the observed interface roughness.

The roughness will increase with the oxidation temperature.

Figure 3.50 Interplay of different reaction mechanisms: at increasing T the reaction is
enhanced due to decomposition of the GaN surface, Equ. 3.5 and 3.6.

Having seen that the surface processing, wet or gaseous, is influenced by surface defect

sites, the next chapter focusses more on achieving solely surface termination changes that do not

change the apparent surface morphology.

3.5 Ga(Al)N Surface Termination Modifications

In the following, the surfaces treatment in remote plasma conditions will be discussed.

So far it was observed that the GaN (0001) surface has a protruding inertness towards chemical

processing. Owing to the structural configuration (refer to Figure 2.2) and the electron

configuration, the Ga surface atom is Lewis acidic. Due to the binding to three surrounding
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negatively charged nitrogen atoms [316], an attack by a Lewis base is however disabled by

electrostatic repulsion forces.

Plasma species are present with high energies and tend to be more isotropic than wet

chemicals, therefore, faster surface processing is suggested. (Experimental details are found in

Chapter 6.) Opposed to wet chemical processing, the activation energy necessary for the

reaction might already be delivered by the plasma species. The results will show that only

processing in the remote plasma region enables termination changes that are indeed not

selective over a basal plane or material.

Plasma Surface Treatments3.5.1

Figure 3.51 Schematic comparison between (left) glow charge plasma and (right) accelerated
plasma chambers. For the glow charge region, the wafer is only a few cm away from the RF
chamber, with the reactive ion plasma; the ions are accelerated towards the wafer surface which
causes an implantation in addition to surface modifications.

Plasma, the fourth state of matter, contains excited atoms, molecules, ions and radical

species. These species are highly reactive with the environment, hence many surface reactions

occur. Even inert materials such as ceramic surfaces [317] are easily modified this way. Some

common advantages are the high homogeneity, reproducibility and reliable reactivity [318] as

the reaction is mainly driven by statistic collision than chemical reaction. In semiconductor

processing, plasma processes are important because they are compatible with surface pattering

[319]. Plasma surface cleaning for instance involves the removal of contaminants from the

surface. Plasma can also be used for sputtering or implantation. Figure 3.51 compares near

surface reactions between the accelerated plasma (right) and the glow charge region (left),

which is found below 10 cm distance to the plasma source [320]. In order to avoid implantation

and enhance surface selectivity, plasma from the glow charge region (= remote) is used in this

work. Within this plasma region a majority of atoms is present as radicals.
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Plasma Enhanced Oxidation3.5.1.1

For plasma oxidations, lowered processing temperatures (around 200-300°C) are

required due to the presence of highly energetic species [321]. Therefore, surface decomposition

will not play a role in those reactions. However, it might be more critical to choose the

processing parameters to avoid possible sputtering.

Figure 3.52 5 µm x 5 µm AFM of (a) AlGaN and (b) GaN surfaces after 5 min O2 Plasma: no
etching is observed. The roughness of 0.23 nm (GaN) and 0.50 nm (AlGaN) is extracted from
25 µm² on each sample and comparable to the one from the reference samples, Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.53 AES sputter profile of AlGaN after 5 min of plasma oxidation. The SiO2 sputter
equivalent is 8 nm per min. Caron and fluorine are present at the AlGaN surface.

Compared to the RTA oxidation results in Chapter 3.4, which lead to a roughening of

the surface and interface, remote plasma oxidation (Figure 3.52) does not modify the AlGaN

and GaN surface topography by etching of pits or production of surface hillocks. From the

AFM, no indications of decomposition are observed, as no Ga droplets are seen at the surface.

Lowered N concentrations and higher O concentrations at the surface region are obtained from

AES (Figure 3.53): the surface N/O ration is 0.14, whereas in the bulk it is 17. More details on

(a) (b)
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variable processing time and temperature investigations to grow β-Ga2O3 layers are found in

Ref. [259]. The adsorbed oxygen layer is probably an oxynitride of GaOyN1-y or AlxGa1-xOyN1-y

respectively, as found elsewhere [322].

It is not trivial to estimate the thickness of the oxygen layer, as such small surface

thicknesses of around 1-3 nm cannot be easily measured by SEM or TEM. Nevertheless, from

the FWHM of the AES some information about the present oxide thickness is extractable

(Figure 3.53): the SiO2 sputter equivalent at given conditions is 8 nm/min. GaN sputter rates are

found to be comparable to this with a correction factor of 1.25 (hence approx. 10 nm/min) and

Al2O3 with 1.2 (approx. 9.5 nm/min) [323] – therefore it can be estimated that the oxide surface

adlayer is roughly 1.9 nm, for a FWHM of 0.2 min. Considering the surface difference from top

to bottom layer of 1.5 nm, the present oxide or oxynitride layer after 1 min plasma oxidation is

less than 2 monolayers thick.

Figure 3.54 Surface AES of GaN after 5 min versus 1.5 min remote plasma oxidation. The
surface oxygen increases from 20% to 38% from 1.5 to 5 min.

The GaN surfaces show a 2% F signal on the surface spectra – the great affinity of

AlGaN to F has been discussed above – assumingly this F arrives from contaminations of the

plasma chamber, as it is used for NF3 processes too. The oxygen concentration increased slowly

with increasing oxidation time and saturates with layer thicknesses of ~3 nm. The saturation on

the surfaces lies between 2 and 3 min [259] processing time. The surface concentrations after

1.5 min and 5 min for GaN are compared in Figure 3.54

This oxygen concentration is sufficient to identify an increased surface energy and

surface barrier height (Chapter 4.1 ff.).

GaN Halogen Terminations3.5.2

All halogens can create a stable bond to Al and Ga, see Table 3.10, where the standard

bond formation enthalpies (Hf) and melting temperature (Tm) is given. In the following, surface

fluorination, chlorination and bromination are analyzed, based on experimental availability.
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Halides Hf [kJ/mol] Tm [°C]
F2Ga-F 577 800

Cl2Ga-Cl 481 70
Br2Ga-Br 444 121

I2Ga-I 339 212
Table 3.10 Bond formation enthalpies of Ga-halides from Ref. [324]. Therefore, all species
besides GaF3 should be removed with a subsequent heating of the sample to 700°C as it will be done
for the Si3N4 deposition.

Fluorine3.5.2.1

Following Ref. [13] F should not only be very stable at the (Al)GaN surfaces but also

react as nucleophiles towards the Ga/Al atoms. The results show that a surface reaction is

possible without etching the surface: independent on the process parameters, fluorine based

plasmas treatments lead to comparable results with up to 19% of F at the GaN and AlGaN

surfaces, see Table 3.11.

AES [at%] [Ga] [N] [F] [O] [C]

CF4/O2, 90 s 41 20 16 12 11

- 120 s 44 25 9 13 9

CF4/ N2, 90 s 46 28 7 11 8

- 120 s 42 32 7 12 8

NF3 / CF4, 90s 45 24 12 12 7

NF3/N2, 90 s 48 23 9 12 8

NF3/O2, 90 s 41 15 19 14 11

NF3/CF4, 90 s 46 25 9 11 9

CF4 (low O2), 90 s 44 20 15 13 8
Table 3.11 AES data of GaN surfaces after F plasma process variations of CF4 and NF3 with
and without oxygen. The accuracy of the values lies around 90% for given conditions.

Figure 3.55 AES of GaN surfaces after NF3/CF4 process time variations up to 20 min. After 2
min, the influence of the reproducibility is higher than the 2% increase in F.
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The influence of process time on the fluorine concentration at the GaN surface is low,

Figure 3.59. The surface is not reacting any further after 2 min. It seems like ~16% of F is the

average coverage that results from this remote plasma process. Due to the information depth

during the AES measurement of 5-7 atomic layers, the 15% correlate to approximately 1 full

atomic layer, considering a super flat surface. Since a certain roughness and terraces are present,

a rough estimation it is suggested that between 30 and 50% of the surface is covered, also

varying due to the atomic deviation of ± 10% per measurement. A saturation of the superficial F

concentration is given after 10 min processing (Figure 3.55). However, owing to the

reproducibility and measured absolute F concentration variations of +/- 2 at%, the process time

of 1.5 min was chosen for further processing.

Figure 3.56 Fluorine concentration measured by AES after the process (t=0) and after storage
at air to evaluate the stability.

Ga-F + OH- Ga-OH + F- Equation 3.7a

Ga-F + H2O Ga-OH – HF Equation 3.7b

In order to understand the stability of F at the GaN surface, AES measurements after

storage in cleanroom air is given in Figure 3.56. Even after 96 h ~ 3% of F can be found at the

surface. The residual F might be exchanged by OH-, H2O or hydrocarbons and CO2 from the air

as both, C as well as O increase when the F concentration decreases (Figure 3.57). The main

influence will be caused by water. In the figure, the surface after simple water cleaning is also

compared: no F can be detected after the cleaning. Thus the F-, as a strong nucleophile, must

have been exchanged by another strong nucleophile as in Equ. 3.7a,b. Due to equilibrium at the

right during an aqueous clean, the fluoride will leave the surface. In air, this exchange takes

longer as discussed above.

To verify, whether some F will remain at the GaN surface, the fluorinated samples are

heated in NH3 to 700°C. Fluorine can still be found at the sample surface in concentration of

1-2%. This result is reproducible and influences the discussion in Chapter 4.2.
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Figure 3.57 Time stability and further processing stability in NH3 at 700°C or H2O rinse for 5
min. The F is table over time and temperatures with 2% remaining at the surface. Water on the
other hand removes the F.

Figure 3.58 AES map of GaN after F plasma: a crystal plane dependent fluorination is not
detected.

From defect etching it is concluded that the non- and semi-polar basal planes react

faster than the polar c-plane. In order to understand if this behavior is also true for plasma

processes, the investigation of F plasma treatment directly after defect etching, after which

semi-polar surfaces remain, is seen in Figure 3.58. The AES mapping cannot detect any

differences or selectivity between different crystal planes. However, the mapping of structured

surfaces is not reliable and shows only the shadows due to the hexagonal pits rather than

concentration variations.

NH3 H3O
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Surface sensitive EDX measurements (with 2.5 kV) confirm that there is no difference

in surface plane reactivity, Figure 3.59. Nevertheless, the received concentration is less than 1%,

an exact quantification is not suitable as the measurement is at the limit of detection. The

excitement depth is with its 200-300 nm [325] about 100 times deeper than the one with the

AES, hence it is less surface sensitive.

Figure 3.59 EDX map at 2.5 kV of the fluorinated surface after defect decoration in H3PO4 to
gain flat etch sidewall angles.

Figure 3.60 XPS of F peak after NF3 plasma treatment with obtained surface concentrations
given in the table. About 19% of F are present at the surface. A variation of ±10% is possible within
this signal-fit.

The chemical bonding states have been investigated by XPS. The F1s peak is used for

the investigation because the F2s has an overly with the N Auger peak. The peak-fit (Figure

3.60) shows, that the F is solely bound to the metal atom at the surface, not to the N. The

approximately 2% C-CF is most probably a reaction of the F with particles from the air, as the

processing was in NF3/N2 atmosphere and the samples had to be transported to the XPS.

This is supported by previous surface investigations of XeF2 plasma fluorinated

surfaces [326] which showed that the (0001) surface is covered with 67% of a F monolayer. The

corresponding estimation for the underlying CF4 or NF3 process is roughly 50%. In chapter

2.1.3 it is outlined that the GaN surface is highly selective to anions which will preferable bind

Pos A

Pos B
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to the Ga atom. The atomic charge at the surface is calculated to be 0.691 for the Ga in contrast

to -1.382 for the N atom [132]. Other electronegative species should therefore substitute the N

and bind to the Ga or Al which enables a comparison of electronegativity differences between

the surface terminations after different processes (see Chapter 3.5.3).

Chlorine3.5.2.2

The chlorine plasma from BCl3/Cl2 does form a thermodynamically stable etch product

with the group-13 metal, such as GaCl3(g) or GaCl(g), and AlCl3(g), Those reactions are

exothermic and the desorption of etch products starts at temperatures of 90°C [327,328]. As a

result the surface was slightly etched and a roughened surface (0.5 nm compared to 0.4 nm from

the reference) was obtained (see Figure 3.62). Nevertheless, due to the high chlorine affinity of

the AlGaN surface, a residual 1% Cl remains at the surface. This is comparable to the wet

cleaning results in HCl, where also traces of Cl were found. Applying more sensitive TXRF

measurements, Figure 3.61, which are more surface sensitive than AES, a Cl concentration of

approximately 4.5x1013 at/cm is obtained. (It should be noted that TXRF is not a suitable

method for oxygen or fluorine detection. The detection limit for chlorine lies at 3x1010 at/cm².)

Process variations, to make the plasma process as surface sensitive and adsorbing as

possible, by for instance lowering the bias or by pulsing the BCl3/Cl2 gas, did not lead to any

improvement over discussed ‘std.’ chlorination (Chapter 6).

Figure 3.61 TXRF of Cl on GaN: an average of 4.8x1013 at/cm² is obtained. The table
summarizes the plasma process variations by pulses or std. RF power.

Bromine3.5.2.3

Additionally tested surface bromination results in a highly hygroscopic GaBr3 [329]

termination which was too reactive in experimental conditions. A standard GaN AES spectra as

from the references is obtained with no indication of Br at the surface. Following the bond

formation enthalpies and melting points in Table 3.10, the given process at vacuum and 200°C

Cl [at%] by

TXRF

BCl3/Cl2 RF 8.2x1012

BCl3/Cl2 Pulse 2.1x1012

BCl2 N2 only 4.8x1013

Cl TXRF of

a wafer
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does not allow any bromination of the surface. In contrary to fluorine, which forms a stable Ga-

F (or Al-F) bond with ΔHf
0=577 kJ/mol or even 664 kJ/mol for Al-F [324] and desorption is

suggested to occur only above T>500°C, GaBr3 is always going to leave the surface in those

conditions.

Having seen that the halogens show increasing surface termination stability from Br <

Cl < F on GaN and AlGaN surfaces, surface terminations with varying adatom electronegativity

are investigated in the following. Basically it will be focused on seven surface treatments that

allow a comparison with each other. The chosen surface treatments are summarized in Table

3.12:

Surface Terminations with varying Electronegativity3.5.3

This Chapter is partially published in Ref. [330].

For following discussion, seven surface termination changes have been chosen and

named process A-G, to allow an overview in the graphs, see Table 3.12. They were chosen in

order to compare a sample as-received (standard) with surfaces after HCl and HF treatment,

because there might be some Cl or F left at the surfaces. For an oxidation, plasma processing of

the surfaces has been selected. The fluorination has been performed with CF4 and NF3 in order

to understand potential reproducibility factors. The investigation with AFM (Figure 3.62) shows

that no topographical change is performed, hence no TD is etched or material deposited. Only

the chlorine plasma treatment show increased surface roughness from 0.41 to 0.48 nm. This is

an important fact for following surface and interface analysis. Furthermore, from the

halogenation results in previous chapter, no indication is found that O, Cl or F is bound to N but

exclusively to the metal atom.

Process A B C D E F G

Media Ref.
HCl/H2O2/
H2O
(1:1:2)

3%
HF/H2O

BCl3/Cl2

/O2

Plasma

O2

Plasma
CF4/O2

Plasma
NF3/N2

Plasma

Table 3.12 Overview of processes and letters of AlGaN and GaN surfaces; exact experimental
details can be found in Chapter 6, [330].

The AES spectra (Figure 3.63) confirm that the Ga (Al) concentration does not vary

more than the measurement accuracy (42 ± 3 at%) whereas the N concentration varies

significantly between 18-37%. This observation additionally supports the discussed reactivity of

the anion with the metal instead of the N atom.
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Figure 3.62 AlGaN surface AFM (3 µm x 3 µm) after selected surface processes. The dark
spots represent threading dislocations and are not etched by any processing but D: the roughness is
slightly increased and the typical surface terraces [331] are not observed anymore. For samples A-
C and E-G, the surface morphology strongly depends on growth parameters and position of AFM
needle rather than process related changes. (From [330])

All present surface anions that replace the N can influence the present surface dipole:

the electronegativity increases from N < Cl < O < F. Applying Miedema electronegativties

[120] and Equ. 2.4, the ideal GaN surface has a χGa,N of 5.42 and the ideal Al0.22Ga0.78N surface

has a χAl,Ga,N = 5.37. At an ideal surface, thus surfaces which are purely covered by a single

repeating metal-anion bond, the values from Table 3.13 apply.

Metal-anion-
bond

-N -Cl -O -F

Ga- 5.42 5.51 5.72 6.11
Al- 5.18 5.26 5.47 5.83
Al0.22Ga0.78- 5.23 5.32 5.52 5.89

Table 3.13 Calculated surface Miedema electronegativities of ideal, pure metal-anion GaN,
AlN and Al0.22Ga0.78 surfaces.

These values are now corrected with the data from the AES and normalizing all anion

from Figure 3.64a to 100%. The normalization is done to be able to compare the values to the

ideal surfaces and are valid because the metal atom concentrations do not change. For the

fluorinated surface it works as given inthe following example: The fluorine plasma treatment

(F) covers 15% of the surface. Adding 12% Ga-O and 19% Ga-N followed by a normalization

of the 46% of anions to 100% a relative surface electronegativity difference Δχ(F) = + 0.31

compared to the theoretical Ga-N surface is obtained. The same calculation is done for the

AlGaN surfaces assuming that the anions are statistically equally bound to metal. For this

calculation the carbon surface concnetrations are not respected as carbon is found to bind to

both, the metal as well as the nitrogen atom, hence cannot be treated as an anion. Nevertheless,

the carbon values are comparable for all surface treatments; hence the subtraction of those will

not influence the relative comparison.
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Figure 3.63 Surface AES scans of GaN after processes A-G. A remaining Cl signal is found
after HCl and BCl3 processing. (from [330])

The largest electronegativity difference between F and Ga, the largest Δχ values are 

obtained following the processing. The lowest Δχ result from the surfaces after cleaning, which 

have a comparable anion distribution to the ideal GaN or AlGaN surface.

Figure 3.64 Superficial (a) anion concentrations from AES and thereof (b) calculated surface
electronegativity difference (from [330]).

Having shown that a surface termination variation is achieved for halogen and oxygen

plasmas, their influence on the potential barrier as well as consequences on the surface energy

can be investigated.
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4 Chapter 4:

Investigations and Interpretation of (Al)GaN Surface

and Interface Modifications

Having seen that a surface termination modification with plasma is possible, it is

analyzed how these variations respond to the electrical measurements: the interface

modifications between the semiconductor and metal (Chapter 4.1) as well as the semiconductor

and insulator (Chapter 4.4) interfaces will be evaluated. In order to understand the surface

dipole as well as the influence of the adatoms on the surface termination, contact angle (CA)

measurements are additionally applied. The evaluation of the method for Ga(Al)N surface can

be found in the Appendix. For additional interface analysis a method of XPS through 2 nm

Si3N4 layers is proposed. This method allows analyzing the actual interface to the dielectric as

the surface will change during its deposition.

4.1 Investigation of Surface Termination Changes

This chapter is partially published in Ref. [330].

As introduced in Chapter 2.3.2 and 2.4.1, both, the contact angles and the barrier height,

are seen to follow a trend with the surface termination: due to the chemical interaction of polar

and apolar surface components, the CA method is very suitable for fast detection of the surface

termination changes. The SBH measurements are applied in order to understand how the surface

modifications influence the potential barrier to the metal. For both investigations, the surface

treatments from Table 3.12 are applied. The surface morphology and composition influences

both, the SBH [215] as well as the CA measurement [178], wherefore details can be found

above in Chapter 3.5.3: a good homogeneity is seen for all surface treatments apart from the Cl-

based plasma.

Schottky Barrier Measurements4.1.1

For SBH measurements, the Al fraction of the AlxGa1-xN [332] surfaces is found to have

a great impact. An increase in Al is therein found to correlate with an increasing barrier height.

For these reasons and to avoid interpretational difficulties, the Cl-based plasma treatment is

excluded from the discussion in this chapter. Additionally, the presented AlGaN surfaces are

very comparable with topography and Al content of 22%. Moreover, the metal diameter

influences the measurement conditions. It is however suggested that a diameter of 30 µm is

sufficient for reliable and reproducible Schottky diode measurements [333].

The measurements are all carried out on evaporated Ni/Au contacts with 1.96x10-3 cm²,

which are applied through a non-contact shadow mask. This mask enables that the surface is not

in contact with anything. The samples are heated during deposition to 70 ± 5 °C which is a
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sufficient temperature to desorb water from the surface. This temperature range is also

important to exclude possible interfacial reaction between the GaN and the Ni contact, which

would influence the measurement of the I-V characteristics; however, Ni does not react with

GaN until ~600°C [334].

Figure 4.1 shows the I-V data obtained from the measurement of the Schottky diodes.

The thereof calculated Schottky barrier heights (ФSB) for the surfaces after processes A-G are

given in Figure 4.2. They are calculated from I-V data following the Richardson approach

[121], Equ. 2.26 to 2.29, as discussed in Chapter 2.4.1.4. For the heterostructure samples, the

product of Richardson constant (Ar=24 A/cm²K²) and the square of the temperature (T²,

T=300 K) as well as Boltzman constant (k=1.38x10-23 J/K) and the area of the Ni contact (A) are

constant and the calculated ФSB correspond to zero electric field for the prepared Ni contacts on

the AlGaN samples. As previously discussed, the saturation current (Isat) can be extracted from

the slope of the initial (and stable) electron transfer. Isat is extracted at V=0.

Additionally tested HF steam is shown in the I-V plot of Figure 4.1. It tends to increase

the Schottky barrier height, which could be due to the containing fluoride. The process itself

yields an unreproducible surface modification, wherefore a good comparison is not suitable.

Figure 4.1 Schottky diode I-V in forward direction of processes excluding the chlorine plasma
treatment. The values for HF steam are added. The tangents are evaluated as given in the examples
for the different treatments.

The ФSB is seen to be constant for the surfaces as received, and cleaned in HCl or HF,

with 0.7 eV. These surfaces have a high N concentration from AES in common. Also, the

adsorbed water molecules from all surfaces are evaporated during the metal deposition which

explains why those three surfaces show the same barrier height.

Tangents
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The oxidized surface (E) have a ФSB of approximately 0.9 eV as well as lowered N

concentrations compared to A,B and C. After fluorination the ФSB increases further to 1.1 eV.

All surfaces show ideality factors of 1.1 to 1.5 eV, which is comparable to state-of-the-art

literature. This goodness of fit is commonly found in such a region; near ideal surface behavior

(with n of almost 1.0) is only reported very rarely [334]. The commonly observed deviation

from the ideal behavior could be due to the microscopic surface defects (Chapter 1.3.2).

Figure 4.2. Extracted average Schottky barrier heights (left abscissa) of differently terminated
surfaces after process A-G; the BCl3 (D) etches the surface wherefore the influences on the barrier
height might not only be due to termination but also morphological changes. The ideality factor (n;
right abscissa) varies between 1.1 and 1.5 for all samples. (From [330])

Nevertheless, the results show well that a variation of ФSB for comparable surface

morphologies and x=22, depending on the surface termination is given. The highest ФSB is

obtained after the fluorine termination. The increased polarization of the Ga-F bond over the

Ga-N bond and the effect of electronegativity will be evaluated in Chapter 4.1.3. The presented

mechanism involving superficial fluorination is significantly different from the one observed

after fluoride implantation into the AlGaN barrier [335], in which the negative charges after

implantation are responsible for the increased surface potential.

In summary, it has been shown that an increased Schottky barrier can be achieved by

increasing the adatom electronegativity. However, the atomistic investigation by AES of the

surface on its own is not necessarily proving increasing dipoles or polarization because the

termination does not necessarily influence present potential barrier. Therefore, a more detailed

analysis of surface energies by the sessile drop method will help to better understand the

influence of the surface termination.

Contact Angles Study on GaN Surfaces4.1.2

From the CA measurements, very detailed information about the nature of the surface

can be collected. Two motivations shall be highlighted for this work; the primary one is that we

need contact angles to investigate the surface dipoles, bond polarization and surface energies in

order to understand the observed trend of Schottky barrier heights. Secondly, CA enables a very
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fast method to evaluate surface properties. It will be shown that especially the apolar

diiodomethane responds well to surface variations on the hydrophilic GaN and AlGaN surfaces.

The error discussion and estimation of the method can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 4.3 Equilibrium contact angles (CA) collected on GaN or AlGaN surfaces from
diiodomethane and water at 21.4°C after 15 s (scatter, right ordinate); the difference in averaged
angles is plotted in the boxplot (left ordinate). (from [330])

Figure 4.3 summarizes the equilibrium θ values for H2O and CH2I2 (right) and compares

the differences to the as-received surfaces by indicating the deltas on the left ordinate. In

general, a high hydrophilicity of the surfaces is observed. The polar solvents spread uniformly

and lead to very low contact angles. The θH2O is generally below 10°. The surfaces as received

are the only ones with angles above 10°. It is assumed that the enhanced C concentration at this

surface of 12%, compared to 6-8% for the other surfaces, is responsible for this enhanced angle.

Apolar solvents, such as the diiodomethane, do not wet the sample as good as the polar

ones. The θCH2I2 is found to lie between 13° and 41°, and respond sensitively to respective

surface changes: an exceptional high θCH2I2 after the fluorine plasma is seen which is surprisingly

stable over time. Figure 4.4 collects θCH2I2 and AES for F and O results up to 180 h. The

exceptionally high θCH2I2 is surprisingly stable over time and easily reversed with an aqueous

clean (compare to Figure 3.57) as no fluorine can be detected in AES afterwards. Whilst the F

concentration decreases, the O amount increases which is a strong indication that the superficial

F is exchanged with water from the atmosphere. However, a surface concentration as low as 2

at% F is sufficient to maintain an increased θCH2I2 around 35°. Respecting the entire surface

termination, the χ of 5.55 is obtained after 180 h, hence an electronegativity difference of this 

value is responsible for the stable increase. Generally, a trend of increasing θCH2I2 with
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increasing Δχ can be derived. Moreover, it is seen that the θCH2I2 values return to 12-18° after the

wet cleaning (any aqueous) thus the same value as after a wet clean (B or C) only.

The results show that ΔθH2O and ΔθCH2I2 generally follow opposite trends with exception

of the sample A, because it is the most contaminated are discussed above. As expected when

looking at the surface etch results, the AlGaN surfaces possess greater hydrophilicity compared

to GaN due to a greater affinity of the aluminum towards oxygen and hydrolysis in general. The

thereof increased superficial Al-O bonds lead to an increased hydrogen bond interaction with

water [336]. The monopolar formamide (refer to Table 2.1) also interacts with hydrogen bonds,

although it is more sensitive to electron acceptors; additionally, its lower surface tension leads

to a good wettability for all surfaces with 3° < θHCONH2 < 10° (not shown). This increased

wettability increased the error of the applied tangent, compared to diiodomethane.

Figure 4.4 Contact angles from diiodomethane on CF4 processed samples after 24 h and 180 h
as well as after an H2O clean or annealing in NH3 at 700°C is compared in (b). The remaining F at
the surface is measured by AES, given at the right ordinate (see Figure 3.57).

� � (� + � � � � ) = � ( � � �
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� � �
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� ) Equation 4.1

To understand the surface energy components the van Oss’s approach [187] (Equ. 4.3)

is applied. The division of the solid surface energy (ɣs) into monopolar ɣs
+/- as well as apolar

Lifshitz-van-der-Waals (ɣs
LW) components requires the usage of at least three solvents with

dissimilar surface energy contributions. The results are summarized in Table 4.1.

From there, trend of increasing surface energy values with both, increasing O and

increasing halogen concentrations is seen. Additionally, it emerges that the apolar Lifshitz-van-

der-Waals components are dominant over polar interactions. The high Lifshitz-van-der-Waals

component can be attributed to the polarizable surface termination which is susceptive to
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dispersion forces. During the adsorption process the dispersion is high, if the molecules or

atoms show a greater interaction with the surface than among each other. Because the Ga-N

surface itself is a very polar surface with an ionic character of the covalent bond of about 70%

[337], the ɣs
LW are always higher than the polar ɣs

AB components.

[mJm-²] Ref.

(A)

HCl

(B)

HF

(C )

BCl3

(D )

O2

(E)

CF4

(F)

NF3

(G)

AlGaN

(B)

AlGaN

(F)

ɣs
LW 47.5 48.8 48.8 48.8 46.0 40.4 40.4 44.0 42.0

ɣs
+ 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.3 1.3 0.2 1.0

ɣs
- 46.9 53.2 53.2 54.2 55.5 54.7 54.7 53.6 55.2

ɣs
AB 9.2 7.4 7.4 7.5 10.1 16.6 16.6 7.2 14.7

ɣs
tot 56.7 56.1 56.2 56.3 56.1 57.0 57.0 51.2 56.7

Table 4.1 Surface energy ɣ components by the van Oss approach after processes A-G: with
decreasing Lifshitz-van-der-Waals (LW) components, the acid-base (AB) component increases.
From Ref. [330].

The present Lewis base polarity (ɣs
-) reflects on two GaN specific material

characteristics: first of all, it supports the fact that the surface is predominantly an electron

donor. Looking at the AlGaN or GaN (0001) crystal, the dipole indeed points towards the

substrate, thus the surface is more negatively charged than the interface to AlGaN/GaN.

Therefore, the 2DEG accumulates at the top of the GaN, below the AlGaN layer. However,

present surface donors have donated an electron; the surface still serves as a monopolar negative

surface. This is interesting to understand the protruding inertness of the surfaces. The surface

respells the Lewis bases if no compensation is offered and disables reactions with Lewis acids,

as no electrons are given away (compare to Chapter 3.3).

Correlation between the Schottky Barrier and Contact4.1.3

Angles

From both, the SBH and CA, a comparable trend of adatom electronegativity and

increasing ФSB as well as surface energies is observed. With exception of the reference sample,

which follows different trends as it was heated before the Ni deposition but the CA were

measured as is, all prepared surfaces fall into this trend.

Figure 4.5 correlates the surface electronegativites with the SBH and CA. Both

measurements have shown that the highest SBH and highest surface energy is obtained after

surface fluorination. The CA analysis additionally shows that the ɣ+ monopolarity is slightly

lowered by an increase of ɣ+
(F) to 1.3 mJ/m²; but more importantly, ɣs

- increases from 47 mJ/m²

to 55 mJ/m². Furthermore, the 8 mJ/m² decrease of ɣsLW suggests a lowered polarization

potential.

This means that the surface polarity arising from the more electronegative termination

from GaN < GaCl < GaO < GaF increased the surface dipole due to increased polarization of
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the bond. The smaller a strongly electronegative atom, the less polarizable it is from the outside,

see Figure 2.9. This increase in surface polarization is measured by I-V as the potential barrier

for electrons increases. The increased polarity of the covalent bond is dependent on the

electronegativity of the adatom, leading to the increased polarization. Furthermore, if the

electronegativity increases the polarization energy of the semiconductor surface increases too,

because a greater gap between the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied orbital is

created. This is basically an increase in ionization energies. As the ionization energy follow the

same pattern as electron affinities, the circle to the SBH can be closed: the increased ionization

energy is responsible for an increased band offset, hence the surface dipole shift in electronic

charge to the potential barrier induced by the more electronegative Adatoms, see Figure 4.6.

Therefore, fluorine, as the most electronegative atom, causes the largest surface induced

dipole, thus the largest shift in the dipole charge within the adatom – substrate bonds and leads

to the highest SBH. In improved surface coverage with an (1x1) reconstruction after the F

treatment could cause an even larger potential barrier.

Figure 4.5 Correlation plot of the AlGaN and GaN surface electronegativity with the
Schottky barrier height (SBH) and Lifschitz-van-der-Waals-component of surface energy in a 95%
confidence interval. The correlation coefficients C are: C(Φ)=0.939 with σ = 0.17 and C(γLW)=
0.851 with σ= 3.35. (From [330])

Nevertheless, having seen that an increased electronegativity surface Adatoms leads to

an increased SBH, it is of great interest to understand how such an increased electronegativity

behaves in a MIS contact.

Electronegativity

(a.u.)

y(LW)= 188.81 - 25.57x

y(SBH)= -7.54 + 1.52x
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Figure 4.6 Illustrated band diagram of the increased SBH of the fluorinated AlGaN samples.
The present surface dipole causes a shift in electronic charge which is responsible for the increased
SBH.

Every MIS-HEMT needs an insulating layer deposited at the (Al)GaN surface. Having

shown that the surface can be modified with oxygen and fluorine and remains stable over time,

the next step is to investigate the stability when a dielectric layer is deposited, hence its behavior

with increasing temperatures. For AlGaN, the state-of-the-art dielectric is silicon nitride (Si3N4),

deposited by LPCVD or PECVD. In the following, the surface and interface investigations will

be connected by investigating the surface termination stability in temperature and by

introducing a method of thin layer dielectric deposition for interface analysis. Finally, the

electrical characteristics of the interface modifications are discussed.

4.2 Stability Estimations of the Surface Terminations for

Dielectric Deposition: MIS-HEMT Interface Modification

This chapter represents the base of the unpublished Ref. [338]. Designated parts, figures and

tables are identified in the following.

Fluorine and oxygen represent stable surface terminations. Oxygen is seen to be very

stable and cannot be removed from the surfaces even in NH3 plasma. As the plasma conditions

are harsher and more reactive than the NH3 atmosphere before Si3N4 deposition, it can be

assumed that the oxygen will be found at the surface after dielectric deposition.

However, the fluorinated surfaces need to be investigated further to understand if a

subsequent deposition of Si3N4 is suitable. The deposition is performed at 700°C. In Figure 4.4

the contact angles and AES data of fluorinated AlGaN surface followed by annealing at 700°C

in NH3 is compared to the previous data. It can be seen that about 2% F are still remaining at the

surface.

For more details on the desorption of the fluorine, an effusion measurement is

performed on the fluorinated surfaces by heating the samples in vacuum to 1000°C within 3 h

(Figure 4.7). It is seen that water (m=18) and F (m=19) desorbs along with other contaminants
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such as CO2 (m=44) around 250°C. From these results, F is not expected to remain at the

surface before Si3N4 deposition; hence the results are contradicting the AES results seen in

Figure 3.57.

Generally, the residual gas analysis (RGA) is a very sensitive method with a detection

limit of 1x10-9 torr (p). Following the law for ideal gases (Equ. 4.2), the detectable amount of

n mol at 200°C (T), ideal gas constant (R) of 62.364 L torr/ mol·K and 1 L reactor volume (V) is

3.39x10-16 mol, thus some 2x108 atoms in any ideal case. In the spectra Ga, N and N2 signals

increase at T=1000°C indicating the start of surface decomposition, as already seen during

oxidation experiments in Chapter 3.4. Figure 4.8 shows the GaN surface before and after

effusion where the effect of decomposition is clearly observed. Considering that there are <2%

of F left at the surface and that the background pressure varies, it is suggested that these

remaining <2% might not be detected during surface decomposition starting above T=1000°C.

Hence, the F-metal bonds could be stable, but the atoms could leave the surface with the Ga in

concentrations that are too low to be detected compared to Ga, N, NH3 and N2. In the SEM after

effusion (Figure 4.8) the opening of the GaN surface can be clearly seen. Again, it is suggested

that TD and grain boundaries are visible.

pV=nRT Equation 4.2

Figure 4.7 Effusion analysis with RGA: the samples are heated up to 1000°C within 3 h and
kept at this temperature for another 1 h. At 1000°C the m/z ratios 1 (H), 2 (H2), 14 (N), 17 (NH3), 28
(N2), some 44 (CO2), 69 (Ga) and 71 (Ga) are seen correlating to the species in brackets. [338]

In order to better understand if the F stayed at the surface, the fluorinated GaN sample

is investigated by SIMS of the AlGaN/Si3N4 interface and in-situ XPS after heating the sample

up to 680°C (in UHV) and integrating the scan over 14 h. At this temperature the GaN surface

did not show any decomposition in the optical microscope. The results (Figure 4.9) indicate that

there is some F remaining at the surface. The F1s peak after 200°C, after 680°C standard and

680°C with 14 h integration is identified. No difference between the standard and the long

NH3
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integrated F1s peak is obtained. Less than 1% of F is found – an exact value cannot be given.

The temperature is nominally given with 680°C, however the actual temperature is assumed to

be higher, more likely around 700-710°C [339] as the temperature is a non-contact

measurement whereas the sample is situated at the heating plate.

Figure 4.8 GaN Surface SEM before and after effusion: the inset clearly shows the surface
after decomposition. The layered dark spots are un-identified and probably arrive from
contamination.

Figure 4.9 XPS of F1s after heating the sample to nominally 680°C –A quantification of the
fluorine is not significant as there is no high energetic Ga peak in this energy area, thus the error
could be up to the factor of two [340].

Another available method with higher limit of detection is the SIMS analysis. SIMS of

the AlGaN/Si3N4 for the F is given in Figure 4.10. Thereby three samples are compared, the F

implanted3, surface fluorinated and the reference interface. The F implanted sample follows the

3 The implanted fluoride results from a SF6 plasma process variation attempt.

50 µm 20 µm

200 nm
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idea of Chen et al. [341] who find that implanted fluoride in the barrier shifts the Vth to the

right, thus closer to zero. The SIMS results show that there is a clear difference between this

implantation and the fluorinated surfaces obtained from the remote plasma in this work.

Electrical results and the difference between the implanted and superficial F follow in Chapter

4.4. From the SIMS it is clear that all three samples have comparable amounts of F at the

surface, no significant difference is obtained, however, the implanted sample shows an

additional peak within the AlGaN barrier, hence a summarized higher F concentration.

The slightly shifted peak onset and peak formation results from the changing of the

sputter rate, which is material dependent, and the fact that F can easily diffuse out of the

material. Although SIMS is a highly quantitative analysis method for bulk analysis, interfacial

species concentration can cause problems. In [342] it is shown that ion yield variations are

solely attributed to variation in the matrix sputter yield, which contributes to the near-surface

concentrations. Different matrices have different sputter yields for given elements in the matrix.

The ion yield variation is known as the SIMS matrix effect, which is basically a function of the

chemical bonding state at the surface and its electronic state. Therefore the ion yields can vary

up to two orders of magnitude at surfaces and interfaces [343].

Figure 4.10 SIMS data of the Si3N4/AlGaN interface: extracted F peak of a reference (HCl
cleaned), fluorinated and a F- implanted sample; the subtracted implantation peak differentiates
the interfacial F from the AlGaN bulk F due to implantation. This clearly differentiates the
superficial from the implanted method.

Nevertheless, to answer the question, if there is fluorine left at the surface or not,

following observations are summarized so far:

1) The (Al)GaN samples as-received do not show a fluorine peak in AES or XPS

analysis.
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2) After fluorination (independent on the inlet gas source) of (Al)GaN, the surface is

terminated by up to 19% F as found by XPS, and 17% as confirmed by AES

analysis. Further, the contact angles show an increase of hydrophilicity, hence

increased dipoles at the surface.

3) After annealing the samples (>680°C), a reduction of F is observed, hence F is

found to remain at the surface. A quantification is not possible but the concentration

is seen to be ~1 at%.

After annealing the fluorinated surface in NH3, 2 at% F are found by AES. The

contact angle after the anneal also showed an increased diiodomethane angle which

indicates that the surface dipoles are still increased - whether the dipoles are from

the fluorine or not.

4) After Si3N4 deposition, fluorine is found by SIMS at the fluorinated but also the

reference interface with no difference in F concentrations between them.

All measurements are reproducible, hence F is independent on the interface preparation

found at the interface by SIMS and seen at the surface after fluorination and annealing

by XPS and AES.

In summary, the results indicate that there is F remaining at the interface after Si3N4

deposition. The F concentration is reduced from the superficial 17-19% to approximately 1%

which lies at the detection limit of AES and XPS. Also the SISM data confirm the presence of

F, even though there might be comparable amounts of F present at the reference surface.

Basically, with conventional atomic interface analysis, no clear statement can be made.

Additionally, it might not be sufficient to compare the fluorinated surfaces after annealing to the

ones after dielectric deposition, as the deposition might change the interface again. For this

reason, another method, the interface investigation through a thin layer is suggested in Chapter

4.3. Additionally, more interface sensitive methods (such as current-voltage analysis) is applied

in Chapter 4.4. If this 1% of F is actually present at the interface or if the fluorination had

somewhat changed surface properties in a stabilizing way, it must be visible by electric

characterization. The limit of detection is much lower and lies in the tens of pA area. Since

6.2415x1018 electrons flow in 1 sec to create one ampere, approximately 1010 electrons per

second can be detected, which is therefore 103 times more sensitive than XPS or AES analysis.

4.3 Elemental Interface Analysis: XPS through a Thin Si3N4

Layer

This chapter will partially be published in and is closely related to Ref. [344].

For possible interface characterization, a method of thin deposited silicon nitride (Si3N4)

layers is introduced, Figure 4.11. The suggested method describes the XPS measurement
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through the dielectric layers that are thin enough to receive interface photoelectrons. This

approach might offer the possibility of chemical interface analysis as an apparent surface.

Most commonly, the surface layers are sputtered down (Figure 4.12a) to obtain a sputter

profile and investigate the interface. The disadvantage is that bonds are broken or atoms

intermixed, which does not allow further chemical shift analysis. Sputtering is mostly

performed by Ar+. By sputtering with 0.5 kV and 0°, the Ar+ is shown to reach depths of up to

6 nm in Si3N4 (Figure 4.12b) by SRIM simulations. The peak maximum lies at 2 nm, thus until

this depth the ions will interfere with present bonds the most, causing bond breakage,

reformation and intermixing. For the attempt of interface analysis, this will not be suitable.

From AES measurements an Ar peak is obtained already after 0.2 min of sputtering, Figure

4.13.

Figure 4.11 Scheme of proposed analysis method by XPS through a thin layer: non-destructive
method proposal [344]. A top of the Si3N4 layer a native oxynitride lyer is formed.

Figure 4.12 Scheme of commonly performed sputtering (a) and implantation of Ar+ ions
simulated in SRIM (b) showing the penetration depth of the cations. [344]

(a) (b)
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The first step to allow such an analysis is to deposit thin and uniform layers that are at

the same time diffusion dense. Especially during oxygen investigation, an oxide formation of

the Si3N4 has to be avoided that reaches the interface to the AlGaN:

Figure 4.13 AES of the Ar sputtered Si3N4 layer with an Ar signal at 210 eV after sputtering at
10 kV.

Figure 4.14 Schematic description of the depth dependency of electrons on the detected
intensity (Figure 4.15).

To allow the electrons to escape the material, hence in order to detect them, their

inelastic mean free path of electron scattering (IMFP, λi), which is specific for every electron,

has to be considered. For an electron with a certain intensity Ii emitted at the depth (d), the

Lambert-Beer law is valid [345]. The intensity I of such an electron as it reaches the surface is

given as in Equ. 5.2 and pictured in Figure 4.14a. Therefore, the Si3N4 toplayer has to be thin

enough to allow the electrons to pass. The investigations of the elemental composition are based

on the Al2p electrons as well as Ga3d over Ga2p photoelectrons, due to their 5 times higher
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kinetic energy, hence greater surface sensitivity. The Al2p electrons possess a greater IMFP at

1000 eV of 2.3 nm compared to approximately 1.9 nm for Ga3d [346].

I=Ii*e-d/λ Equation 4.3

Theoretically, a Si3N4 layer thickness of 2.4 nm is the maximum to detect underlying

photoelectrons: considering the probability of escaping electron in relation to the depth of

P(d)=e-d/λ, the detected sum of electrons at the depth of λi is 63%. By applying this to Si3N4, the

decrease of detected electrons through the top layers is given in Figure 4.15. It can be seen that

through 1 nm of Si3N4, 22.3% of the original intensity, through 2 nm 5.7% can be detected.

From these signals, a sufficient peak fit and peak shift should be obtained to understand

differences in purposely modified interfaces, as discussed in the following.

Figure 4.15 Electron intensity of Si3N4 and the decreasing intensity through increasing
thicknesses of Si3N4. [344]

Thin Si3N4 Layer Deposition4.3.1

Generally, AlGaN surfaces after MOCVD growth arrive with a certain corrugation, as

seen in Chapter 3.1. For layer thickness measurements, X-ray reflectometry is a useful method

because the measurement of the reflected X-rays allows additional composition analysis of the

layers [347]. However, if the surface is not perfectly smooth, the measurement reaches its

limits: as the XRR beam is 2 mm wide and the measurement angle lies below 1°, the present

corrugations lead to difficulties when measuring layer thickness < 5 nm. It is possible to fit

3 nm layer thicknesses with values between 2.0 and 4.5 nm, which is not accurate enough for

our investigation (
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Figure 4.16.). Thus, AFM step height data is collected for thinner layers. This is

possible because the thin Si3N4 layers < 6.8 nm adapt to the underlying surface morphology

(Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.16 Si3N4 on GaN thickness measurements by XRR: (a) 6.8 nm and (b) approximately
3 nm. The fit in (b) allows any thickness between 2 and 4 nm, hence it is not accurate enough for
this investigation.

Figure 4.18a shows Si3N4 layer thicknesses collected from XRR data and AFM step

height analysis, taken from the finger structure seen in Figure 4.17. The linear fit of deposition

time and layer thickness data in Figure 4.18 does not indicate any growth retardation for thinner

layers but rather a homogenous surface nucleation of Si3N4 on AlGaN, representing an

important precondition for this method. Furthermore, no indication for island growth nucleation

is found as it is for example known from Si3N4 on SiO2 growth, where a stable bulk deposition

rate is only obtained after ~4 nm [348]. The median of surface roughness RMS of 0.51 nm for

the Si3N4 surface is comparable to the one for the AlGaN surface of 0.52 nm. Thicker layers

above 6.8 nm are not found to reveal the underlying AlGaN surface morphology anymore with

slightly increasing surface roughness.

Raw curve

Fit

Raw curve

Fit

(a)

(b)

Angle of incidence (deg)

Angle of incidence (deg)
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Figure 4.17 The step-height data is collected from certain fingers etched into the Si3N4 layer as
seen on the 6 µm x 6 µm AFM image. At the inset, the step height measurement is pictured on three
positions (red, blue and green line) resulting in an average step-height of 1.6 ± 0.2 nm.

Figure 4.18 Si3N4 thickness vs. deposition time plot of XRR (red dots) compared to AFM (blue
squares) measurements. No growth retardation is obtained from the plot, as the growth rate does
not decrease for thinner layers. [344]

Physical/Chemical Interface Investigation4.3.2

The fact that Si3N4 can be deposited as thin, uniform and dense layers on the GaN and

AlGaN surfaces and that the thickness can be monitored to a layer thickness of 1 ± 0.2 nm is an

important condition for proposed method. Theoretically, the electron should be able to pass

through a 2.4 nm Si3N4 layer at 1000 eV. The XPS atom percentages for selected elements are

summarized in Table 4.2.

AFM step height

XRR data
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Although the Al concentration is only one quarter of the Ga-at%, an up to 13 times

higher Al2p peak intensity even through the 3.4 nm Si3N4 layer is found, hence the Al2p

electrons appear first in the spectra and are detected through the 3.4 nm layer already. Through

the 6.8 nm Si3N4, neither Al nor Ga electrons can be detected. At 2.9 nm, the Ga starts to be

present; at 2.2 nm, both, Ga anrd Al electrons can be detected, which is in agreement with the

theoretical estimation. Therefore, layers below 2.9 nm layers deliver sufficient information

depth, with both, Ga and Al peaks.

Si3N4 layer
thickness [nm]

Si [%] Al [%] Ga [%] N [%] O [%] C [%]

6.8±0.3 36 0 0 38 17 9
3.4±0.4 27 3 0 38 23 9
2.9±0.3 26 4 1 33 26 10
2.2±0.2 24 5 2 38 22 9
1.4±0.2 21 8 4 38 20 9
~ 1.2* 19 10 10 40 20 1
~ 0.4** 17 10 15 44 14 0
Table 4.2 Atomic percentages [%] obtained from XPS results through different Si3N4

thicknesses. Due to comparable information depths, the Si concentration decreases as the group-13-
metal concentration increases. The 1.2 nm thin layer (*) was obtained from the 2.2 nm thick layer
after 1 min of Ar sputtering at 1 keV and 67.5°, the 0.4 nm layer from the 1.4 nm layer. Atomic
percentage concentrations arise with accuracies between 80-90% for given conditions through the
layer; Ref. [344].

Figure 4.19 The XPS spectra through the 2.2 and 2.9 nm Si3N4 layer on AlGaN. An increase of
the higher energetic Ga2p peaks is visible through the thinner Si3N4 layer [338].

From the obtained XPS spectra through such thin layers (Figure 4.19), it can be

observed that according to the Einstein relationship [349], only the electrons with higher kinetic
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energy (Ekin) or lower binding energy (B.E.) can be detected. Photoelectrons from the interface

with lower Ekin cannot be detected as their information depth is less than the thickness of the

thin surface passivation.

It has to be ensured that the deposited thin Si3N4 layers are diffusion dense and the

measured interfacial species concentrations through the thin layers are the same as for thicker

layers, the residual Si3N4 thickness after selective SiO2 etching is investigated. The AFM step

height of the Si3N4 layer on AlGaN before and after diluted HF etching (see Figure 4.20a) is

collected from the 6.8 nm and 1.4 nm thick passivated samples. The residual layer thickness is

found to be 5.9 nm and 0.5 nm respectively. Thus, the approximately upper 1 nm must have

been oxidized in a form of SiOxNy, with x > 55%. It is known for x > 55% that the etch-

selectivity of Si3N4:SiO2 is 1:300. However, for x < 55% the selectivity gradually decreases with

decreasing oxygen concentration [350]. Therefore, further oxygen dissolution may not be

excluded from the remaining Si3N4 layer but a significant reduction in oxygen concentration

throughout the top 1 nm is expected. Dense Si3N4 passivation layers are known to inhibit the

diffusion of water, oxygen or other contaminations [351].

Figure 4.20 AFM step height investigations before and after 1% aq. HF etching (a) taken
from the 1.4 nm passivated GaN surface. Approximately 1 nm can be removed by this technique.
Decreasing oxygen concentrations after 1 min of Ar sputtering is also obtained from the 6.8 nm
sample by XPS sputter profiles (b). (as used for [344])

For reasons of comparison, the oxygen concentrations are measured after gradually

removing layer-by-layer via soft Ar sputtering and subsequent XPS measurements (Figure

4.20b). The decrease of the initial 26% oxygen concentration of the 6.8 nm Si3N4 sample to 20%

after 0.25 min of sputtering and a further decrease to 5% after 1 min of sputtering is evident.

Sputtering the 1.4+/-0.2 nm Si3N4 layer, the oxygen concentration can be decreased from 24%

to 10% after 1 min. For Si3N4 sputtering at given conditions, 1 min is equivalent to 1 nm of

material removal. However, both the superficial as well as the interfacial oxygen is obtained

from this spectrum. Even though the removal of surface oxygen and other elements by

sputtering can be trusted, the drawback of sputtering is that subsequent bonding information

from XPS fits are no longer valid, as discussed above.
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Figure 4.21 XPS through 3.4 nm Si3N4, after 1 min HF etching and additional 1 min
sputtering. The peak shift towards Ga2O2, away from SiO2 is observed; the HF etches the majority
of SiO2 as expected away.

Figure 4.21 shows the O1s peak of a 3.4 nm sample as-received, after a 1 min HF etch

and after an additional 1 min Ar-sputtering. A quantification of the peaks is not feasible. The

oxygen peak shift from Si-O to Ga-O is obtained. Additionally it can be observed that the HF

etches the majority of SiO2 away.

Figure 4.22 TEM EELS of the 2.2 nm (AFM) layer confirming this thickness. After the sample
preparation a SiOxNy layer is found which is nevertheless inconclusive due to the spatial resolution
of ~ 1nm.

Additional TEM-EELS analysis (Figure 4.22) of the Si3N4 layer has been performed,

with the aim of investigating differences in the dielectric layer as well as verifying the layer

thickness. The latter is confirmed; a thickness of 2.2 nm is found. However, it does not give any

further information. Due to the resolution of ~1 nm of the EELS setup in addition to interface,

and surface roughness, the oxygen is detected in the whole area.
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Oxygen variations at the Si3N4/AlGaN Interface4.3.3

From additionally performed angle resolved analysis through the 1.4 nm Si3N4 layer, an

increased oxygen concentration at the surface of the passivation layer as well as at the interface,

Figure 4.23. Therefore, an oxygen peak investigation can be performed: In Figure 4.24 a

detailed analysis of the O1s peak can be seen. The peak results from O-Si > O-Al > O-Ga bonds

(Figure 4.21) with decreasing standard binding energies from 532.3 eV > 531.7 eV > 530.8 eV.

The full width half maxima (FWHM) for the O1s peak-fits are 1.5+/-0.2 eV for all three fits at

pass energy of 23.5 eV. Of the obtained 23% oxygen 33% are found to be bound to the group-

13-metal. There is no indication that interfacial oxygen is bound to any other than the group-13-

metal; hence from XPS through 1.4 nm Si3N4 layers 7-8% of obtained oxygen is located at the

interface region. This value is not an absolute interface concentration but a value that enables

comparison of interfacial oxygen concentrations with for example in-situ deposited layers. A

conclusive quantitative analysis cannot be performed because the amount of nitrogen cannot be

extracted. The N1s peak interferes with the Ga Auger peak.

Figure 4.23 Angle resolved XPS measurement through the 1.4 nm Si3N4 layer. An
accumulation of oxygen at the Si3N4 surface as well as the Si3N4/AlGaN interface is observed,
indicated by the O/Si ratio. The Al signal decreases with increasing surface sensitivity. [344]

Due to the enrichment of oxygen at the interface, together with the fact that AlGaN and

GaN (0001) surfaces are derived in metal rich reconstructions [352] and the responsible oxygen

bond is suggested to be formed with the group-13-metal [353], it is sufficient to identify

differences in the metal-oxygen bonds. Furthermore, the O1s peak fit suggests that of all

measured oxygen, more is bound to Al rather than Ga. A comparison to the O1s fit from XPS

data of the bare AlGaN surface indicates a greater shift towards the Al with 63% of O-Al versus

23% O-Ga.
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Figure 4.24 XPS O1s peak fit through the 1.4 nm Si3N4 layer and the bare surface as
comparison indicates peak shifts to binding energies at 533.1 eV (-OH), 532.6 eV (Si-O), 531.8 eV
(Al-O) and 530.8 eV (Ga-O). Generally, more oxygen might be bound to the Al compared to the Ga.
Considering that the information depth of Al is greater than for Ga, the Al-O/Ga-O ratio is much
higher. [344]

Considering that the Ga3d peak has a greater surface sensitivity compared to the Al2p,

it is not suitable to compare peakfits of those. With decreasing Si3N4 thickness, the Ga-N to Ga-

O bond ratio is expected to increase due to an enhancement of the bulk (Ga-N) versus surface

(Ga-N and Ga-O) signal. In the case of a bare AlGaN surface the Ga-O to Ga-N ratio decreases

from 1:1 to 1:4 and the Al-O to Al-N ratio remains around 1:3 (not shown). However, the

amount of surface oxygen could also differ from the one at the Si3N4 interface, hence a

quantitative comparison is not applied.

Nevertheless, the bare surface analysis confirms the greater affinity of Al towards

oxygen compared to Ga as already seen from the Si3N4 interface. Moreover, this observation is

in good agreement with the hard and soft acid and bases (HSAB) principle (Chapter 2.1.2) as

well as the general wet etching behavior of group-13-nitrides (Chapter 3). It is therefore

suggested to use the O1s peak for a quantitative comparison.

Oxygen Variations at the Interface4.3.3.1

To investigate differences in oxygen concentrations, two AlGaN surfaces with different

surface oxygen concentrations have been prepared, one wet cleaned and one oxidized after the

cleaning, 1.4 nm Si3N4 are deposited at the surface to investigate the oxygen at the interface.

The AlGaN surfaces are obtained with 6% and 32% oxygen from AES for the reference and the

oxidized surface respectively.

From Table 4.3 it is pobvious that a distinct differentiation of the two interfaces is not

possible. The oxygen contents are approximately the same for both and are found to lie between

20-25% for those samples by XPS, where the majority is bound to the Si at the surface. The O1s
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peak fit for O-O, O-N, O-C and other possible bonds are considered but would only lead to an

over-estimation of the data with no analytical meaning. After one minute of sputtering, the

majority of oxygen is found to be bound to the metal atoms at the interface rather than the Si.

The peakfits after sputtering are however not reliable for reasons discussed above.

Peak energy [eV] Bond FWHM [eV] Peak area [%] FWHM [eV] Peak area [%]

Cleaned surface Through 1.4 nm After 1 min sputtering

530.7 eV Ga-O 1.4 eV 9 1.4 eV 20

531.6 eV Al-O 1.4 eV 15 1.4 eV 53

532.4 eV Si-O 1.5 eV 69 1.5 eV 24

533.2 eV -OH 1.5 eV 7 1.5 eV 3

Oxidized surface Through 1.4 nm After 1 min sputtering

530.7 eV Ga-O 1.4 eV 8 1.4 eV 20

531.6 eV Al-O 1.4 eV 18 1.4 eV 49

532.4 eV Si-O 1.5 eV 70 1.5 eV 26

533.2 eV -OH 1.5 eV 4 1.5 eV 5

Table 4.3 Comparison of O1s peakfits before and after sputtering of the 1.4 nm Si3N4 of the
reference versus the oxidized interface (sputter rate: 1 nm/min). The overall oxygen concentrations
are between 22-24%.

As introduced in Chapter 2.4.2, a significant measure of the interface is the I-V

characteristics. The Vth shift is directly correlated to the amounts of traps at the interface. A

comparison of Vth shifts of the two interfaces, with and without oxidation are see in Figure 4.25.

No difference in drift behavior is observed. Additionally, the boxplots are overlying, hence the

interfaces and present states must be comparable.

Figure 4.25 Vth drift comparison obtained from I-V measurements for reference vs. oxidized
interfaces for VG= 5V, 10 sec stress after 1 sec recovery. No differentiation is observed as both of
the interfaces drift between 1.4 and 1.6 V.
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It has been shown earlier that an NH3 plasma pulses reduce oxygen concentration of the

(Al)GaN surface (Chapter 3.2). It was further assumed that the formed surface oxide could be

more stable in present NH3 environment. This is however falsified: the surface oxygen is

reduced. The oxygen concentrations of the reference and the ‘oxidized’ sample are very

comparable, as the oxide is removed by the NH3 before deposition. Conclusively, a variation of

the oxygen surface terminations to optimize electrical drift behaviour is not observed.

Fluorine at the Si3N4/AlGaN Interfaces by XPS4.3.4

The question, whether the F is present at the interface or not has been raised above

(chapter 4.2). Table 4.4 summarizes the XPS investigation of the fluorinated and non-

fluorinated interfaces to AlGaN and GaN and their F peak quantities. The detected F lies below

1% for each sample. Looking at the full spectra (Figure 4.26) through the thin layer, it is seen

that the measurements are at the limit of detection, which is estimated to lie for this

experimental setup at about 0.2 at% [SGS]. The evaluation of the fluorine is performed on the

F1s peak, the F2s and F2p peak are also marked, they are not suitable to be evaluated because

the F2s peak overlies with the Ga peaks (Figure 4.27a).

A potential F1s peak fit is shown in Figure 4.27b. A slight shift between Ga-F and Al-F

is seen. The investigations of the interface are however difficult; as the most electronegative

element, F produces shifts in other elements; the F1s peak itself does not shift strongly.

Therefore, the F1s peak shapes are normally symmetrical.

1.4 nm
Si3N4

Si
[at%]

Al
[at%]

Ga
[at%]

N
[at%]

O
[at%]

C
[at%]

F
[at%]

Reference
AlGaN

26 3 1 34 23 13 0

Reference
GaN

26 0 2 38 22 12 0

CF4

Fluorinated
23 3 1 35 25 12 <0.5

NF3

Fluorinated
26 3 1 38 21 10 1

NF3 Fluor.
GaN

22 0 2 39 24 12 <0.5

Table 4.4 XPS analysis through the thin Si3N4 layer of the reference and fluorinated AlGaN
and GaN interfaces. Very low F concentrations are found, near the limit of detection.
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Figure 4.26 XPS spectra through 1.6 nm Si3N4 to investigate F at the interface.

Figure 4.27 (a) Overlay of F2s with the Ga signal in the XPS spectra and (b) peak fit of the F1s
through the 1.6 nm Si3N4 of the CF4 and NF3 fluorinated AlGaN surface. The Ga signal was about
1% for both samples, the F <0.5% and 1% respectively, see Table 5.2; Epass=117.4 eV with 0.5 eV
steps; for a comparison to the surface F1s peak see Figure 3.60.

From these results it can be assumed that fluorine is present at the interface. However,

the measurements only have accuracies of 80-90% for given conditions. Even though this

investigation has reached its physical detections limits, additional I-V characterization (Chapter

4), which is more sensitive (~10-15 electrons) will be performed. This method might not

(b)CF4 (<0.5% F)

NF3 (1% F)

(a)
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distinguish what chemical species is responsible for the observations but a qualitative difference

in device behavior will be seen.

4.4 Electrical Interface Analysis: The Effect of Modified

Interfaces

This and the following sub-chapters are closely related to Refs. [354] and [355], which were

published in advance for priority reasons.

Until this point it is unclear whether modified interfaces with fluorine will show an

improvement or variation of the electrical behavior. Considering that there is F left at the

interface Si3N4/AlGaN, or that the F leads to any energetic changes, this modification will be

reflected in I-V measurements. So far, oxygen variations did not lead to any results, because the

oxygen is reduced to the same concentration of around 7% at the interface, thus the interface is

comparable to the wet cleaned one. Surface cleanliness has to consider the entire electrical and

structural and physical state. The physical-chemical cleaning effect is discussed in Chapter 3.2.

From Schottky barrier measurements it has been obtained that the ‘cleaned’ surfaces do not

behave any different than as-received samples with ϕSB=0.7 eV. In the following a comparison

to interface analysis will be done, with the focus on fluorinated interfaces.

The 2DEG of the HEMTs is known to be caused by surface donor states in combination

with the polarization-induced charge (Chapter 1.2.2). Single defect levels [4,227] as well as

distributed densities of donor states [228,229] are considered to be the origin of these surface

states, the microscopic nature is, however, still under discussion as seen in Chapter 1.2.2.2 and

2.4.2. To understand what the fluorination does to the interface, the above introduced F

termination is applied to the (Al)GaN surface before Si3N4 deposition, illustrated in Figure 4.28.

Figure 4.28 Typical GaN-based MIS-HEMT using the Si3N4 surface passivation also as gate
dielectric. The fluorination was provided along the whole device including the gate and the access
region. (From [354])

Static Threshold Voltage Drifts4.4.1

To understand the basic device behavior after several interface treatments (as it was

already done in Chapter 4.3.3.1) the device I-V characteristics are measured. This very fast
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method allows the extraction of the Vth, which is a direct measure of interface quality (Chapter

2.4.2.2).

The measured I-V curves in Figure 4.29 show four Vth forward drift analyse by I-V of a

standard (wet HCl cleaned), a plasma oxidized, fluorinated and chlorinated interface, as

described in Chapter 3.5. Even though the wet cleaned interface is shown to have amounts of

oxygen comparable to the plasma oxidized one after dielectric deposition (Chapter 4.2), the drift

data are considered separately. As stated, the physical limit of detection might not always tell

the whole story. It can be seen that both, the cleaned and the oxidized interfaces, show

comparable Vth drifts larger than 3 V, also the chlorinated interface has comparable drifts as

expected. Additionally, the tested brominated surface has the same characteristic as the

chlorinated one. In contrast to that, the fluorinated surface shows a significant reduced interface

drift of <0.1 V in forward direction.

Figure 4.29 Vth drift analysis by I-V of (a) an oxidized surface, (b) wet cleaned, (c) fluorinated
and (d) chlorinated by pulses and continuously: the samples a, b and d show comparable behavior
whereas the fluorinated interface shows reduced static Vth drifts.

The varying saturation current (ID,sat, plateau) depends on the Al content of the samples

as well as barrier quality, rather than the interface to the Si3N4 [356] and is further investigated

in [245].

(a) (b)

(d)(c)
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Vth Drift Reduction Solely for Remote Fluorine Plasma4.4.1.1

Interestingly, the Vth value decreased after the F plasma treatment, independent of the

plasma source such as CF4, NF3 or assumingly others like XeF2, SF6 or mixtures thereof. For

non-fluorinated or ‘standard’ (to summarize all other treatments) the initial Vth is found at -5

to -9 V. After fluorination, it is found below -10 V. The observed Vth reduction is independent

on the barrier and can also be observed for n-GaN (Si doped) devices without a barrier.

Moreover, it is solely observed after remote fluorine plasma. Other attempts than remote

fluorine plasma did not lead to comparable results. Furthermore, the influence of electron

radiation [357], hence charging of the samples is excluded; because de-charging attempts did

not change neither the Vth drift reduction nor the contact angles (for details see Appendix).

Additionally, other remote plasma processes such as N2 or O2, or biased plasma processes such

as BCl3, HBr or SF6 should show comparable behavior, which they do not. All of them are

comparable to Figure 4.29a,b,d. At this point, the difference to the fluoride ion implantation

[358], hence plasma treatments outside the glow charge region should be highlighted as well.

Figure 4.30a (red) shows the I-V characteristic for the F- implantation. As discussed elsewhere

[358] the implantation leads to right shift of the threshold voltage, closer to zero, closer to a

normally-off application, which is the opposite to the superficial fluorination by remote plasma.

The term ‘implantation’ is correctly used: SIMS analysis (Figure 4.10) shows that even with

minimum bias, an additional F peak in the AlGaN barrier is obtained. This result is in

accordance with the mentioned literature.

Figure 4.30 I-V forward gate bias characteristics of (a) standard vs. F- implanted interface ‘F
implant’ at 3 keV (1.4x1013 at) – the threshold voltage (Vth) drift is observed and (b) of diverse
process sequences after the remote F plasma. The investigations show (a) a significant difference in
fluorinated surface vs. fluoride implanted buffer behavior as well as (b) a great stability of the
fluorinated surfaces with subsequent treatments. Only the wet cleaning removes the effect.

Three types of fluorine species exist in plasma, available for reaction: fluorides (F-),

fluor-radical (F•) and fluor-cation (F+) species as well as complexes of their educts. Without an

applied bias, as present in described remote plasma experiments, F+ would be attracted by the

(a)

(b)
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nitrogen mainly. However, N-F bonds could not be identified by XPS measurements (Figure

3.60), although we do not want to exclude a possible NF3 (g) formation and slight etching of the

surface, which can however not be observed from AFM measurements (Figure 3.62).

F• as well as F- are Lewis bases, hence electron donors. In Chapter 3.5 it has been

found, that Lewis bases react preferably with the metal atom at the (Al)GaN surface. The effect

of water (and any wet clean for that matter) is pictured in Figure 4.30b. As proposed in

Equ. 3.8a,b, the OH- exchanges with the F- from the surface. The removal with HCl/water is

therefore possible as both, F- and OH- are Lewis bases, and compete for the available Ga(Al)

centers.

Figure 4.31 Illustrated summarized Vth drifts for all interface experiments. As the drift
depends on the gate votage and stress time (comp. Fig. 2.16), the scale ends at 1 V and values after
VGate=10 V are indicated. Interestingly, the fluorinated surfaces are very stable to following
processing including O2 plasma, time and temperature; only wet cleaning seems to remove the
fluorine from the surface.

On the other hand, the F termination is very stable over time and temperatures up to

700°C in NH3 (Figure 4.31). From the static Vth analysis it is seen that also subsequent O2

plasma, or the oxidation followed by fluorination leads to the same effect. Moreover, the results

show that it does not matter if an O2 plasma is added to the process or not. As long as F reaches

the surface, a Vth drift reduction is observed.

However, the difference between fluoride radicals and ion reactions [359] is not trivial:

For the reason that in remote plasma, more than 99% of radicals are present, this is the proposed

species responsible for the interface stabilization. The main difference in reactivity between the

radical and the fluoride is that (1) F• are not electrostatically attracted by any present bias and

(2) they bring enough energy to break a bond that an ion could not break.

For more detailed investigations the stress-recovery behavior following Ref. [241],

different stress and recovery times are applied, as described in the following:
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Dynamic Stress-Recovery Measurements4.4.2

Described Vth behavior appears to be quite unusual in comparison to state-of-the-art

GaN MIS devices. It can however, be explained as follows: given the standard model for

AlGaN/GaN transistors [4], surface donors are responsible for donating electrons to the

energetic favorable position at the AlGaN/GaN interface in order to form a 2DEG. The fluorine

processing causes a modification of these original surface donor states. This leads to a

fundamentally different device and defect behavior. Detailed studies of the defect dynamics and

density of states prove the absence of the original native defects:

The investigation of the fluorinated and cleaned ‘without fluorination’ surface is given

in Figure 4.32. The stress time varies and the recovery time is kept constant at 10 s. At this point

it might be reminded that the stress time shows a large influence on the amount of Vth drift

(Chapter 2.4.2). The results show that the fluorinated interfaces exhibit ten times smaller Vth

drifts (a) as well as a faster drift recovery (b) compared to the non-fluorinated interfaces.

Figure 4.32 Stress (a) and recovery (b) characteristics of a standard interface vs. the
fluorinated one; SiN shortens Si3N4. (from [354])

Figure 4.33 Illustrated measurement sequence: the generated hold bias as well as the monitor
bias (voltage) are varied, whereas the drain voltage is kept at 1-V. (from [354])

A closer look on the dynamic behavior of the devices shows that the shift of the Vth is

not a static drift to due fixed charges but a very fast dynamic behavior. The investigations are
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performed using a pulsed measurement sequence, Figure 4.33. A hold bias is typically applied

for 1 s before the monitoring bias is switched on, which is sufficient to stabilize the device. The

major difference to standard devices can be found during device “turn-off” by pulsing from

VHold to VMonitoring ≤ VHold.

Initially the gate bias for these measurement sequence is stabilized at 0 V and then a

gate step bias in the range from 0 to -25 V is chosen (Figure 4.33 with initial VG = 0 V). Starting

with a ‘step’ from 0 to 1 V transition (green) one can see that the drain current is indeed

constant. However, if a negative bias step e.g. 0 to -3 V is applied, the drain current is reduced

according to the standard transfer characteristic. Following this initial depletion of the channel,

the 2DEG recovers and reaches back to the full drain current again. This behavior is repeated in

similar fashions for all biases until around -12 V; that way an actual depletion of the 2DEG can

be seen for times > 1ms. The turn-on behavior shows a different dynamic to the standard

interface as well: the device immediately turns on (for all biases larger than the Vth according to

Figure 4.29c). As the Vth is moving to higher potentials, the effective applied voltage is reduced.

After a time span of about 1 ms for turn-off the drain current is consequently reduced to the

thermal equilibrium VG= 0 V.

The measurements for VG= -10 V / 10 V are given in Figure 4.34 upper row. After the

initial depletion, ID dynamically increases causing a negative shift of the dynamic transfer

characteristics from 3 µs to 10s (Figure 4.34 bottom row). This recording of the dynamic

transfer characteristics and hence threshold voltage prior, during and after the electron emission

from donor states allows to investigate the device under quasi-equilibrium and fast drift.

Surprisingly, this behavior is extended to the whole VG range of the device from VG = Vth till

forward bias breakdown (VG ~ 20 V), indicating Fermi level pinning after the fast transient.

Thus, the fluorinated device exhibits a fundamentally different donor defect signature compared

to standard devices caused by surface traps.

Figure 4.34 Turn-off (VMonitor < VHold) response (upper row) and corresponding extracted
dynamic transfer characteristics (bottom row) for hold bias of (a) -10V, (b) 0 V, and (c) +10 V (hold
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time 1s). The dynamic transfer characteristics were extracted from the dynamic drain current
responses by plotting the drain current values at defined monitoring times against the
corresponding gate bias (=monitoring bias). (From [354])

In Figure 4.34 (bottom row), the dynamic transfer characteristics are plotted for each

decade of time; e.g. for each VG, the ID value at a certain time is extracted. It is seen that the

device turns off always right below the hold bias for the 10 µs transient response. Then it moves

to the left until it reaches the static characteristic. Hence, after e.g. 10 VHold, the VMonitor

decreases right below 10 V.

An explanation of this is the ionization of neutral donor states caused by applying a

relatively negative gate bias (VMonitoring < VHold) from an equilibrium (VHold = 0 V) or quasi-

equilibrium (VHold ≠ 0 V) state (Figure 4.35). The right image (1: equilibrium) shows the typical 

MIS band structure with a large-bandgap dielectric, the AlGaN barrier and the GaN channel.

The 2DEG is effectively caused by a dominant donor trap level represented by the semi-blue

circle, which pins the interface potential to the Femi level. Applying VMonitor causes an increase

of the interface potential (2: VGate<VHold) from its equilibrium position (1) and hence an initial

reduction in IDrain (c), as the dominant donor level is not able to respond.

After sufficient time has passed to release the electrons from the donor level, the 2DEG

channel can be re-filled again (3) with electrons which reduced the electric field in the barrier

and increase the one in the dielectric. Therefore, the de-trapping of electrons causes an increase

of the drain current (b,c), thus the 2DEG recovers until there are not more donor states left to be

ionized/ emptied. For sufficiently low gate bias (=the static Vth) the device cannot turn-on itself

anymore (4: quasi-equilibrium). This at the same time explains why, from the static Vth

investigations (4.4.1), no shift but a stable Vth is obtained.

Figure 4.35 Schematic band diagram (a) before, during and after measurements. The numbers
1-4 in the I-V measurements curves (b), and (c) correlate directly to the band diagram. (from [354])

(a)

(b) (c)
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Interestingly, the described dynamic behavior shows that the ‘new’ and dominant

surface donor determines the new device behavior after fluorination. Considering that GaN

devices up to now are influenced by a donor, that is responsible for the 2DEG formation, this

new donor state must either substitute originally present donor or cover the initial donor with

this new type of donor state.

Figure 4.36 (a) Quasi-equilibrium Vth shown in absolute values and relative to VHold. The
voltage (VHold – (quasi-)equilibrium-Vth) is used to estimate the corresponding (quasi-)equilibrium
2DEG concentration ns. (b) Quasi-equilibrium ns and neutral and ionized surface donor density.
(from [354])

Figure 4.37 (a) De-trapping and (b) trapping response for different gate bias steps. The inset in
(b) shows the stress scheme for the trapping anaylsis, analogous to [6]. (from [354])

If the Vth drift is extracted from the dynamic characteristics before, after and during the

trapping of electrons into the donor state (compare to Figure 4.35) allows to distinguish between

quasi equilibrium or fast drift of the device. Figure 4.36a applies to the original depletion after 3

µs to calculate the neutral and ionized donor state density for each bias point with respect to the

charge neutrality and N0
Donor = 0 at VTh = -14.8 V, Figure 4.36b. It is seen that the positive donor

density decreases with increasing bias, whereas the neutral donor state density increases. Device

simulations based on these quasi-equilibrium conditions lead to an estimated donor state density

of 4x1013 cm-2eV-1 [354]. The position of this donor state is calculated to lie around 1.4 – 1.6 eV

below the conduction band minimum. Compared to standard devices, where the donor is

expected to be somewhere around 0.8 eV below the conduction band [52], this peak supports

further the assumption that the initial donor state on standard devices is not present anymore.

(a) (b)

(a)
(b)
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Summarized investigations of the dynamic drift behavior (Figure 4.37) show a very

narrow distribution of de-trapping time constants. The de-trapping response, seen by the Vth

shift, was directly extracted out of the dynamic transfer characteristics based on the ID responses

in Figure 4.34. The data correspond to the stress/recovery data from Figure 4.32 for t > 10 s and

longer stress times. The trapping behavior shown in Figure 4.37b was investigated using an

additional filling stress pulse in between the hold and monitoring sequence (see inset Figure

4.37b). Apparently, trapping of electrons occurs faster than the reaction time of our setup.

The important conclusion is that the native surface donor state might be passivated by

the fluorination before dielectric deposition and the new donor shows a faster trapping and de-

trapping behavior and a surface potential pinning 0.5 eV deeper than the native donor.

Supported is this finding by UPS measurement presented in the following chapter – a

shift of the semiconductor electron affinity of approximately 0.4 eV is confirmed by this

method.

Analysis of the Surface States: UPS Measurements4.4.3

With ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) the molecular orbital energies in the

valence band region are measured, giving spectra of the kinetic energy of emitted

photoelectrons emitted after absorption of ultraviolet photons. The low excitation energy used in

UPS of 21.2 eV limits the detection to valence electrons and allows therefore a high surface

sensitive spectrum. Such an UPS of the AlGaN surface after storage at room T and cleanroom

air, after fluorination and after subsequent NH3 anneal at 70°C are presented in Figure 4.38.

Three samples of each surface treatment are presented. Generally, all measurements are

obtained is good reproducibility besides the TFx samples, where sample TF1 is 1 eV shifted for

the whole spectra. The shift is due to charging effects of the samples [360]. Even though the

surface was conducted with a Ta wire (Figure 6.3b), the chance of surface charging is high for

semiconductor materials. Such a charging leads to a shift of the spectra as seen in Figure 4.38c.
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Figure 4.38 UPS spectra of AlGaN (a) reference, Ref1-3, (b) after fluorination, F1-3, and (c)
after fluorination and NH3 anneal, TF1-3, is generally reproducible and comparable; the width of
the spectra are constant. The visible lowered intensity of the sample group 3 (a-c, green) is due to a
lowered integration time.

The cut-off energy at 21.2 eV corresponds to the excitation energy hν of the 

measurement. The spectra show two main peaks in the low kinetic energy region between hν 

and EF. Between 18 and 21.2 eV, the work function of the samples are visible. The work

function (left hand side of the spectrum) is strongly influenced by the bulk properties of the

material, as it shows the secondary electrons from the surface and underlying bulk. There out,

the work function Φ of the sample can be extracted with Φ=hν-W, W representing the width of 

the spectrum [361]. The width of the spectrum lies between the EF and the secondary electron

cut-off for metals, but between the valence band (or HOMO) and the secondary electron cut-off

for semiconductors. Hence, the work function is extracted for metals. For semiconductors on the

other hand the right hand side peak closer to the EF is more significant, which represents the

ionization energy: this peak solely reflects the top atomic layer, giving rise to the electron

affinity of the sample. The density of state in this region is therefore measured.
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Figure 4.39 Comparison of UPS spectra sample set 2 of the reference (Ref2), fluorinated (F2)
and fluorinated and annealed (TF2) surfaces. After fluorination, a smaller width W (between
secondary electron cutoff and valence band) is observed. The reference valence band offset (EHOMO)
lies at about 4 eV with a ~0.4 eV shifted ionization energy (I) for F2 and TF2 towards the Fermi
level is seen.

Due to the fact that the above mentioned samples were exposed to air, no gap-states are

visible from the measurements, as they could be saturated by the reaction with oxygen or water.

A suitable comparison with in-situ analyzed surface is not easy [362] especially in the presence

of >10% oxygen (as a contamination) as present at these sample surfaces (compare to Chapter

3.5.2.1). Also, the measurement of in-situ processed surfaces would vary the results as vacuum

enables obviously different environmental conditions than air.

A comparison of all three samples of sample set 2, Figure 6.3, shows that the electron

affinity is shifted for about 0.4 eV towards the Fermi level for the fluorinated surfaces compared

to the reference surface. At this region the O2s, F2s, Ga3d and N2s electrons are detected.

Chemical surface reactions are visible in the valence band, hence the fluorination decreases the

electron affinity of the AlGaN surfaces. The surface modification remains stable after the 700°C

anneal. The peak seems to be broad and undefined for the reference surface, which could be

dominated by the oxide species. For the fluorinated and the annealed sample a second peak
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appears which is suggested to be the superficial fluorine. After annealing, the peak is more

defined, showing potential oxygen as well as a fluorine peak at the surface region. From

additional XPS measurements after the UPS, the fluorine peak is found to decrease from 12% to

~1% to 0% for fluorinated, annealed and reference surfaces. The measured shift of 0.4 eV is an

indication that the surface dipole has changed, similarly to the SBH in Chapter 4.1.1.

Figure 4.40 Schematic position of Fermi level (EF) with respect to the valence band from UPS
measurements and conduction band from I-V measurements. The established dominant surface
donor after fluorination is visualized by a Gaussian peak at the semiconductor surface. The
presence of other states might not be excluded; however, the measured peak is the only dominant
one.

Figure 4.40 visualizes the Fermi level pinning of after the fluorination (in this case the

surface modification after the remote fluorine plasma). From the UPS measurements a shift of

the valence band of ~0.4 eV towards the Fermi level is observed. From the IV measurements, a

dominant donor state ~0.5 eV deeper in the bandgap forms the conduction band is measured

(Chapter 4.4.2). Hence, both observations follow the same trend. The 0.1 eV discrepancies

between the two values might be due to measurement inaccuracies. Especially the UPS value

varies between 0.45 and 0.40 eV for each sample set and is suggested to be higher than 0.4 eV.

The obtained shift from the UPS measurement arrives from an increased surface dipole at

the surface. The trend is very comparable to the trend seen in Schottky barrier measurements

(Chapter 4.1.1), where the barrier height increased after fluorination for about 0.4 eV compared

with the reference barrier heights. Whereas the trend of increasing Schottky barrier height can

be explained with the increasing surface electronegativity of the AlGaN surface, the described

trend of the MIS contact cannot be due to the electronegativity, as it is unclear if fluorine

remained at the surface or not. The remaining hypothesis are explained in the following

summary.

4.5 Summarized Interface Engineering Behavior

The suggested advantages of having such a different type of surface defect which

dominates the device instead of the usual ones are described as follows: it has been introduced

that all HEMT devices show, independent on their dielectric material, the general trend of large
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and slowly recoverable drift behavior [6,234], with a proposed upper drift limit according to the

applied bias. For the fluorine terminated surfaces however, this is fundamentally different. The

first improvement is the reduction of Vth drifts obtained from static I-V measurements: the

threshold voltage drift can be significantly reduced. This alone represents an interesting

approach of device passivation and no comparable behavior has been reported so far.

However, the improved drift behavior (Figure 4.30) is not the final solution as the

observed traps still exist but have an extremely fast dynamic behavior (Figure 4.33).

Additionally, the dynamic drift behavior is significantly different as well, indicating that there is

only one dominant donor state present at the surface. Hence the suggested donor states at the

surface might be minimized or at least dominated by this new surface donor state. The donor is

seen to have a very fast trapping and de-trapping characteristics: if the device is for example

biased according to the Vth with limited overdrive bias, the Vth will behave much more stable

and the dynamic behavior is not contributing. On the other hand, if the overdrive voltage is too

large the Vth would change, if the device is biased for longer than the characteristic trapping

time for example 1 ms in the shown device. Another finding is that the Vth shifts to lower

potentials, hence further away from normally-off performance. This is different to elsewhere

[341] reported fluoride implantation results that shift the Vth towards higher potentials because

normally-off application is targeted.

Even though - at this point - it is unclear, whether the F is present at the surface or the F

radicals induce the formation of a stable surface, it has been shown that with electrical

measurements, a new, dominant and stable interface donor is observed. The resulting narrower

density of states in fluorinated devices indicates some more ordered states after the fluorination

of the AlGaN surface.

Nevertheless, two eligible hypotheses can be formulated to understand the physical

chemistry behind the observed device characteristics, considering the electrical behavior as well

as the physical-chemical interface analysis within this work:

1) The fluorine is very stable and remains at the interface in concentrations of approximately

1% , thus it is possible that the more electronegative fluorine leads to a more efficient

polarization charge compensation. This means that the trap obtained by these surface states

is more stable than the one with oxygen.

It has been discussed earlier that GaN and AlGaN are polar materials with large polarization

charges somewhere 1013 charges/cm². The surface states that are compensating the

polarization charges are found to lie - as the 2DEG concentration - in the order of 1-4x1013

electrons/cm² [255]. The density of the fluorinated surface donor is found to be 4x1013 cm-

2eV-1, hence a suitable amount for dominant surface pinning. 1% of the surface correlates to

approximately 3x1013 at/cm², thus it could be the remaining F at the surface.

2) If it is assumed that fluorine is not present at the interface, the plasma process has to have

activated the surface in a way that it forms a more stable interface. This is a valid but less

likely hypothesis due to the fact that this fluorination is solely possible with remote plasma,
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as well as that the surface activation only works with fluorine. However, the F radicals

present in the remote plasma could activate the surface which undergoes another

reconstruction in a second instance. If this is the case, the question remains why the surface

cannot be activated by different plasma, such as NH3 or O2.

It is especially interesting that simply applying water (OH-) at the fluorinated (Al)GaN

surface, removes the effect completely. A wet clean is not reported to go along with a

surface reconstruction, especially if only physisorbed species are removed, as found within

this work.

For these very reasons, I suggest that F is present at the interface. Fluoride (F-) and

hydroxide (OH-) represent the strongest nucleophiles due to their small size and

electronegativity. It is known from other reactions (e.g. brushing the teeth [363]) that the

isoelectric species OH- and F- can substitute each other in chemical reactions). Considering the

hypothesis that the hydrogen in OH- could be responsible for the surface donor state of 0.8 eV

on standard devices [61], the substitution of the hydroxide with fluoride along with the 0.5 eV

deeper trap state is plausible. It could explain the reduction of the energetic distribution of

surface states due to the great reactivity in the plasma, subsidizing other Lewis bases. Moreover,

the greater binding energies of the Ga-F compared to Ga-OH could explain the deeper trap state.

To investigate whether the fluorine termination changes the surface reconstruction and

how, it shall be particularly mentioned at this point that scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

measurements were tested on fluorinated and non-fluorinated surfaces by Prof. M. Schmid from

the Vienna University of Technologies [364]. The results do not allow a conclusion due to the

degree of surface contaminations. Surface impurities hinder a stable usage of the STM tip and

make a comparison between the fluorinated and non-fluorinated surface irrelevant at this point

but illustrate room for future investigations.
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5 Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis investigates the polar and inert (0001) GaN and AlGaN surfaces with the

aim of understanding how the present surface states can be chemically modified or removed.

The exact nature of present surface states is unknown but widely discussed in the literature.

Oxygen is, however, a promising candidate to be responsible for the surface states. Due to the

presence of surface donor states, GaN based HEMTs suffer from severe threshold voltage drifts

which are commonly obtained in state-of-the-art reports. These drifts are for the first time

shown to be modified by a remote fluorine plasma. Generally, three different attempts were

applied in order to understand how the surface could be modified:

Wet chemical treatments did not show any significant surface modification, in

accordance to literature. The surface contaminations like oxygen and carbon could not be

removed. Additionally, the extremely inert polar (0001) surface does not react with Lewis acids

at all but only selected Lewis bases. Instead, the semi- and non-polar crystal planes react with

acids and bases, which enable defect decoration of the surfaces, but hinder a surface termination

variation.

Since oxygen as a potential surface trap candidate cannot be removed from the surfaces,

the second attempt aims to produce a defined oxide layer. Motivated by Si technologies, where

a thermally oxidized SiO2 passivation leads to the lowest interface trapping, thermal oxidation

of GaN is investigated. This oxidation is known to cause rough surfaces and interfaces. A closer

look at these results shows that the commonly observed roughness results again from the greater

reactivity of the TDs, hence semi- and non-polar planes, compared to the (0001) surface. As a

result, thermal oxidation cannot be applied for electrical device passivation. Additionally, a thin

defined oxide layer does not lead to an improved or modified device behavior in stress-recovery

measurements.

Within the third attempt less material selective and high energetic plasma processes are

investigated. The plasma processing demonstrated, due to its high energetic state, a suitable

method for surface terminations with oxygen and fluorine. Other halogens are shown to be

unstable during heating the sample to 700°C, which is the required temperature for dielectric

deposition.

The superficial fluorine is found to bind to the metal (Ga or Al) atom exclusively and

create an increased surface electronegativity. At the same time this increases the surface dipole

and leads to increased surface barrier heights. The increased electronegativity is also reflected in

contact angle measurements. Extracted surface energy components confirm that the surface can

solely be attacked by Lewis bases.

The fluorination of the surface creates a dominant surface donor which shows a 0.5 eV

deeper energy level than the original surface donor of AlGaN/GaN MIS-HEMTs. If the new

donor state is created by fluorination or if the fluorine plasma activates the surface and enables a
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more stable reconstruction is unclear because the donor concentration of 4x1013 cm-2 reflects a

concentration in the limit of detection of usual spectroscopy methods such as XPS and AES.

The passivation causes the surface potential to be pinned 0.5 eV deeper in the bandgap

compared with the surface potential based on initial donor state. The passivated donor states

exhibit very fast trapping and de-trapping behavior and could be the starting point for further

surface engineering. From valence band investigations by UPS, an approximately 0.40 - 0.45 eV

shift of the valence band towards the Fermi level with a more defined peak is observed which

supports the observation of a new dominant donor state, deeper in the bandgap.

In this work it is additionally shown that only electrical measurements are sensitive

enough to detect surface variations. Physico-chemical surface and interface investigation by

XPS, AES or SIMS have their limits when reaching atomic concentrations of 1% or below. This

is however exactly the concentration that is interesting to understand, in what extent the 2DEG

is influenced.

Further attempts of understanding the surface donor states, especially of the fluorinated

surfaces, include a cooperation with Prof. Joerg Neugebauer of the Max-Plack Institut fuer

Eisenforschung in which the fluorinated donor will be simulated. The aim is to verify if the F

represents the fitting electronic configurations for the new surface donor of if it is more likely

that a surface reconstruction, activated by the remote F plasma, corresponds to the 1.3 eV deep

trap. Additionally, electrochemical measurements could give further hints on the surface

potential of AlGaN and the energy barrier of the fluorinated surfaces. Such investigations could

support the hypothesis of exchanging the superficial hydroxide by fluoride and contribute to the

surface understanding of GaN based materials.
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6 Chapter 6

Experimental Details

Experimental details for the described discussions and results are found in the

following. The chapter is divided into general sample preparation followed by specific surface

and interface treatments. The graphical evaluation is done by OriginLab Origin 8.0 and

Microsoft Excel or PowerPoint for schematic drawings.

6.1 General Sample Preparation

All ‘GaN samples’ are c-plane (0001) samples derived from metal organic vapor

deposition (MOCVD) on Si (111) following state-of-the-art processing [71] without any further

optimization. The precursors are TMG (Ga(CH3)3), (as well as TMA (Al(CH3)3) for AlxGa1-xN)

and NH3. The samples are obtained in thicknesses of 3 µm. The 20 nm ‘AlGaN samples’ are

also grown in the c-plane with an aluminum content of x=22% on GaN without interruption of

the MOCVD process.

After the growth the wafers are wet cleaned in 1% aq. HCl at room temperature for

10 min, rinsed with d.i. water and centrifuged in N2. Subsequently the wafers are stored in the

cleanroom until further usage.

The Si3N4 passivation layer is deposited on top of the GaN or AlGaN by low pressure

chemical vapor deposited (LPCVD) at 700°C from SiH2Cl2 and NH3 as dielectric [365]. If not

stated otherwise, the layer thickness is 25 nm. For the XPS through the thin passivation layers,

the envisaged layer thickness is between 9 nm and 1.5 nm.

The etching of the passivation layer is performed in a CF4/O2 plasma with 900 W,

800 cm³ CF4 for 5 min.

Ohmic contacts are formed at the areas where the passivation has been etched away.

The contacts are sputtered Ti/Al layers (50 nm/200 nm) and are then annealed at 800 °C for

60 s. The Ni/Au (100 nm/200 nm) Schottky contacts on the other hand are evaporated on the

surface with a contact area of 1.96x10-3 cm². The evaporation through a non-contact shadow

mask ensures surface stability after each surface treatment. During the deposition at 2.0x10 -6

torr the samples heat up to 70 +/- 5°C wherefore adsorbed water can evaporate before the metal

contacts are applied.

Surface Cleaning Experiments6.1.1

AlGaN and GaN surface cleaning is performed as listed in Table 6.1. The aq. HF cleans

are performed in a Teflon beaker at room temperature, all other are heated in a glass beaker.

After the clean, the samples are rinsed with d.i. water for a few seconds and blow dried with N2.

Afterwards the samples are analyzed as stated in the text, by AES, XPS, AFM or other

techniques, see Chapter 6.2 for the details on each method.
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For a second, stronger cleaning approach, the solutions in Table 6.1, are mixed with

30 wt.% H2O2 (stabilized in H2O, Sigma Aldrich) in order to enhance oxidation of

contaminants. All other parameters are kept constant. The results, however, did not vary from

the attempts without H2O2. Therefore, the label ‘HF clean’ or ‘HCl clean’ generalizes on the

used acid.

T [°C] t [min] Chemicals

H2O, d.i. 85 20 From line
1% HF aq. 23 20 HF solution, 48%, Sigma Aldrich (>99.99%)
5% HCl aq. 85 30 HCl solution, 37%, Fluka (99.98%)
5% H2SO4 aq. 60 30 H2SO4, 95%, Fluka
8-10% NH4OH aq. 60 20 NH4OH in solution, 28-30%, Fluka
5% HNO3 aq. 60 20 HNO3 solution, >69%, Sigma Aldrich
Aqua regia 40 15 HNO3 + HCl as above in H2O d.i. (1:2:7)

Table 6.1 Summary of solutions, temperature and time for surface cleaning attempts; all
percentages are mass%.

To exclude that the d.i. water rinse after the cleaning contaminates the surface in any

way, the cleaniness of the deionized water is analyzed by ICP-AAS. The result is seen in Figure

6.1. Traces of K, Na, Cu and Ca are found in less than 0.5 ppb.

Figure 6.1 ICP-MS Measurement of the d.i. water contents: the highest amount of traces
(above 0.4 ppb) results from Ca, Cu, K and Na. The limit of detection is between 0.05 and 0.1 ppb,
depending on the ion.

The in-situ NH3 pulses to remove the surface oxygen have been performed at the

Vienna University of Technologies, Institute of Solid State Electronics: 10 pulses of 15 s each

are applied on the AlGaN surface before in-situ XPS analysis, see ‘XPS’. The sample is

transported through locks to stay in vacuum.
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Surface and Defect Etching6.1.2

AlGaN and GaN samples are etched in one of the following solutions. After every etch

attempt, the samples are rinsed with d.i. water and dried in air before they are investigated by

AFM. The Si backside as well as chip sidewalls are sputtered with 100 nm Ni to protect the Si

and avoid removal of the Si which subsequently leads to the splitting of the GaN buffer.

The etch investigations in Chapter 3.3 are performed with a 55 nm Si3N4 surface

protective layer which is opened in a certain finger structure by CF4/O2 plasma for 5 min, as

pictured in Figure 6.2. The same mask used for this pattering is also used for the Si3N4 step

height investigations in Chapter 4.3. For each sample, the step height is taken from an average

of at least 8 different measurements. The Si3N4 layers are obtained in thicknesses of 9.0 nm, 6.8

nm, 3.4 nm, 2.9 nm, 2.2 nm and 1.4 nm.

Figure 6.2 Illustrated finger structure, used for lateral etch investigation in acidic solutions.

Potassium hydroxide, KOH solution, 50% in d.i. H2O, Fluka (min. 99,95%)

KOH etching of GaN, AlGaN and AlN is performed in 50%, 25% and 12% aq. KOH at

27°C, 65°C and 90°C for 10, 30. 50, 90 and 120 min. The solution is stirred and the temperature

controlled by an automated thermostat. Due to the higher etch rates of Si (111) over GaN, the Si

substrate is protected by a 100 nm sputtered Ni layer.

Potassium hydroxide, KOH pellets, Sigma Aldrich (, ≥85%) 

Comparably, the samples were etched in molten KOH at 450°C and 500°C after the Si

are protected by sputtered Ni coating. Optimum etch time at 450°C is found at 2 to 2.5 min for

the etch pits not to over etch. The Ni coating is not completely diffusion proof and etching time

over 4 min should be avoided so that the Si is not etched away completely.

Phosphoric acid, H3PO4, 85% in d.i. H2O, Sigma Aldrich (min. 99,95%)

The samples are etched in 85% aq. H3PO4 at changing time from 6 min to 25 min and

temperatures from 150°C to 245°C to determine etch rates and activation energies. Optimum

work conditions are found at 245°C and 10 min as dislocations are etched but not over-etched,

as discussed in Chapter 3.3.5).

AlGaN
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Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, KH2PO4, Sigma Aldrich (≥99%) 

The colorless crystals are molten at 260°C and after the samples are added, they are

etched for 15 min at that temperature. An aqueous solution with precipitants of 1 M KH2PO4

was additionally tested. No etch results were obtained for etching with aq. KH2PO4 at 92°C and

60 min.

Potassium fluoride dihydrate, KF•2H2O

The crystals are heated above melting temperature to 300°C in a Ni-beaker with lid. No

stirring was possible. After 20 min in the solution only the AlGaN layer is etched and the

reaction stopped at the GaN surface.

10% HCl/H2O2/H2O

Chemicals as in Table 6.1: the samples are put into the 85°C solution which is stirred

for 1.5 h in a glass beaker in order to test harsher conditions as for the cleaning experiments.

5% HF/H2O2/H2O

Chemicals as in Table 6.1: the samples are put into the 30°C solution which is stirred

for 1.5 h in a teflon beaker in order to test harsher conditions as for the cleaning experiments.

Formic acid, HCOOH solution 95%, Sigma Aldrich

The samples are etched in this solution at 110°C for 10 min and 30 min. The surface

AlGaN surface was etched after 30 min.

Potassium formiate, KCOOH solution >99%, BioUltra, Sigma

A 1 M aq. solution is heated to 160°C and the samples are etched for 10 and 30 min. No

etching was observed.

Acetic acid, CH3COOH solution >99.7%, Sigma Aldrich

The samples ae etched at 90°C for 30 min. No etching is observed.

Mono ammonium phosphate, NH4H2PO4 colorless crystals, Sigma Aldrich (>98%)

The crystals started to melt at 190°C and were heated further to 230°C. The samples are

then etched for 5 min at this temperature, with an TD opening of the surfaces.

Lithium hydroxide, LiOH, Sigma Aldrich (>98%)

The saturated LiOH solution is stirred at 97°C for 15 min and 20 min. The AlGaN

surface is etched.

[M(MCOOH)IM][Cl] of charge 039, synthesized by Th. Brünig [366]

The crystals melted at 95 °C and the sample is added at 100°C. A few minutes after

adding the sample, the melt turned blue-green. It is assumed that a Ni(II)chlorid is formed. For a

second attempt, a sample without protected Si (Ni sputtered) is used; nevertheless, the AlGaN

surface is not etched, as obtained from AFM.

[M(MCOOH)IM][I] of charge 33A, synthesized by Th. Brünig [366]

The AlGaN surface of a sample without Ni protection layer is put into the melt at 120°C

for 10 min. No etching is observed. The yellow solution turned orange, red and then brown

which indicates a decomposition of the substance.
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Surface Oxide Formation6.1.3

Dry thermal oxidation is performed along the c-plane in a quartz tube rapid thermal

annealing (RTA) chamber at atmospheric pressure with an oxygen flow rate of 15 L/min,

temperatures between 800°C and 1100°C and processing times of 1, 2, 5 or 10 min. For

comparison, some samples are oxidized in a horizontal furnace at 850°C for 1 h in O2 or 4 h in

H2O assisted O2 at atmospheric pressure and flow rates of 15 L/min.

The analysis of the decomposition behavior is performed on the GaN samples by RTA

annealing in solely N2 atmosphere at 1100°C for 1 min and compared to annealing in NH3 at

710°C at 750 mtorr for 30 min.

To investigate the Ga2O3/GaN interface, the Ga2O3 layers are selectively etched away

using HCl/H2O2/H2O (2:1:1) at 95°C for 60 min [256], which does not etch the GaN surface.

For all samples the root mean square (RMS) of the interface roughness is significantly higher

than for the oxide surface.

Surface Termination Modification6.1.4

At 13.56
MHz

RF Power
[W]

Chamber
pressure

[torr]

Gas flow
rate [sccm]

Temperature
[°C]

Time [min]

Oxidation 900 1.2 5000 300 1-10

Table 6.2 Plasma oxidation parameters for GaN and AlGaN oxide formation in Chapter
3.5.1.1)

At 13.56
MHz

RF
Power

[W]

O2 gas
flow

[sccm]

CF4 gas
flow

[sccm]

NF3 gas
flow

[sccm]

N2 gas
flow

[sccm]

Pressure
[torr]

Time
[s]

CF4/O2 900 250 800 0.9 90

--longer 900 250 800 0.9 120

CF4/N2 900 800 250 0.9 95

--longer 900 800 250 0.9 120

NF3/CF4 900 50 300 50 0.9 90

NF3/N2 900 300 200 0.9 90

NF3/O2 900 200 300 0.9 90

NF3/CF4

V2
900 200 300 0.9 90

CF4/O2

V2
900 50 800 0.9 90

CF4/NF3,
t1

900 50 300 0.9 1200
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CF4/NF3

t2
900 50 300 0.9 600

CF4/NF3

t3
900 50 300 0.9 120

CF4/NF3

t4
900 50 300 0.9 60

Table 6.3 Fluorine plasma variations in a remote plasma chamber at 65°C.

By applying plasma from gaseous sources, a surface termination modification is

applied. Generally, a gaseous plasma is ignited by applying a DC potential with a frequency of

13.56 MHz through the gas. The breakdown potential of the gas depends on the pressure and

discharge gap width. Figure 3.51 depicts the simplified remote plasma chamber. The breakdown

potential has a minimum value when the pressure is 0.7 torr, and the parameters were then

optimized by the responsible plasma technician [367]. The oxidation parameters are given in

Table 6.2. The CF4 and NF3 parameters with and without oxygen are summarized in Table 6.3.

They aim to achieve increased F concentrations at the surface. In contrast to previous reports on

surface fluorination [368] these treatments did not involve any impinging ions or ion penetration

into the AlGaN layer. The optimum process in terms of F coverage is found to be the CF4/O2 for

90 s and the NF3/N2 for 90 s. The advantage of NF3 over CF4 is that no oxygen needs to be

added to the gas to enable ignition of the plasma.

Process A B C D E F G

Media Ref.
HCl/H2O2/
H2O (1:1:2)

3%
HF/H2O

BCl3/Cl2/
O2

Plasma

O2

Plasma
CF4/O2

Plasma
NF3/N2

Plasma

Time [min] n.a. 15 10 1 1.5 1.5 1.5
Temp. [°C] n.a. 60 25 60 300 65 65

Other storage N2 dry N2 dry
13 mtorr,
200 W

0.7 torr,
700 W

0.9 torr,
800 W

0.9 torr,
800 W

Table 6.4 Process parameters for processes A-G on GaN and AlGaN surfaces.

The AlGaN and GaN surfaces for systematic surface modifications in Chapter 3.5.3 ff.

are treated by wet cleans and plasmas as in Table 6.4. The different treatments result in different

surface electronegativities. The fluorinated surfaces are obtained in concentrations up to 19%; a

subsequent aqueous clean, however, removes the F from the surface to 0%.

Interface Modifications6.1.5

For termination stability investigations, the CF4 and NF3 fluorinated AlGaN and GaN

samples are heated to 710 and 780°C in NH3 atmosphere at 750 mtorr for 30 min. Afterwards

they are analyzed by AES and XPS. The effusion is described below.
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The XPS interface analysis is performed after a 2 nm LPCVD Si3N4 deposition (Chapter

6.1) the dielectric is partially removed as seen in Figure 6.2.

In fluorinated devices that are measured by I-V the AlGaN surface was fluorinated as

described above (Chapter 6.1.4). The thermally stable surface modification did not disappear

during the subsequent deposition of 25 nm LPCVD Si3N4 at 700°C in an LPCVD furnace.

Afterwards the samples are measured by I-V and C-V. For additional stability measurements the

fluorinated surface is subsequently treated in d.i. H2O, O2 plasma; for all of those, the low F

(~2% by AES) remained at the surface, only water removed it.

The UPS measurements are carried out on a Thermo Fischer UVS with He-I radiation at

21.2 eV to measure the valence band. In order to minimize a charging effect of the samples, the

surface is conducted with a Ta wire, see Figure 6.3. The samples are AlGAN on GaN after

storage (reference), after CF4/O2 fluorination and after fluorination followed by a 700°C NH3

anneal.

Figure 6.3 UPS sample on sample holder – across the surface two Ta wires are seen.

6.2 Methods: Analysis

All applied analytical methods are described in the following. Some analysis has been

outsourced, as stated.

AFM

Nanoscope Dimensions 3100 atomic force microscope (AFM) with Bruker OTESPA

tips in non-contact mode, with scan rates between 2.10 and 2.30 µm/s – if the scanrate was

enhanced or decreased the quality decreased due to charging and non-equilibrium conditions

respectively. Data analysis such as roughness measurements, step heights or topographical

measurements are performed on a NanoScope SPM V5 software for analysis. Each sample is

mounted onto a SEM sample holder first to allow discharging of the samples. Without that,

charging of the sample during measurement is observed.
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AES

AES is performed on a Physical Electronics PHI 4700 Thin Film Analyzer 5 keV and

2 nA. Argon ion sputtering is done with energies of 2 keV achieving sputter rates of 3.9 ± 0.5

nm/min. A surface spotsize of 50 µm x 50 µm is normally integrated.

SEM

SEM data is obtained from top view and cross-sectional pictures on a Hitachi SU-70

with an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The sample surface is coated with a sputtered Pt/Pd layer

of 2 nm performed in a Cressington Sputtercoater 208 HR with 20-40 mA. This toplayer

enables a better contrast in surface analysis.

EDX

Within the SEM, an additional Thermo Scientific detector for energy dispersive x-ray

spectroscopy (EDX) was used to collect elemental information.

XPS

XPS analysis is carried out at SGS Fresenius, Dresden or the Vienna University of

Technology, Vienna. Both tools measure a spot diameter of 100 µm.

SGS uses a PHI Quantum 2000 with monochromatic Al-Kα at 1486 eV at 45° for the 

measurements and 1000 eV at 67.5° for Ar-ion sputtering is used. For detailed O1s, F1s, Ga3d

and Al2p peak analysis the pass energy of 23.5 eV with 0.1 eV steps is used with an averaged

value from 500 spectra.

At the Vienna University of Technology Prof. M. Schmid performed XPS

measurements on the Omicron UHV system STM-1 with 9-channel detection system.

For another the XPS at the Vienna University of Technology (Prof. G. Strasser) is an

HSA 3500 plus PCU 300 with Al-Kα line at 1486 eV. 

Optical Microspcope

Optical microscopy images are taken with an Olympus BH3-FO4A with 5 to 250 times

magnification.

NMR-Spektroskopie

The NMR measurements were performed at the University of Kassel, Institue of

Chemistry section Chemical Hybrid Materials on a Varian VNMRS-500 MHz spectrometer at

room temperature. The 21Al- (69/71Ga-) and 31P- NMR spectra are taken at 130 MHz (120/152)

and 202 MHz respectively as in [369]. All measurements were performed at room temperature

with D2O as a solvent.

TEM

A TEM FEI TecnaiF20 at 20 kV and 0.24 nm point resolution is used for detailed

analysis of the oxide layers as well as TDs.

TXRF

TXRF is performed on a TREX 630, Technos with Mo-K and W-Lβ, both at 0.05°, 

40 kV, 40 mA and 300 s. The measured spot size integrates a circular area with a diameter of

1.4 mm.
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XRR

For XRR a Bruker-AXS D8 with 2 mm slits is used. The layer thickness is then

collected from Bruker LEPTOS 7.03 software fits.

Contact Angles

Values of the equilibrium contact angle are collected by applying the sessile drop

method on a manual Ramé-Hart Contact Angle Goniometer at 21.4 +/- 0.1°C and 43.7%

relative humidity. Three droplets per sample of distilled H2O, diiodomethane (CH2I2),

formamide (HCONH2), glycerin (C3H8O3) and 2-methylpropan-1-ol (IBA; C4H9OH) are applied

on the sample surface and measured after 15 s to ensure stability and reproducibility. By

varying the CH2I2 droplet sizes between 5 and 20 µL an absolute failure of 3.5° is observed;

nevertheless, a sample to sample variation for constant droplet sizes of 10 µL of +/- 2° for

θ≥10° and +/-3° for θ<10° is extracted, as with greater wettability, placing of the tangent is

more critical. (Appendix)

Effusion (RGA)

For effusion measurements, a 1.5 x 1.5 cm² sample is mounted onto a heating plate with

a temperature ramp of 5.33°C.min-1 until 1000°C is reached. At 1000°C, the temperature is held

constant for 1 hour. The detection is done by a HIDEN HALO RGA spectrometer.

I-V - Transistor

For dynamic measurements, an automated Keithley SCS 4200 system using consecutive

stress and recovery sequences is applied [241]. Monitoring of the device threshold voltage drift

ΔVth is done at a single bias point in the linear region of the transfer characteristic, where the

drain current degradation and the threshold voltage shift can be correlated. The measurement

delay between the end of the stress pulse and the first measurable value is of 20 ms. Forward

bias stress is applied to the gate contact in the range of -10 V to +5 V, while drain and source

are grounded. The test devices have a gate length and width of 1.3 µm x 480 µm.

I-V - Diode

A Hewlett Packard 4142B is used to measure the I-V in the range from -10 V to + 5 V.

The Schottky barrier is then extracted from the linear region during switch-on applying the

thermionic equation (Chapter 2.4.1).
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7 Appendix

In the following, additional information on measurements and analysis is given. After

the attempt of photo-assisted KOH etching, the contact angle method is discussed in respect to

its feasibility.

Investigations on Photo-Enhanced Lateral Etching of AlGaN

and AlN in aq. KOH

Figure 7.1 Scheme of constructed table to mount the diode above the sample in a stable place.
This table is put into a beaker with etching solution and magnetic stirrer.

The same setup as KOH solution etching is used for UV assisted etch trials. The 340 +/-

5 nm Roithner LaserTechnik Diode is used at 6.00 V with approximately 0.5 mW, mounted

onto a specially constructed etch table, Figure 7.1. Because of the Eg of GaN (3.4 eV) and AlN

(6.2 eV), applied wavelength will work best for AlxGa1-xN with Eg=3.7 to 3.6, hence around

x= 12%. Tested samples of GaN, AlN and AlGaN with x=22% are etched under illumination in

50% aq. KOH at 65°C and 90°C for 30, 60 and 120 min. The solution is stirred and heated by a

magnetic heating plate.

The Si backside and Sidewalls of the samples are protected by a 100 nm sputtered Pt

layer. Because is peeled off after about 5 min in the experiment, 100 nm of Ni are sputtered onto

the samples. Ni has a better adhesion to Si and GaN than Pt. For these e-less trials, Si doped n-

GaN samples are grown with about 4x1019 cm-³ Si atoms. These samples are etched in 45% aq.

KOH with added K2S2O8 (>99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) as an oxidizing agent at 80°C for 60 min.

No etching was obtained.

Figure 7.2 shows the results for AlN after 10 min in 9 M KOH with UV assisting. The

white dots are precipitants, particles after the etching which did not get investigated any further.

The images do remind a lot of the ones without UV: only defect are etched and extended.

Again, an etch stop at the GaN surface is obtained. The etch rate for the AlN is again 1 nm/min.

Tests on GaN and AlGaN samples did not lead to any etch result. Although it was suggested

that UV enhanced illumination, especially GaN should be etched. After 50 min the Si3N4 starts

to roughen as it is slightly etched by KOH, but the layer is still intact with a thickness >50 nm.

Sample (AlGaN/GaN/n-GaN)

Diode
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Figure 7.2 AlN surfaces after UV assisted KOH etching after 10 min. (a) Optical microscopy,
(b) surface SEM and (c) sidewall SEM confirm that no c-plane etching is obtained.

An explanation for unsuccessful etching even 2 h at 75°C, could be the preferred

reaction with Si of the KOH: One problem during experimental procedure was very often the

adhesion of the Pt on the Si in KOH. For diffusion dense Pt layers, thicknesses above 100 nm

need to be deposited. Such a thickness is not very stable and peels off easily from the sidewalls

and backside. This can cause the dominant reaction between the KOH and the Si substrate:

whilst the Si(111) plane is the slowest, the Si(100) is rapidly etched, with a selectivity of up to

1:200 [281]. The Si(100) is the sidewall of the chip. Gas bubbles were observed during

experiments. These bubbles are certainly related to H2 evolving from the Si etch, Equ. 3.4 .

Contact Angle Method: Feasibility and Error Estimation

To allow the correct interpretation of the contact angle values, the error estimation is

performed, based on sample position, drop size and time after droplet is applied. The sample

position is important as the wafer center in smoother (RMS=0.50 nm) compared to the wafer

edge region (RMS=0.55 nm). Additionally, the Al concertation declines in the last 4-5 cm of the

wafer. Whilst 23% of Al are found in the center region, only 20% are found at the edge region,

e.g. positions 3, 5 or 10 in Figure 7.3. Due to these inhomogeneities, all measurements are

focused on the center region, a circular area with a diameter of about 6 cm.

Figure 7.3 Wafer area investigation with every cross marking the approximate spot of
applied droplet.
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Figure 7.4 Contact angles of d.i. H2O on different wafer positions and droplet sizes. After
t<15 s the droplet found its equilibrium and stayed constant for at least 30 s – thus, this is chosen to
be the respective time when the angle is noted.

Figure 7.4 shows the results of water contact angles on an AlGaN wafer. The droplet

size as well as the position on the sample show a minor influence on the measurement, the

droplet size influences the angle less than position. To minimize additional influence of the

droplet, the measurement is constantly done on a 16 µL droplet.

Figure 7.5 Summarized CA values of oxidized and fluorinated AlGaN surfaces from different
liquids, H2O, DI (diiodomethane), FA (formamide), DMSO (dimethylsulfoxid), Gly (glycerin) and
3M1P (3-methyl-1-propanole).
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Figure 7.5 pictures the measurement of six solvents, water (H2O), diiodomethane (DI),

formamide (FA), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), glycerin (gly) and 2-methyl-1-propanole (2M3P)

for two plasma oxidized and two plasma fluorinated AlGaN surfaces. Glycerin is not suitable

for reproducible contact angle analysis as it is very time critical. Due its high viscosity but low

surface energy compared to water, it is found to not have no reproducible wetting after 5 min.

Also, the application of 16 µL was not always fully given. DMSO wets the surfaces but at the

same time it filled all micro-cracks and run off the sample within seconds. The liquids chosen

for analysis are water, diiodomethane and formamide. 2-methyl-1-propanole also allowed

reproducible results, nevertheless, water is used as the polar component as it is more often used,

hence can be compared to literature, and standardly available. Glycerin and DMSO are not used

due to unreproducible values.

The average failure that arises from the measurement is found to be ±2.5° for angles

<15° and ±2° for angles >15°. Therefore, the relative failure of >13% for lower contact angles

values make polar solvents to a bad choice for the analysis. Apolar solvents should be used for

greater reliability. The human error from applying the tangent is about ±1°. This is however a

systematic error which is found to be included in the deviations.

Figure 7.6 AFM of the GaN surface: a charging during measurement can be seen at the left
image. After mounting the sample on a conductive sample holder, the measurement is not
interfered by charging effects anymore.

After plasma processing, it was more difficult to measure the sample surfaces by AFM.

Generally, all AlGaN and GaN surfaces might charge up during AFM scanning (Figure 7.6) and

have to be interrupted or mounted onto a SEM probe holder that allows grounding of the

samples. To ensure that the present CA are not measured on charge samples, hence that they

represent increased surface energy values after fluorination due to electron charging of the

sample, de-charge experiments have been tested before CA measurements.
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Figure 7.7 Multimeter for connecting the metal table with the sample surface. No potential
difference has been measured, only the noise signal was recorded.

Following ideas have been tested to ensure that no charging effect is measured with the

contact angles:

 Grounding the wafer by

- Metall forcepts (to metal table)

- Metall table (rub it)

- Voltometer

- Connect voltometer with table (in A mode)

 Mulitmeter measurement of wafer to table difference (Figure 7.7)

 Ag conductive layer coating

- Ag laquer at the wafer edge and on broken wafer edges after plasma treatments

and sessile drop measurements repeated (directly and after ~20 min)

All those attempts did not change the resulting contact angles which therefore reflect solely the

surface terminations.

Additional FTIR Measurement

The surface fluorination is additionally tested by FTIR. However, the analysis did not

allow any further conclusion to superficial differences before and after fluorination. Due to the

high transparency of the GaN for IR frequencies, only the buffer signal is obtained, Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8 GaN on Si FTIR of the reference (red) and fluorinated (blue) surfaces with
overlying signals.
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